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Abstract 

The tandem photoelectochemical (PEC) cell based on oxide semiconductors 
for water splitting offers a potentially inexpensive route for solar hydrogen generation. 
At the heart of the device, a nanostructured photoanode for water oxidation is 
connected in series with one or two dye-sensitized solar cells (DSCs) that provide an 
extra bias to photogenerated electrons in order to perform water reduction at the 
platinum cathode. 

In Part A of this thesis, after reviewing the different technologies available for 
solar hydrogen production, I focus on different possible architectures for photoanode 
/ DSC tandem cells enabled by the most recent advances in the field. First, the 
development of all organic squaraine dyes having a narrow absorption bandwidth 
extending into the near infrared region and a broad transparent window in the visible 
region of the spectrum have allowed the design of a new photoanode / DSC / DSC 
tandem architecture. The "Back DSC" tandem cell, where two DSCs placed side-by-
side exploit the photons transmitted by a single photoanode is the conventional 
architecture. In this thesis, I demonstrate the inverted "Front DSC" architecture, 
which allows the use of non-transparent lower cost metallic substrate for the 
photoanode, as well as the "tri-level" tandem cell where a panchromatic "black" dye-
based DSC exploits the energy transmitted by the photoanode and the squaraine dye-
based DSC. Opto-electronic studies on each of these three architecture are performed 
and the respective solar-to-hydrogen conversion (STH) efficiencies of 1.16 %STH, 
0.76 %STH and 1.36 %STH are assessed. Finally, I leverage recent findings in the 
field of high voltage DSCs to demonstrate for the first time a tandem cell using only 
one photovoltaic cell to perform complete water splitting at efficiencies as high as 
3.10 % STH. Such a result represents a ten-fold improvement over previous 
demonstrations with this class of device. This work describes a breakthrough in the 
inexpensive solar-to-chemical conversion using improved photon management in a 
dual-absorber tandem cell and undoubtedly constitutes a benchmark for solar fuel 
production by solution processable oxide-based devices. 

In Part B, I focus on the photoanode for the oxygen evolution reaction. 
Hematite (α-Fe2O3) is a great candidate material for this application due to its 



availability, low cost, non-toxicity and appropriate band gap allowing extensive 
absorption in the visible part of the spectrum. However, it suffers severe drawbacks, 
among which are poor majority carrier conductivity and a short diffusion length of 
minority charge carrier with regard to photon penetration depth. This circumstance 
causes most photogenerated charges to have a low probability of reaching the semi-
conductor / liquid junction and thus to participate in the water oxidation reaction. 
This feature implies the use of hematite morphologies having feature size in the range 
of 10-20 nm. A solution-based colloidal approach offers a simple and easily scalable 
method to obtain nanostructured hematite. However, this type of nanostructure needs 
to be exposed to an annealing step at 800 °C to become photoactive. This has been 
attributed to the diffusion of dopants from the substrate. In addition, this annealing 
step sinters the 10 nm particles colloid into a feature size approaching 100 nm. Here, I 
first show the effect of intentionally doping this material on the sintering and 
photoactivity. I then demonstrate a method that allows for the first time to apply high 
temperature annealing steps while controlling the feature size of the nanoparticles. 
Such an approach can be applied to any kind of nanostructure. This latter strategy 
coupled to further passivation of surface states allowed an improvement of the net 
photoactivity of this type of photoanode by a factor of two. A reproducible net 
photocurrent exceeding 4 mA.cm-2 was obtained. This result represents the highest 
performance reported for hematite under one sun illumination. 

In Part C of this thesis, I present several synthesis methods for titania 
nanostructures acting as photoanodes in the DSC. In this photovoltaic cell, the 
electronic loss that is typically discussed is the slow transport induced recombination. 
Charges recombining before reaching the electrode have a detrimental influence on 
the photocurrent and photovoltage. Several approaches have been proposed in order 
to reduce interfacial recombination and improve charge collection in liquid electrolyte 
and solid state-DSCs (ss-DSCs) including the use of radial collection nanostructures, 
one-dimensional ZnO and TiO2 nanorods, and nanowires as photoanodes. Even 
though these approaches show great promise, they have yet to achieve power 
conversion efficiencies above 5% in liquid electrolyte DSCs and 1.7% in ss-DSCs. In 
this part of my thesis, I expose results on the strategies I have pursued during the 
course of my PhD to improve the dynamics in the liquid and ss-DSC. From one 
dimensional titania nanotube arrays, I have moved to tri-dimensional fibrous network 
of crystalline TiO2 and more complex host-passivation-guest photoelectrodes. 
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Résumé 

Les cellules photoélectrochimiques (PEC) reposant sur des semiconducteurs 
d'oxydes pour le clivage de l'eau représentent une voie potentiellement 
économiquement viable pour la génération d'hydrogène solaire. Au coeur du dispositif, 
une photoanode nanostructurée chargée de l'oxydation de l'eau est connectée en série 
à une ou deux cellules solaires à base de colorant (DSC). Cette dernière procure un 
potentiel électrique supplémentaire à l'électron qui pourra alors réduire l'eau à la 
contre électrode de platine. 

Dans la partie A de cette thèse, après avoir passé en revue les différentes 
technologies disponibles pour produire de l'hydrogène solaire, je présente différentes 
architectures de cellules tandem photoanode / DSC rendues possibles par les récentes 
avancées du domaine. En premier lieu, le développement de colorants organiques à 
base de squaraine présentant une bande d'absorption étroite proche de l'infra rouge et 
une large bande transparente dans le domaine du visible ont permis la conception de 
nouvelles conformations de cellule tandem photoanode / DSC / DSC. La cellule 
tandem "DSC à l'arrière" dans laquelle deux DSCs côte à côte exploitent les photons 
transmis par la photoanode est l'architecture conventionnelle. Dans la présente étude, 
je démontre la possibilité d'utiliser la structure inverse, "DSC à l'avant", qui permet 
l'utilisation de substrats métalliques non transparents (et donc moins chers) pour la 
photoanode, ainsi que la structure "à trois niveaux" dans laquelle une DSC utilisant 
un colorant panchromatique (noir) exploite l'énergie transmise par une photoanode et 
une DSC utilisant un colorant squaraine. L'étude opto-électronique de chacun de ces 
trois dispositifs est réalisée et des efficacités solaire-à-hydrogène de respectivement 
1.16 %, 0.76 % et 1.36 % sont déterminées. Pour terminer, je m'appuie sur les 
récentes trouvailles en matière de DSC à haut voltage pour démontrer de façon 
inédite une cellule tandem n'utilisant qu'une seule DSC pour totalement cliver l'eau à 
des efficacités pouvant aller jusqu'à 3.10 %. Ce résultat représente une amélioration 
d'un facteur 10 par rapport aux dispositifs du même type reportés jusqu'à maintenant. 
Ce travail est une véritable percée dans le domaine de la conversion d'énergie solaire 
en liaison chimique et constitue incontestablement une référence pour la production 



de carburant solaire n'utilisant que des oxydes aisés à manipuler.     

La partie B traite de la photoanode pour la réaction d'évolution de l'oxygène. 
L'hématite ou α-Fe2O3 est un matériau prometteur du fait de sa disponibilité, de son 
coût bas, de sa non-toxicité et de sa bande interdite permettant une large absorption 
de photons dans le domaine du visible. Cependant, il souffre d'un certain nombre 
d'inconvénients, comme sa mauvaise conductivité de porteurs de charges majoritaires 
ainsi que sa courte longueur de diffusion des trous par rapport à la profondeur 
d'absorption des photons. Cette condition a pour effet de donner une faible 
probabilité aux charges photo-générées dans la masse du matériau d'atteindre 
l'interface semiconducteur / liquide afin de participer à la réaction d'oxydation de 
l'eau. L'implication immédiate est la nécessité d'utiliser des morphologies d'hématite 
ayant une dimensionnalité de l'ordre de la dizaine de nanomètres. L'approche liquide 
colloïdale offre une méthode aisée pour obtenir de l'hématite nanostructurée. Une 
mise à l'échelle est facilement envisageable. Cependant, pour ce type de système, une 
étape de recuit à 800 °C est nécessaire pour obtenir un matériau photo-actif. Cette 
particularité a été attribuée dans le passé à la diffusion d'atomes dopants provenant du 
substrat. Par ailleurs, ce recuit a pour effet de fritter les particules d'une taille de 10 
nm à une dimension approchant les 100 nm. Dans cette partie, je montre d'abord 
l'effet d'une incorporation intentionnelle et contrôlée d'atomes dopants sur le frittage 
et la photo-activité. Ensuite, je démontre une méthode qui permet de garder le 
contrôle sur la taille des particules durant une étape de recuit à haute température. 
Cette stratégie, couplée à la passivation des états de surface a permis l'amélioration de 
la photo-activité nette d'un facteur 2. Un photo-courant de plus de 4 mA.cm-2 a été 
obtenu de façon reproductible. Ce résultat représente la plus haute performance 
reportée pour l'hématite soumise à l'illumination solaire. 

Dans la partie C de cette thèse, je présente plusieurs méthodes de synthèse de 
nanostructures d'oxyde de titane en tant que photoanode pour la DSC. Dans ce type 
de cellule photovoltaïque, les pertes électroniques généralement discutées concernent 
les recombinaisons dues au transport de charge lent. Les charges qui recombinent 
avant d'atteindre l'électrode ont un effet négatif sur le photo-courant et le photo-
voltage. De nombreuses approches ont été proposées dans le but de réduire les 
recombinaisons aux interfaces et améliorer la collection de charges dans les DSC à 
électrolyte liquide et solide (SS-DSC), comme par exemple l'utilisation de 
nanostructures à collection radiale, de nano-cordes unidimensionnelles de ZnO et 
TiO2 et de nanofils en tant que photoanode. Même si ces approches sont 
prometteuses, des efficacités de 5 % pour les cellules liquides et 1.7 % pour les cellules 
solides doivent être dépassées. Dans cette section de ma thèse, je présente des résultats 
sur les stratégies que j'ai envisagées pendant mon doctorat dans le but d'améliorer la 
dynamique de charges dans la DSC et ss-DSC. Des réseaux unidimensionnels de 
nanotubes de dioxyde de titane, j'ai évolué vers un réseau tridimensionnel fibreux de 
TiO2 cristallin pour finalement m'intéresser à une structure hybride avancée. 

 

Mots clés: Conversion d'énergie solaire, hydrogène, clivage de l'eau, 
semiconducteur de oxyde métallique, hématite, Fe2O3, dioxyde de titane, TiO2, 
photoanode, cellule tandem photoelectrochimique, cellule PEC, cellule solaire à 
colorant, DSC, cellule Grätzel, nanotube, nanostructure.
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α   Absorption coefficient 
ALD   Atomic layer deposition 
AM 1.5G  Air Mass 1.5 solar simulation 
APCVD  Atmospheric pressure chemical vapor deposition 
CB / VB  Conduction / valence band 
Δμex   Chemical potential of the excited states 
D4   Dual absorber tandem system using four photons per H2  
   molecule produced 
DSC / ss-DSC Liquid / solid state dye sensitized solar cell 
Eg   Band gap energy (eV) 
FTO   Fluorine doped tin oxide 
EIS   Electrochemical impedance spectroscopy 
ff   Fill factor 
H-P-G   Host-passivation-guest 
HOMO/LUMO Highest occupied / lowest unoccupied molecular orbital 
HPC   Hydropropoxy cellulose 
HTM   Hole transport material 
IPCE   Incident photon to current efficiency 
IQE   External quantum efficiency 
ITO   Indium doped tin oxide 
Jpl   Plateau photocurrent 
Jsc   Short circuit photocurrent 
Jop   Operating photocurrent 
Jop-TH / Jop-IS  Theoretical / in situ measured operating photocurrent 
Ld   Diffusion length 
η   Solar to electricity power conversion efficiency 
ηFarad   Faradic efficiency 
ηox / ηred  Kinetic overpotentials at the oxidation / reduction reactions 
ηSTH   Solar to hydrogen conversion efficiency 
ηSTH,max   Theoretical maximum solar to hydrogen conversion efficiency 
OER / HER  Oxygen / Hydrogen evolution reaction 
ϕconv   Quantum conversion efficiency 
ϕphoton   Incident photon flux 
PEC   Photoelectrochemical 
PEDOT  Poly(3,4-ethylenedioxythiophene) 
PEN   Poly(ethylene 2,6-naphthalate) 
PTFE   Polytetrafluoroethylene 
PV   Photovoltaic 
q   Elementary charge 
RHE   Reversible hydrogen electrode 
RIE   Reactive ion etching 
RPI   Relative percent increase 
S1   Single absorber system using two photons per H2 molecule  
   produced 
SCLJ   Semiconductor - liquid junction 



SEM   Scanninc electron microscopy 
T6   Triple absorber tandem system using six photons per H2  
   molecule produced 
TCO   Transparent conductive oxide 
TEOS   Tetraethyl orthosilicate 
TEM   Transmission electron microscopy 
TMA   Tetramethylammonium 
TNT   Titania nanotube 
Uoc   Open circuit potential 
Uop   Operating potential 
UV / IR  Ultraviolet / infrared part of the spectrum 
W   Space charge layer width 
XPS   X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy 
XRD   X-ray diffraction 
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CHAPTER 9. FINAL CONCLUSION, OUTLOOK AND RECOMMENDATIONS



Chapter 1. Preface 

 
“We are like tenant farmers 

chopping down the fence around our house for fuel 
when we should be using Nature's inexhaustible 

sources of energy — sun, wind and tide.  
 

I'd put my money on the sun 
and solar energy. What a source of power! I hope we 

don't have to wait until oil and coal run out before we 
tackle that.” 

 
 

Thomas Edison, 1931 
 

 





 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The way mankind exploits, uses and shares natural resources, energy in 

particular, is an issue. Nobel laureate Richard Smalley, the father of the « Buckyball », 

was classifying Energy in the first position of the “Top Ten Problems of Humanity for 

Next 50 Years” in his last presentations.1 This simple assessment illustrates the 

importance of the matter. The unquestionable depletion of carbon based energy 

sources not only has a dramatic impact on the economy and the environment2 but 

also generates coercion on the diplomatic relations between oil producing countries 

and other nations, sometimes even leading to military interventions in order to try to 

secure oil. The situation is predicted to be extremely challenging in the next decades 

as the demand of energy increases3 due to demographic pressure as well as the rising 

of gigantically habited Newly Industrialized Countries (NIC) with medium to high 

Human Development Index (HDI) such as China, India, Brazil and Mexico. Those 

developing countries account for two thirds in the predicted energy demand of 60% 

by 2030.4 

In the past couple years, several events have highlighted the security, 

economic, and human costs of relying so heavily on fossil and nuclear energy. The 

three-month long BP oil spill in the Gulf of Mexico caused extensive damage and 

continues to affect the economy and welfare of people in the region. The “Arab 



Spring” of popular unrest has triggered oil-price volatility and added instability to 

energy markets, while at the same time the global demand for oil is outpacing the 

capacity for production. And Japan’s Fukushima nuclear catastrophe has led many 

countries to reconsider the role of nuclear energy in providing low-carbon electricity.5 

Those events are an incentive for the international community to rethink energy 

production, distribution and consuming habits.  

Energy is not only a problem. It is also foreseen as a lever for achieving the 

Millennium Development Goals.4,6 Addressing the energy needs of the developing 

world is a complex and multidisciplinary challenge but is necessary to provide services 

such as health and education and is a central factor for reaching higher HDI. In 

particular, medium sized decentralized energy production units are identified as key 

elements since about a third of the world’s population lives far beyond the electricity 

networks, mostly in rural areas, without access to health care, education, 

communication and enterprise opportunities that modern energy can facilitate. 

Demand for energy by this un-served population is growing much faster than the rate 

of expansion of the conventional grid.4  

In 1992, UN Secretary General Boutros Boutros-Ghali urged the world to 

subscribe to the Rio Declaration on Environment and Development, promoting the 

idea of sustainable development, to which most countries agreed on. An action plan 

was further decided, voted by 178 governments and is now known as the Agenda 21, 

and the United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change (UNFCCC) was 

signed by 170 countries. The energy challenge therefore needs to be addressed by 

taking in consideration the “triple bottom line” of sustainability, that is to say 

accounting for the environmental, social, and economic aspects of the solutions. Prof. 

David MacKay proposes three routes to bridge the energy gap in the UK: reducing 

the population, changing peoples lifestyle, and reducing the energy intensity through 

“efficiency” and “technology”.7 The two first propositions are frightening and 

inefficient on a global scale, respectively. This thesis is about the third. Innovation and 

technology is at the center of the strategic development of the European Union, for 

instance, who spends about 10 billion euros each year on research through its famous 

seventh framework program (FP7) alone.8  

More than a hundred countries have given themselves renewable energy 



policies such as regulatory policies, fiscal incentives and public financing, including 

middle to low income countries such as Bangladesh and Ethiopia.5 The recent Special 

report on Renewable Energy Sources and Climate Change Mitigation published by 

the UN Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) points out the crucial 

role of policy makers in accelerating the development of renewable technologies. The 

best illustration of this point is that, despite the recession, total global investment in 

renewable energy broke a new record in 2010. Investment in renewable power and 

fuels reached $211 billion, up 32% from $160 billion the previous year. Developing 

country investments in renewable energy companies and utility-scale generation and 

biofuel projects exceeded those of developed countries, with China attracting more 

than a third of the global total.9  

Solar energy is of particular interest. First, the amount of energy radiating on 

the planet from the sun is enormous (174.000 TW) compared to the world’s 

consumption (15 TW). This means that every single hour, the earth receives enough 

photons to power its entire population for a full year. Second, solar radiation is 

distributed fairly uniformly on the surface of the earth, with even higher irradiance in 

the southern hemisphere. If carefully done by local actors, exploiting this resource 

could be a development factor for nations that are usually left apart, in particular on 

the African and South American continents. Finally, the science behind solar energy 

conversion is fairly well known. Edmond Bequerel discovered the photovoltaic effect 

in 1839, a first solar cell was made in 1883 by Charles Fritts and in 1905, Albert 

Einstein pioneered theoretical work on the photoelectric effect (for which he received 

the Nobel Prize).  

Solar energy not only needs to be converted into electricity. It needs to be 

stored in order to avoid the costly mismatch between the weather dependent time 

where the energy can be produced and the human activity dependent time where the 

energy is consumed, especially for off-grid application. In addition, it has been 

estimated that a conventional power network can only support about 30% of 

intermittent renewable energy beyond which a large amount of the production has to 

be dumped.10 One option is to store the energy directly into chemical bonds to form a 

so-called “solar fuel”. The possibility of seeing the raise of a "clean fuel" economy is 

greatly supported by the fact that the economical model that we use is adapted for the 

distribution and trade of liquid or gaseous energy vectors such as oil and natural gas. 



Hydrogen is a simple molecule with high energy density. It is the most abundant 

element in the universe and can be obtained relatively easily by splitting water, the 

most abundant compound on Earth’s surface. Splitting the water contained in an 

Olympic sized swimming pool would provide enough hydrogen to fuel world’s 

demand for three seconds. Splitting all of the water contained in lake Geneva would 

give three years worth of fuel.  

The potential of solar hydrogen obtained by water splitting is immense but the 

technological challenge is complex. The technologies developed have to include 

materials that are made from elements that are abundant in the crust of the earth, 

fairly spread, non-toxic, benign for the environment and dirt-cheap in order to reach 

the sustainability standards as well as penetrate a competitive market.  

In this thesis, I show the most recent advances toward inexpensive solar energy 

conversion and storage with a solution compatible with the idea of sustainability. 

1. Smalley, R. E. Top Ten Problems of Humanity for Next 50 Years. Energy & 
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2. Climate Change 2007 (AR4), IPCC Fourth Assessment Report, Core Writing Team, Pachauri, R.K. 
and Reisinger, A. (Eds.). (The Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change: 2007). 

3. World in Transition – Towards Sustainable Energy Systems, Flagship Report 2003. (German 
Advisory Council on Global Change: Earthscan, London, 2003). 

4. Renewable Energy Services for Developing Countries, In support of the Millennium Development 
Goals: Recommended Practice & Key Lessons. (International Energy Agency: 2008). 

5. Renewables 2011. (REN21: 2011). 

6. UNhabitat The Energy Challenge for Achieving the Millennium Development Goals. (United 
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The realization of an energy economy based on solar hydrogen is contingent 

on identifying a scalable system for solar H2 production at costs commensurate with 

the price of H2 generated from conventional sources ($2–3 kg–1 for the steam 

reforming of natural gas)1. Thus a balance between minimizing system complexity 

and maximizing energy conversion efficiency and device longevity must be considered 

for any practical solar H2 production. The most straightforward approach for solar H2 

production uses artificial photosynthesis through photoelectrochemical (PEC) water 

splitting. It employs a single semiconductor photoelectrode as a light absorber and 

charge generator in combination with a metal counter electrode. Here, hydrogen can 

be produced from water upon the absorption of two photons (under the condition that 

one electron-hole pair is produced for each photon absorbed) since the water 

reduction reaction requires two electrons to make one molecule of H2. This single-

absorber, two-photon approach (more simply called S2) appears quite promising at 

first glance but several losses factors imply the use of more complex 

photoelectrochemical systems.  

Since only 1.23 V are needed for water splitting at standard conditions from a 

thermodynamic standpoint, one could credulously believe that a semiconductor with a 

minimum band-gap, Eg, of 1.23 eV (an absorption wavelength cut-off of 1008 nm) 

could be effective. Based on the standard AM1.5G solar spectrum (1000 W.m–2), a 



semiconductor with a such a band-gap would operate at maximum overall solar-to-

hydrogen conversion efficiency, ηSTH,  of 47.4% assuming a unity quantum conversion 

efficiency (ϕconv = 1) and no other losses.2 However significant loss processes are 

involved and are unavoidable in any energy conversion process.  

Firstly, there is an entropic energy loss resulting from the amount of work that 

must be done to extract the excited states. Next, kinetic overpotentials exist at both 

electrodes, ηox and ηred, resulting from the energies necessary to form the intermediate 

species involved in the complex water reduction and oxidation reaction mechanisms. 

The overpotential of the oxidation reaction, ηox, is notoriously large (0.2 – 0.4 eV) for 

reasonable current densities (ca. 10 mA.cm–2) given the four-electron nature of the 

oxygen evolution reaction (OER) even using the best catalysts.3  

These loss processes imply that a semiconductor with Eg much greater than 

1.23 eV must be used to realize S2 PEC water splitting. Since a semiconductor can 

only harvest photons with wavelength (λ) satisfying Eg < hc/λ, where h is the plank 

constant and c the speed of light, the requirement to use a material with a larger 

band-gap implies a lower possible ηSTH. Indeed, while the ideal (Schottky-Queisser) 

solar energy conversion limit using one absorber material is 34%, Weber and 

Dignam2 followed by Bolton et al.4 analysed the “upper limit” for ηSTH using S2 water 

splitting with realistic losses and reported maximum values of 11.6% (using Eg = 2.2) 

and 17% (using Eg = 2.03), respectively. The latter report additionally considered 

photon absorption and collection losses and estimated that 10% should be entirely 

feasible with an S2 approach. In practice, the realization of a S2 PEC water splitting 

device with ηSTH = 10% is clearly a difficult task. A review by Walter et al.3 

summarizes decades of progress on using either a photocathode or a photoanode for 

S2 water splitting. While many promising S2 photocathodes exist (e.g. GaP and InP), 

their cost and stability in aqueous environments remain critical limitations. 

Semiconductor oxide photoanodes offer unmatched stability for water splitting but, 

due to the large energy loss processes discussed, above materials with band-gaps 

greater than 3.0 eV (e.g. SrTiO3 and KTaO3) must be employed limiting ηSTH to less 

than 2.3%.     

 It remains possible that a single semiconductor material that possesses the 

optimum band-gap, conduction and valence band levels, stability and availability will 



be identified, and a device exploiting the S2 approach will realize over 10% ηSTH. 

However, the failure to do so after decades of work has led researchers to consider 

alternative approaches. This chapter introduces an approach to PEC water splitting 

that increases system complexity but also energy conversion efficiency. By employing 

multiple light absorbers in tandem, PEC systems can both harvest a significant portion 

of the solar spectrum and provide enough chemical potential of the excited states, Δμex 

to afford water splitting at high ηSTH. In the next chapterss, various approaches using 

multi-absorber systems will be presented, analysed, and discussed using examples from 

literature. In addition, since the primary goal of PEC research is to develop a system 

that balances system complexity, cost, and efficiency, systems using cheap hematite 

photoanodes together with dye sensitized solar cells will be presented and discussed.  

 

1. National Research Council US Committee on Alternatives, Production, S. F. F. H., Use 
& National Academy of Engineering The Hydrogen Economy. (2004). 

2. Weber, M. & Dignam, M. Efficiency of splitting water with semiconducting 
photoelectrodes. J Electrochem Soc 131, 1258–1265 (1984). 

3. Walter, M. G. et al. Solar water splitting cells. Chem. Rev. 110, 6446–6473 (2010). 

4. Bolton, J. R., Strickler, S. J. & Connolly, J. S. Limiting and realizable efficiencies of solar 
photolysis of water. Nature 316, 495–500 (1985). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 





 

 

Chapter 2. Tandem photoelectrochemical 
cells for Solar water splitting 

2.1  Strategies and limitations of multi-absorber 
 systems 

2.1.1  “Brute force” strategies  

The most obvious approach to accumulate sufficient chemical potential (Δμex) 

for water splitting with semiconductor materials that can also absorb a large fraction 

of the solar spectrum is to connect multiple photovoltaic (PV) cells in series. For 

example, a traditional pn-junction silicon PV produces a potential of 0.5 – 0.6 V at its 

maximum power point under standard conditions. Thus three of these connected 

electrically in series would create sufficient potential to split water. This “brute force” 

PV + electrolysis approach is limited by the price and availability of PV devices and 

electrolysers, which, at the time of this writing makes the price of the H2 produced 

around $10 kg–1.1 Nevertheless, a fair amount of interest has followed this path and 

overall ηSTH’s up to 9.3% have been demonstrated using single crystal silicon PV 

modules and high-pressure electrolysis.2 It has also been suggested that a complete 

optimization of these systems could deliver H2 at a price of $4 kg–1.3 This price may 

decrease further by employing novel thin-film PV technologies. For example, Dhere 



and Jahagirdar have reported the use of two high voltage CuIn1–xGaxS2 (GIGS) PV 

cells side-by-side to generate a ηSTH up to 8.8%.4,5 A major drawback with the brute 

force approach in general comes from the voltage output of a pn-junction, which is 

strongly dependent on the illumination intensity. This necessitates complicated 

switching mechanisms to ensure the optimum number of cells is connected in series 

during variations in light intensity caused by haze or cloud cover.  

2.1.2  The tandem cell concept 

Besides using PV cells side-by-side to obtain sufficient voltage for water 

splitting, cells can be stacked on-top of one another, in tandem, if they can 

individually harvest different portions of the solar spectrum. The first (top) cell, with 

band-gap Eg1 absorbs photons from the sun with a wavelength smaller than λ1 = hc / 

Eg1. Photons with λ > λ1 are transmitted through to the next cell with a band-gap Eg2 < 

Eg1, and so on (see Figure 2.1). If the cells are connected electrically in series the total 

photocurrent density will be limited by the cell producing the least current, but the 

total voltage will be the addition of all the cells used. 

This tandem cell strategy not only gives access to a high overall cell voltage, it 

also significantly enhances the upper limit of solar power conversion (solar-to-

electricity) efficiency from 34% in the one absorber case to 42% (2 cells), 49% (3 cells), 

or 68% (for an infinite number of cells) for unconcentrated sunlight.6 Of course using 

an infinite number of cells is not possible and, in practice, the addition of each layer 

brings technical difficulties and additional optical and electrical losses that greatly 

increase the complexity and cost of these devices. Nevertheless, the precise control of 

materials used and device architecture (typically triple-junction epitaxially grown III-



V semiconductor devices) has pushed the solar-to-electricity power conversion 

efficiency, η, past 40%,7 but the high cost of producing these devices relegates their 

use to specific niches (e.g. extra-terrestrial application).  The use of these types of 

“PV/PV” tandem cells for PEC water splitting will be discussed in section 2 of this 

chapter. 

2.1.3  The D4 strategy and its potential   

While very impressive photovoltaic efficiencies have been demonstrated using 

triple junction cells as mentioned above, the maximum possible ηPC does not change 

significantly from 2 to 3 cells (from 42 to 49%). This brings into question the return on 

the device complexity added by the third cell. In addition, gaining the Δμex necessary 

for water splitting should be feasible with only two light absorbers. In fact, a two-

photosystem solution is precisely what evolved in plant photosynthesis, which uses 

sunlight to split water and stores the energy in carbohydrate vectors. In a dual-

absorber approach where each absorbed photon creates one excited electron-hole 

pair, four photons (two in each absorber) must be absorbed to create one molecule of 

H2. Following Bolton’s convention,8 this is designated a D4 approach. A simple way 

to accomplish D4 water splitting is to use a separately illuminated photoanode and 

photocathode in a side-by-side (not tandem) configuration. Weber and Dignam9 

evaluated the potential ηSTH of this approach and reported un upper limit of 16.6% 

with Eg1 = Eg2 = 1.4 eV—a modest increase over the 11.6% predicted with an S2 

approach. However, using an integrated tandem D4 approach where the two 

absorbers are superimposed, 22% ηSTH was predicted to be possible with Eg1 = 1.8 eV 

and Eg2 = 1.15 eV. In real systems, reflection and scattering losses exist, but can be 

adressed with device engineering. Figure 2.2 (top) shows a contour plot of a 

reasonable upper limit for ηSTH as it depends on the chosen semiconductor cut-off 

wavelengths, λ1 and λ2, prepared by using equations from Bolton's formalism and the 

assumptions of a quantum conversion efficiency (Φconv) and a faradic efficiency (ηFarad) 

both equal to unity with losses Uloss = 1.4 eV total.  



The shapes of the contours (thick grey lines), which represent values of λ1 and 

λ2 that result in the same ηSTH, are easily rationalized. First, the contours remain to the 

right side of the 45° line because as this is where the set condition Eg1 > Eg2 is satisfied. 

The upper-right region, where ηSTH is undefined, represents semiconductor 

combinations that do not possess sufficient Δμex for water splitting in a D4 

configuration given Uloss. Calculating the upper limit of ηSTH and optimum λ1, λ2 

pairing for an arbitrary system can be simply done with Figure 2.2 by first choosing λ1. 

For example take λ1 = 477 nm (Eg1 = 2.6 eV), which corresponds to WO3, material 

commonly used as a semiconductor photoelectrode for water splitting.10 A horizontal 

line drawn at λ1 = 477 nm would intercept first with the solid black maximum-ηSTH 



line. Reading the value on the top scale gives the maximum value of ηSTH for WO3 as 

6.3%. Continuing back on the imagined horizontal line at λ1 = 477 nm further, it 

intercepts with a dashed black line running against the contour lines. This line 

represents the values of λ1 and λ2 that meet the current matching condition. Reading 

the value of λ2 at that point gives λ2 = 561 nm and thus the minimum value for Eg2 = 

hc/λ2 = 2.2 eV. Choosing larger λ2 (smaller Eg2) will not result in a higher ηSTH as the 

photocurrent will be limited by the top absorber, λ1. For this reason the grey contour 

lines are all horizontal to the right of the dashed black “current matching line”.  

To identify the optimum values for both λ1 and λ2 with Uloss = 1.4 eV the 

current matching line can be followed for increasing λ1 and λ2 (and ηSTH) until the 

maximum ηSTH of 29.9% with λ1 = 755 and λ2 = 1253 nm. The distribution of the 

photons harvested by each absorber in this optimum case can be visualized in the 

bottom of Figure 2.2 where the AM 1.5G solar photon flux is plotted as a function of 

the wavelength. The optimum values for λ1 and λ2 are indicated and shaded areas 

indicate photons harvested (lighter shading for λ1). The areas of the two shaded 

regions in this plot are identical as the optimized circumstances exactly satisfy the 

current matching condition. By coincidence the cut off for absorber 1, λ1, coincides 

with the sharp dip in the solar spectrum at 762 nm, which is due to the weak spin-

forbidden electronic absorption of molecular oxygen.  

Overall the model presented in this section gives only reasonable expected 

maximum values for  ηSTH, which can be of use in describing the basic capability (or 

limitations) of specific materials or materials combinations. This is certainly of use in 

determining the interest in developing specific systems. However, the model does not 

include any additional constraints on selecting the materials with respect to the 

conduction and valence band energy levels, or work function factors that add to the 

difficulty of finding ideal and complementary materials for a water splitting tandem 

cell. 

2.1.4  D4 device architectures 

An important practical consideration for tandem cell construction beyond 

band-gap selection is the types of junctions used. Many groups have investigated 

tandem cells where one or both of the absorbers are in direct contact with the aqueous 



electrolyte. In addition, alternative photoelectrochemical devices, like dye sensitised 

solar cells (DSCs) can also be employed as one of absorbers in a tandem scheme. Thus 

many D4 configurations are possible. Figure 2.3 shows, from an energy perspective, 

two classic examples in addition to the PV/PV combination previously mentioned.  

The p-type photocathode/n-type photoanode device (Figure 2.3a) is the 

simplest in terms of junctions with only one interconnect between the two 

semiconductors together with two semiconductor / liquid junctions (SCLJs). Here 

materials must be chosen such that when the device is in contact with the electrolyte 

CB2 < –qE0(H+/H2) < CB1 < VB2 < –qE0(H2O/O2) < VB1 where VBi and CBi represent 

the valence band and conduction band energy levels of semiconductor i, respectively. 

A similar situation is necessary for a photoelectrode/PV configuration (Figure 2.3b) 

with the added complication of aligning an additional n-type energy level and the 

work function of the metal electrode used to perform the reduction reaction (typically 

necessary as the semiconductors employed for PV cells are not stable when 

performing the water splitting reaction).  

Despite the constraints on both the material’s band-gap and energy levels, 

various material combinations have been demonstrated in D4 configurations. Specific 

examples can be categorized as photocathode/photoanode, photoelectrode/PV, or 

PV/PV. In the next sections specific examples of these configurations are explored. 

2.2  PV/PV strategies 
Devices employing two or more pn-junctions in tandem have attained the 

highest reported ηSTH.11,12 Champion devices use the well-known band-gap 

engineering of III-V semiconductor systems to optimize light harvesting and Δμex. In 



particular, Licht et al. have employed an AlGaAs/Si (pn-pn) structure using Pt-black 

and RuO2 as reduction and oxidation catalysts, respectively, and obtained solar-to-

hydrogen conversion efficiencies as high as 18.3% under simulated AM0 sunlight (135 

mW.cm–2).13,14 Turner and co-workers have investigated monolithic GaAs/GaInP2 

(pn-p, pn-pn, or pn-pn-p) systems and attained ηSTH up to 12.5%.15-17 While the 

conversion efficiencies reported with these systems are quite impressive, major 

concerns exist about the price (due to the requirements of high material purity and 

costly fabrication methods) and stability of these devices when they are used in contact 

with aqueous electrolyte.18  

One other system of particular interest is based on amorphous silicon (a-Si). 

Bockris and co-workers first showed that a triple stack of n-type/intrinsic/p-type (nip) 

a-Si (not a D4 system, but rather a T6 system as 6 photons need to be absorbed by 

three absorbers for one H2) on a Ti substrate could give up to ηSTH = 7.5%  under 

AM1 (100 mW.cm–2) illumination when islands of Pt and RuO2 were used as a 

reduction and oxidation catalysts, and the device was directly submerged into aqueous 

electrolyte.19 Since the band-gap of the a-Si was the same for each nip-junction, the 

layer thicknesses were optimized so each layer produced the same photocurrent (i.e. 

the top two layers were thin enough to transmit some photons with energy hν > Eg). 

This concept was later extended to increase the efficiency for electricity production by 

mixing some Ge in with the Si to modify the Eg of the bottom two layers.20 Using 

these devices for water splitting, an ηSTH of  7.8%  under AM1.5 (100 mW.cm–2) 

illumination was achieved in 1 M KOH with CoMo (reduction) and NiFeyOx 

(oxidation) catalysts.21 The stability of these devices was improved to greater than 31 

days while maintaining 5–6% ηSTH  using a fluorine-doped SnO2 protection layer on 

the cathode.22 More recent efforts with these devices have also shown that operation 

at near neutral pH is possible with ηSTH = 4.7%.23 While these a-Si based devices are 

presumably less expensive than III-V semiconductor based tandem cells, their 

fabrication still requires relatively expensive vacuum processing. Despite this, at the 

time of this writing, the mass production of triple junction a-Si device modules for 

photovoltaic energy conversion is beginning by several companies. It is yet unclear 

what the price per kg H2 would be if these cells would be used for water splitting. 

Furthermore, the open-circuit voltages produced by such triple junction a-Si cells are 

around 2.4 V—much higher than is needed for water electrolysis. The optimization of 



this class of devices specifically for solar water splitting has yet to be accomplished.   

2.3  Photoelectrode/PV systems    
The most widely recognized Photoelectrode/PV device is a monolithic, 

epitaxially grown III-V semiconductor system developed by Turner and co-workers 

with a GaAs pn-junction coupled to a GaInP2 photocathode.17 While the performance 

of this system was impressive at ηSTH = 12.5%, the GaInP2 photocathode quickly 

corrodes when in contact with the aqueous electrolyte.23 In general, this is a major 

drawback of using direct semiconductor-liquid junctions. However, with certain 

semiconductors the photoelectrode/PV system has many advantages.   

2.3.1  Advantages and operation of a photoanode/PV tandem cell:  

Identifying semiconductor materials that form stable junctions with water 

under illumination has been a major challenge in the field of PEC water splitting. 

Transition metal oxide semiconductors have, however, excelled in this aspect with the 

prototype being TiO2.24,25 Unfortunately, a conundrum exists for transition metal 

oxides with respect to their band-edge energy levels and band-gap. Thus, for a 

transition metal oxide to have a small enough Eg for adequate solar light harvesting, its 

CB potential must be well below the water reduction potential. This excludes them 

from being used in a S2 water splitting scheme but essentially makes them ideal for 

use as photoanodes in a D4 tandem cell. Moreover, the difficulty in identifying a 

stable p-type cathode makes a photoanode/PV tandem device a good compromise 

with device complexity and stability.   

Since there are several examples of this type of tandem cell, it is useful to 

illustrate general device function. Chapters 3 and 4 of this thesis propose a model to 

anticipate operating currents (Jop) and, accordingly, the ηSTH by looking at spectral 

optical and electrical response of the discrete elements of the device. In the following 

sections, different photoelectrode / PV approaches and state of the art devices are 

reviewed. 

2.3.2  Photoanode/PV examples   

The possibility of a photoanode/PV tandem device to employ a stable 



transition metal oxide photoanode and a complimentary PV device has attracted 

many research groups to investigate various promising systems. For example, a TiO2 

photoanode in tandem with a thin film PV device based on Cu(In,Ga)Se2/CdS 

produced hydrogen at a rate of 0.052 μL.s–1.cm–2 during unassisted solar water 

splitting (corresponding to an external quantum efficiency of 1.02%).26 While less 

interest has been paid towards using the prototypical TiO2 as a photoanode due to its 

large band-gap (Eg = 3.2 eV, max ηSTH =  2%) this work demonstrated the importance 

of using optimized protective layers (Nb0.03Ti0.97O1.84 in this case) to eliminate 

corrosion of the PV cell in the aqueous conditions.     

Further research efforts have focused on using more promising transition 

metal oxides like WO3, and Fe2O3. According to Figure 2.2, WO3 (Eg = 2.6 eV) can 

potentially convert up to 6.3% of the AM1.5G sunlight into hydrogen. Hematite (α-

Fe2O3) is a more promising transition metal oxide with a band gap of 2.1 eV. This 

corresponds to a maximum ηSTH of 15.4% according to Figure 2.2, if a second 

absorber with λ2 > 774 nm (Eg2 < 1.6 eV) is used. Besides its relatively small band-gap, 

α-Fe2O3 is the most stable form of iron oxide and both iron and oxygen are ubiquitous 

atoms in the earth’s upper crust, making hematite an outstanding candidate for solar 

energy conversion on a scale commensurate with the global energy demand. 

Furthermore, both WO3 and Fe2O3 photoanodes can be prepared by inexpensive 

solution-based techniques.27 

Miller and co-workers have investigated combining tungsten28 or iron29 oxide 

photoanodes in tandem with a-Si:Ge PV. As a drawback, the large overpotential for 

water oxidation (ηox) and the relatively low Uoc of a a-Si device requires a double 

junction PV in tandem to provide sufficient potential to drive the overall water 

splitting reaction (similar to the PV only T6 tandem case where 3 pn-junctions were 

needed with a-Si). Despite this, 3% ηSTH was obtained with the WO3/a-Si:Ge/a-Si:Ge 

device.28 A similar device for iron oxide with only one PV (Fe2O3/a-Si:Ge) did not 

split water without an external bias, but it was shown that a 0.65 V bias “savings” was 

earned under AM1.5G illumination.29 This result could reasonably be improved with 

the recent advances in α-Fe2O3 photoanode performance30 as will be discussed later in 

Chapters 5 and 6.  



2.3.3  The photoanode/DSC tandem cell 

From a practical perspective, the attractive aspects of using a widely available, 

highly stable and inexpensively produced photoanode are diminished when using a 

tandem component that requires relatively expensive processing techniques (e.g. the 

chemical vapour deposition of a-Si). Thus more recently, investigations have focused 

on using next-generation photovoltaics that can also be fabricated with inexpensive, 

solution processed methods. The dye-sensitized solar cell (DSC) is the prototype 

example31 of this class of photovoltaic device and thus has attracted significant 

attention for use in solar water splitting tandem cells with a stable photoanodes.32  

The photoanode/DSC combination was first suggested by Augustynski and 

Grätzel33 with WO3 as the photoanode suggesting that device would be capable of 

4.5% ηSTH given the performance of the two devices.34 In practice, tandem devices 

with WO3 have been constructed by Park and Bard35 and Arakawa et al.36 giving 

ηSTH’s up to 2.8% at AM1.5G (100 mW cm–2) using Pt as the cathode. Similar to the 

a-Si based devices, two DSCs connected in series to the photoanode were necessary to 

afford overall water splitting. This was accomplished by positioning these two DSCs 

side-by-side behind the WO3 photoanode. 

This photoanode/2×DSC architecture does not fundamentally provide a 

limitation to the possible solar-to-hydrogen conversion efficiency for WO3 or even the 

more promising Fe2O3, as less than one third of the available solar photons have 

wavelength shorter than 600 nm and pan-chromatic dyes with high quantum 

efficiency extending past 900 nm are being developed.37 However it does present a 

challenge to device construction as the two DSCs need to be constructed each with 

half of the active area of the photoanode in order to normalize the total area of the 

device.     

Recently, the development of new dyes for the DSC has initiated work to 

explore alternative device architectures for optimizing light harvesting in these water 

splitting tandem cells. This is the subject of Chapter 3 of this thesis. 

 While device engineering should improve the operating current density using 

the current materials by reducing reflection, scattering and resistive losses, new dyes 

capable of high quantum efficiencies in the far-red and infrared part of the spectra 



and DSCs with higher Uoc’s are needed for these systems. In addition, the 

improvement of the photocurrent and especially the onset potential of the hematite 

photoanode as well as the development of high voltage DSCs are needed to fully 

realize the potential of a true D4 hematite/DSC water splitting tandem cell. Chapter 

4 of this thesis is the first demonstration of such a tandem cell. 

2.4  Photoanode/photocathode systems 
As mentioned above, the most straightforward and simple way to construct a 

D4 tandem water splitting cell is to use an n-type semiconductor photoanode and a p-

type semiconductor cathode. However, this approach is the least developed of the 

water splitting systems found in the literature. The reason for this is clearly due to a 

lack of suitable photocathode materials for water reduction. Many materials, for 

example GaInP2,38 Si, 39,40 SiC,41 WS2,42 Cu(In,Ga)Se2,43 Cu2O,44 CuYO2,45 

CaFe2O4,46 and even p-type (Mg2+ doped) Fe2O347 have been investigated as water 

reducing p-type electrodes, but the magnitude of the photocurrent or the stability in 

aqueous solutions have remained limiting factors. Despite this a few efforts have been 

made to demonstrate D4 photoanode/photocathode tandem cells.  

Early work by Nozik48 established the general theory for combining 

photoanodes and photocathodes into tandem cells and introduced the n-TiO2/p-GaP 

system. Ohmic contact between single crystals of n-TiO2 and p-GaP (Eg = 2.26 eV) 

gave a tandem cell that was found to evolve both hydrogen and oxygen without an 

applied potential. A high internal resistance limited the conversion efficiency of the 

cell for H2 evolution, which was calculated to be 0.25% at zero bias (based on a total 

electrode area of 1.9 cm2 and 85 mW.cm–2 of net incident simulated sunlight). An 

oxide layer forming on the surface of the p-GaP was the likely cause of the device 

instability.49  

Very little research attention was given to constructing 

photoanode/photocathode tandem devices for many years after this seminal 

demonstration. More recently, following the advances in oxide photoanode 

performance, additional demonstrations of photoanode/photocathode tandem 

devices have appeared. For example, while also known to be unstable in aqueous 

systems,18 GaInP2 (Eg = 1.83 eV) photocathodes have been combined with either 

WO338 or Fe2O350 photoanondes by Wang and Turner. Under intense white light 



illumination (>200 mW cm–2) the WO3/GaInP2 combination produced a detectable 

photocurrent that rose linearly with light intensity to reach Jop = 20 μA.cm–2 at 1000 

mW.cm–2. For the case of Fe2O3/GaInP2, negligible photocurrent was observed even 

at 10 sun illumination due to the mismatch of the conduction band minimum of the 

spray-pyrolyzed Fe2O3 thin film and the valence band maximum in the GaInP2. 

Employing surface dipoles to raise the conduction band51 of Fe2O3 may be useful for 

this combination of materials, which is clearly not ideal. Moreover the limited 

availability of indium in the earth’s crust prevents the application of this material on a 

global scale. 

 A more novel p-type material made from abundant elements, CaFe2O4 

(Eg = 1.9 eV), has been paired with n-TiO2 (in a side-by-side configuration) to give a 

device operating at Jop =110 μA.cm–2 in 0.1 M NaOH with the light from a 500 W Xe 

lamp.52 However, the Faradaic efficiency for water splitting was found to be only 12% 

and Fe and Ca were detected in the electrolyte after the device test.  

Nanostructuring techniques have also been employed to enhance the 

performance of inexpensive electrode materials for photoanode/photocathode 

tandem cells. Grimes and co-workers used an anodization technique to oxide Cu-Ti 

films and obtain p-type nanotubular (1000nm length, 65 nm pore diameter, 35 nm 

wall thickness) Cu-Ti-O films.53 These films (on transparent F:SnO2 substrates) were 

placed in tandem with nanotubular TiO2 to give a working tandem device. A Jop = 

0.25 mA.cm–2 (ηSTH around 0.30%) under standard illumination conditions and a 

reasonable stability in the minutes time scale were observed (photocurrent was 

negligible after 5 hours). It should be noted that the TiO2 was exposed to 1 M KOH 

while the Cu-Ti-O was exposed to 0.1 M Na2HPO4 and the electrolyte compartments 

were connected by a salt bridge. The dissimilar pH values leads to a favourable 

chemical bias of about 0.4 V in this case. Exposing the Cu-Ti-O to the KOH caused 

the rapid decay of photocurrent as the CuO was reduced to copper. Recent efforts to 

stabilize p-type photocathodes using overlayers deposited via atomic layer deposition 

may improve the performance of this and many other photocathode materials.54  

 



2.5  Practical device design considerations 
Regardless of the nature of the combination of devices chosen to make a 

tandem cell for solar water splitting, consideration must be taken for how the device 

will be illuminated and how the evolved gases will be collected. This latter point is 

especially important given that the stoichiometric combination of H2 and O2 

produced during water splitting is highly explosive when mixed. Thus effective gas 

separation is necessary. Fortunately, the intrinsic configuration of a water splitting 

tandem cell—one side for water oxidation and one side for water reduction—

facilitates the separate collection of gases. A simple device has been described which 

uses a 2 electrolyte compartments with identical compositions separated by a glass frit 

or membrane for ionic equilibration and to prevent reverse water splitting reaction 

from occurring.55 An idealized variation of this device is shown in Figure 2.4a. Here, 

gravity is the driving force for separating the bubbles of gas forming on the electrodes 

surface and the remaining electrolyte. However, this force is maximized when the 

photoelectrodes are vertical, which requires the illumination direction to be 

perpendicular to gravity. Without using mirrors, this illumination condition is only 

satisfied at sunrise or sunset. Thus additional device considerations are necessary. For 

example the device could simply be placed with the photoanode facing in the 

direction of the Earth’s equator and at an angle optimized to maximize insolation 

while still providing sufficient buoyancy force. At large latitudes (north or south) this 

would allow for near optimal illumination during the whole day and while also 

permitting the gravity collection of the gases. Since, near the equator the illumination 

direction is parallel to gravity, the cells should be oriented flat with respect to the 

earth’s surface to maximize insolation. This may lead to bubble accumulation at the 

surface of the bottom cell which would reduce the performance of the tandem cell by 

lowering the surface area of the electrode exposed to the electrolyte. 

Relying on gravity to separate the evolved gases from the electrolyte requires 

the bubbles to reach a certain size before buoyancy forces become larger than surface 

forces in order to detach from the photoelectrode surface, and while the surface is 

covered by a bubble the area occupied is no longer active for water splitting. Thus to 

overcome any potential losses in the large scale implementation of the tandem cell, a 

trough-type flow design has been proposed (Figure 2.4b). Here two glass frits (or 

membranes) are used to prevent mixing of the two electrolyte compartments and the 



electrolyte is pumped though the two compartments.56 The flowing electrolyte adds 

an extra force to shear the bubbles off the surface, which are then carried along with 

the electrolyte to separating tanks where the gases are collected at ambient pressure. 

This type of system would allow the tandem cell to be at any angle enabling the 

optimum insolation at any latitude or by using solar tracking without any concern of 

bubbles masking the active area of either electrode.  

In addition to these relatively simple methods of tandem cell device 

implementation, many other systems have been proposed for different operation 

scales, and even with concentrated sunlight.56,57 A common issue addressed in tandem 

cell device design is implementing separate functional layers for catalysis or protection. 

These, of course, would increase the cost of the system, but are currently necessary, as 

a total overall tandem device system that offers high performance together with 

stability has not yet been identified. The potential cost of producing the tandem 

device and its longevity are indeed equally important to its overall solar-to-hydrogen 

efficiency. Is has been estimated that a device lifetime of 10 years, a cost of 



US$100.m–2, and a ηSTH = 10% are necessary to produce hydrogen by PEC means at 

a cost comparable to that of steam reforming of methanol (H2 at a price of about 

$5.kg–1).58 Thus reducing device complexity and employing inexpensive fabrication 

methods while employing stable materials are the main issues for the practical 

implementation of the solar water splitting tandem cell.      

2.6  Summary and outlook 
In this chapter the motivation and theoretical framework for the PEC water 

splitting tandem cell were examined. While a single perfect material (in an S2 scheme) 

could reasonably convert 10 % of the incident solar irradiation to chemical energy 

stored in hydrogen, that single perfect material has not been found. An integrated 

tandem approach (D4 scheme) could reasonably convert over 20 % of the sun’s 

energy (even with large assumed losses) and is more flexible regarding material choice. 

Many different systems have been investigated using various combinations of 

photovoltaic cells and photoelectrodes. In order to be economically competitive with 

simple “brute force” strategies or the production of H2 from fossil fuels, a practical 

water splitting tandem cell must optimize cost, longevity and performance. Due to the 

lack of stable photocathode materials, a promising approach to meet the cost and 

performance targets is to use a stable photoanode material in tandem with an 

inexpensive PV cell like the dye-sensitized solar cell. Promising photoanode materials 

are stable transition metal oxides exemplified by hematite (α-Fe2O3), which is shows 

vast potential given its band-gap energy levels, abundance, and stability. However, 

much more research is needed on reducing the overpotential for the oxygen evolution 

reactions (by passivating surface traps and adding catalysts)59,60 and increasing the 

photocurrent (by nanostructuring)61-63 of this and other encouraging materials. 

Increasing the open circuit voltage of the employed PV cell is also needed in the 

photoanode/DSC system. As will be seen in chapter 4, the molecular nature of the 

DSC allows the tuning of the dye and the redox couple to enable high voltage DSCs 

which could be used in a true D4 system.64 
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Chapter 3. Examining hematite / dye-
sensitized solar-cell T6 tandem 

architectures 

This chapter is adapted from a peer reviewed publication by Jeremie Brillet, Maurin Cornuz, 

Florian Le Formal, Jun-Ho Yum, Michael Graetzel, and Kevin Sivula published in 2010 in the 

Jounal of Matererial Research, Vol. 25, No. 1, p.17-24. 

Given the limitations of the materials available for photoelectrochemical water 

splitting, a multiphoton (tandem) approach is required to convert solar energy into 

hydrogen efficiently and durably. Here we investigate a promising system consisting of 

a hematite photoanode in combination with dye-sensitized solar cells with newly 

developed organic dyes, such as the squaraine dye, which permit new configurations 

of this tandem system. 

3.1  State of the art, Motivations 
Since the seminal demonstration of photoelectrochemical (PEC) water splitting 

with TiO2,1,2 scientists and engineers have relentlessly searched for a PEC water 

splitting material combining efficient solar light harvesting, high quantum efficiency, 

practical durability, and low cost. However, no single semiconducting material has yet 

been found to meet all of these requirements. While systems delivering high efficiency 

have been demonstrated using III-V semiconductor materials with optimized band 



gaps and energy levels straddling the hydrogen and oxygen redox potentials, their cost 

and stability are a major disadvantage.3 Oxide semiconductors such as WO3 and 

Fe2O3, which have reasonable band gap energies (Eg) and high stability in aqueous 

electrolytes, have also been thoroughly investigated as photoanodes for water 

splitting.4,5  The doping and morphology of these materials have been engineered to 

improve their performance, but the conduction band edge energies in these 

semiconducting oxides are intrinsically too low to evolve hydrogen, and an external 

bias must be applied to split water.6 To address this shortcoming, systems using more 

than one semiconductor have been proposed.7 In addition, since oxide 

semiconductors such as WO3 and Fe2O3 do not absorb all of the incoming solar 

irradiation (Eg = 2.6 and 2.0 eV, respectively), if they are deposited on a transparent 

conducting substrate, a portion of the solar irradiation (hν < Eg) will not be absorbed. 

Transmitted photons can then be converted by another photosystem to provide the 

necessary potential to complete the water-splitting reaction and accomplish unassisted 

solar hydrogen production from water. This second photosystem is most practically a 

photovoltaic (PV) device as photocathode materials typically suffer from stability issues. 

In addition, for two-photon configurations, the upper efficiency limit for a separately 

illuminated photocathode–photoanode PEC is approximately 10%, while for a 

tandem PEC system it is more than 18%.7 

3.2  Hematite/2×DSC Tandem architectures 
Any reasonable tandem cell system must be potentially constructed with 

inexpensive materials and processes to be a realistic solution to our global energy 

demand. Our group has previously focused research efforts on hematite (α-Fe2O3) as 

the photoanode material. In addition to its chemical stability in aqueous environments 

and matchless abundance, its band gap of 2.0 eV makes hematite an ideal 

photoanode material capable of converting up to 16% of the incident solar energy 

into hydrogen in a tandem cell system.8 In addition, our recent efforts to tune the 

material properties of hematite prepared by a simple atmospheric pressure chemical 

vapor deposition (APCVD) method has resulted in highly nanostructured 

photoanodes that deliver unmatched photocurrents under standard solar conditions.9 

Prepared on F:SnO2/glass substrates, these hematite photoanodes transmit solar 

photons with wavelengths longer than 600 nm to a tandem PV cell. A promising 

candidate for this photovoltaic device is the dye-sensitized solar cell (DSC) as these 



devices can be produced for one third to one-fifth the cost of a conventional silicon 

solar cell10 and the absorption range can be tuned by selecting the appropriate dye. 

 

 Ideally in this hematite/DSC water-splitting tandem cell, only one 

photovoltaic system would provide the necessary potential to complete the water-

splitting reaction.11 However, because of the large overpotential needed for water 

oxidation and other loss processes, two solar cells are needed to provide enough 

voltage to the current state-of-the-art Fe2O3.9 This triple-junction photo-rectifier 

architecture does not fundamentally provide a limitation to the possible solar-to-

hydrogen conversion efficiency, as less than one-third of the available solar photons 

have wave length shorter than 600 nm and panchromatic dyes with high quantum 

efficiency extending past 900 nm are being developed.12 However it does present a 

challenge to device construction that has been addressed by placing two series-

connected DSCs abreast and tandem with the photoanode as shown in Figure 3.1a.13  

In this way the two DSCs would be constructed each with half of the active area of the 

photoanode to normalize the total area of the device. 

Recently, the development of new dyes for the DSC opens up new possibilities 



for optimizing light harvesting in these water-splitting tandem cells. All-organic dyes, 

such as the squaraine dye, have a narrow absorption bandwidth extending into the far 

red region of the visible spectrum and have demonstrated solar power conversion 

efficiencies up to 4.5% under AM 1.5.14 In addition to considerably reducing costs 

when compared with a ruthenium-based dye, two new distinct tandemcell 

configurations become available when using this type of dye. First we can propose a 

trilevel tandem device shown in Figure3.1c. A Fe2O3/DSC-squaraine dye/DSC-

panchromatic dye configuration would eliminate the need to construct two DSCs 

side-by-side. A second possibility with the squaraine dye is to arrange two-abreast 

DSCs in front of a hematite photoanode as in Figure 3.1b. This “front DSC” 

configuration is particularly attractive in view of light harvesting as hematite has a 

high index of refraction that increases reflection. In addition, the front DSC approach 

would eliminate the need to deposit the photoanode on a transparent conducting glass 

and an inexpensive metal foil support could instead be used. To determine how these 

two new hematite/DSC tandem concepts “stack up,” here we present their 

investigation compared with the so-called standard “back DSC” system achieved by 

scrutinizing the wavelength-dependent performance after having evaluated the 

expected STH conversion efficiencies based on the performance of the actual devices 

made in our labs. 

3.3  Experimental 
Silicon-doped hematite photoanodes were made by atmospheric pressure 

chemical vapor deposition (APCVD) from Fe(CO)5 (Aldrich 99.999%) and 

tetraethoxylane (TEOS; Aldrich 99.999%) on F:SnO2-coated glass (TEC15, Hartford 

Glass) at 420°C as previously reported in the literature.9 Their current–voltage 

response under global AM 1.5 simulated solar irradiation (1000 W.m-2) and in the 

dark were measured together with their incident photon conversion efficiencies 

(IPCEs) at different potentials in a two-electrode system (with a platinum wire 

cathode) to account for all overpotentials and resistances. The electrolyte was 1 M 

NaOH (Fluka, pro analysis in Milli-Q water, 25°C, pH = 13.6) deoxygenated by 

bubbling nitrogen.  

A detailed methodology of fabricating and characterizing the dye-sensitized 

solar cell is well described in the literature. The dyes were selected to allow a broad 



transparency window in the visible spectrum for the first cell and maximizing the 

absorption range for the second cell. A squaraine dye coded as SQ114 and the black 

dye (N749)12 were chosen based on their complementary properties over their 

absorption spectra. The electrolyte A614115 was selected for its electrochemical 

properties allowing a high current density with low concentration and therefore high 

light transmission. Transparent TiO2 layers were used (20 nm particles) to avoid light 

scattering. The thickness of the semiconducting layer in the squaraine-sensitized cell 

was carefully optimized to balance in each case between an improvement of the 

transmission properties and the needed photocurrent matching between the series 

plugged photosystems. The best result is presented in this study. The thickness of the 

black dye-sensitized cell was selected to match the current of the squaraine cell when 

the two devices are superimposed. The current–voltage responses of these devices 

were measured under the simulated AM 1.5G (1000 W.m-2). The appropriate device 

(hematite photoanode or/and SQ1 DSC) was used as an incident light filter according 

to the considered architecture. The incident photon-to-current efficiencies (IPCE) 

were measured under standard (short-circuit) conditions. The transmittance of each 

tandem cell component was measured by a Hewlett-Packard 8452A diode array 

ultraviolet-visible (UV-Vis) spectrophotometer. 

3.4  Anticipating device performances 
As suggested by Weber and Dignam7 the operating water-splitting current 

density, Jop, in a tandem cell is estimated by measuring the current–voltage (J-V ) 

curves, separately, of the hematite photoanode and the two DSCs in series with the 

actual light incident to that separate part given its position in the particular tandem 

configuration, and then overlapping the J-V  plots of the DSCs in series and the 

photoanode. Figure 3.2 illustrates the concept of finding Jop in the ideal case. The 

operating potential Uop is defined as the potential that should be measured at a 

common node between the PV and the PEC cell. Next we calculate the overall direct 

solar-to-hydrogen efficiency based on the amount of hydrogen produced, which is 

given by:  

  (equation 3.1) 

where V is the volume of hydrogen produced (L.s-1.cm-2), Jop the operating 



current density (A.cm-2) at the J-V  curves intersection point, Vm is the molar volume 

of the gas at STP, F the Faraday constant (96,485 C.mol-1) and n the number of 

electrons involved (two in this case). Here we assume all of the electrons counted in 

the external circuit would be involved in the water oxidation and reduction reactions; 

that is, no competing electrochemical reactions are occurring. This is reasonable given 

the stability of the hematite/base electrolyte system.  

 

While the aforementioned approach gives the expected hydrogen production 

rate by each tandem cell, it gives little information as to the limitations of each system. 

To fully understand the optical limitations of each system it is judicious to look at the 

photon-to-current conversion efficiency of each component separately as a function of 

incident wave length IPCE(λ) over the solar spectrum. Then the total current density 

delivered by each component can be calculated using:  

      (equation 3.2) 

where J-V  is the current density at the considered potential, q is the 

elementary charge, and Φphoton(λ) the incident photon flux as a function of the wave 

length. The last term, Φphoton(λ), is easily calculated for each component by multiplying 

the measured transmittance of any filtering components (in front of the component in 



question) by the global AM 1.5 solar spectral irradiation.16 The IPCE of the hematite 

photoanode was evaluated at the voltage of the J-V  curve intersection point potential 

(Uop). The IPCE of PV and PEC devices is strongly dependent on the potential at 

which the photoelectrochemical cell is operating. The IPCE of the DSCs at Uop were 

therefore estimated by measuring the photocell IPCE under short-circuit conditions. 

We then supposed the linearity of the DSCs over illumination power along with the 

uniform scaling of the IPCE(λ) at different potentials17 and renormalized the  

Architecture Jsc  
(mA.cm-2) 

Uoc 
(mV) 

Jpl  
(mA.cm-2) 

Uop 
(mV) 

Jop  
(mA.cm-2) 

V(H2 at STP) 
(mL.cm-2.h-1) 

% 
STH 

Back DSC 0.85 1420 2.67 1240 0.8 0.33 1.16 

3 levels 1.59 1350 2.67 1270 0.94 0.39 1.36 
Front DSC 1.06 1440 0.75 1360 0.52 0.21 0.76 

        

IPCE to match the calculated currents, J-V , with the current predicted by the 

overlapping of the J-V  curves, Jop, to account for the difference of the operating 

potential and the short-circuit measurement conditions. Finally, the IPCEs and 

transmittances were compared in each case to fully understand the limitations of the 

studied architecture and propose routes for optimization. Figures 3.3 to 3.5 

summarize the principle characteristics of each configuration. Additionally, the 

photoanode and photovoltaic J-V  parameters along with the operating potential Uop, 

operating current density Jop, corresponding dihydrogen evolution capacity V(H2), and 

direct solar-to-hydrogen conversion efficiency %STH (calculated based on the upper 

heating value of 286 kJ.mol-1 or 1.45 eV.electron-1 for dihydrogen) for each tandem 

architecture are summarized in Table 3.1.   

For the standard “back-DSC” configuration we observed an operating current 

density close to the short-circuit current density of the DSC (Jop, Jsc = 0.80, 0.85 

mA.cm-2) but far from the plateau current of the photoanode (2.67 mA.cm-2). This is 

partly because of our choice to use the squaraine dye for this configuration to better 

compare with the other systems presented. While this dye, which absorbs light 

between 600 and 800 nm, is nominally compatible with the band gap of hematite (600 



nm, see Figure 3.3, top) in practice we observe that less than 50% of the solar 

irradiation is transmitted through the photoanode to the DSCs at the IPCE max of 

650 nm as shown in the bottom panel of Figure 3.3. This unexpected result is caused 

by light scattering and reflection from the photoanode and reduces the short-circuit 

current of the DSC by 20% over what is observed under direct solar illumination (see 

front DSC Jsc). To investigate improving the light harvesting in DSCs in this case, we 

determined the operating potential and current using the panchromatic black dye in 

the DSCs instead of the squaraine dye. In this case we found that, because of the light 

reflection and scattering as well as a deceasing IPCE of the black dye cells in the 

wavelength range of 650 to 800 nm, the Jsc of the solar cells only improved to 1.03 

mA.cm-2. In addition, because of the lower Uoc offered by the black dye cells (1.32 V) 

the operating potential and current both were reduced (to 1.22 V and 0.61 mA.cm-2, 

respectively) actually lowering the hydrogen production expected in this configuration. 

As neither the squaraine DSCs nor the black dye DSCs were able to produce a short-

circuit current with magnitude close to the plateau current of the photoanode in this 

case, we can conclude that even using dyes with tuned absorptions in the orange to far 

red part of the spectra, the light lost by reflection and scattering from the photoanode 

severely limits the performance of the standard “back DSC” architecture. However 

the “front DSC” configuration displayed in Figure 3.1(c) can potentially eliminate 

these lost photons.  

When considering this “front DSC” architecture, we attempted to select 

parameters of cell construction to have the maximum transparency possible. We used 

thin TiO2 layers made with only 20 nm particles to reduce scattering and make 

transparent films, a low concentration volatile electrolyte, and a dye leaving a wide 

transparent window in the hematite absorption region. Even with these factors, we 

were still able to construct squaraine dye cells with an impressive IPCE maximum of 

more than 70% at short-circuit conditions (not shown). Here we observe the photon-

to-current conversion of the dye between 550 and 700 nm. The IPCE plot also shows 

a contribution from the TiO2 at wavelengths below 400 nm. Since the hematite 

photoanode has low quantum efficiency between 550 and its band gap of 600 nm, and 



 

few solar photons are available at wavelengths below 400 nm, the squaraine dye cell 

seems ideally suited for the front DSC architecture. Despite this, the optical 

transmittance of the top component is still a limiting factor in the hydrogen 

production. The transmittance, presented in the bottom panel of Figure 3.4, clearly 

shows a strong absorption of light in the region where the iron oxide has high 

efficiency (400–550 nm). In addition, the short wavelength photon flux (300–400 nm) 

is completely absorbed by the DSC before hitting the hematite. These photons would 



 

be converted to current very efficiently by the photoanode. The poor transmission of 

the squaraine DSCs is the result of both the absorption of the TiO2 and the tri-

iodine/iodide redox couple—the latter having a high extinction coefficient and 

undesirable absorption that peaks at 362 nm. Both of these factors cause a significant 

attenuation of the incident radiation to the hematite, reducing its plateau 

photocurrent to 0.75 mA.cm-2, and despite a higher short-circuit current and open-



circuit voltage offered by the DSCs in this case (1.06 mA.cm-2, and 1440 mV) the 

operating current of the tandem cell is lower than the “back DSC” case by 35% 

resulting in a STH of only 0.76%. These results offer a wide avenue for improvement, 

which, on the dye cell side, could begin with an optimization of the choice and 

concentration of the redox mediator in the electrolyte to increase the transmission in 

the 400 to 550 nm range. Alternately, the volume of electrolyte needed could be 

reduced by including a porous SiO2 layer (spheres) between the electrodes of the DSC 

as a spacer.18 We are actively pursuing these routes to improve the transparency as 

well as tuning the dye absorption to further optimize this promising configuration 

which, in addition to eliminating the use of a transparent substrate for the photoanode, 

reduces the problems of reflection and scattering by the hematite photoanode. The 

two above configurations both use two DSCs arranged side by side to provide enough 

potential to drive the hematite photoanode. Not only does this potentially complicate 

the device construction, by requiring a small space between the cells that reduces the 

active area, but to scale the devices with the same active area the current density 

passing through each DSC must be twice that of the hematite. Even if the light 

harvesting was optimized, this would be a limitation for the above architectures, given 

the quantum efficiencies of the dyes used, if the photoanode performed more 

efficiently. A trilevel tandem shown Figure 3. 1b would eliminate the current density 

mismatch, and each component in this inline formation would experience the same 

current flux under operation. As considering the “trilevel” configuration, we chose the 

Black dye (N749) for the bottom component given its ability to absorb and convert 

light in the far-red region. This DSC was optimized to absorb and convert the most 

light possible and to give the highest voltage, as transmission is not an issue. We also 

note that the SQ1 dye is well suited for application in the middle cell, and it can 

absorb and convert photons between that of the hematite and of the black dye. The 

transparent components we already optimized for the “front DSC” configuration  





were used here, and they do indeed have absorption spectrum narrow enough to 

permit light conversion by the bottom cell. Looking at the complete outline of the 

trilevel system’s light harvesting, shown in Figure. 3.5, we note that the top and 

middle cell have similarly shaped quantum efficiencies and transmission to the front 

DSC case, except with a different magnitude IPCE and integrated photon flux given 

the different operating point. In addition, the previous discussions of the light 

transmission of both the photoanode and the squaraine DSC are appropriate to 

describe the amount of photons reaching back cell only about one third of the 

available solar photons in the target region of 700 to 800 nm reach the back cell. 

Despite this, our analysis of this system yields the highest performance, with an 

operating current density, Jop, of 0.94 mA.cm-2, and an expected STH of 1.36%. This 

surprising outcome is the result of the increased current density permitted by the 

trilevel tandem over the other configurations as discussed previously. Indeed, the 

short-circuit current density of the solar cells in series (and tandem in this case) is the 

highest at 1.59 mA.cm-2. Incidentally, we also observe a small contribution to the 

photocurrent by solar photons not absorbed by the squaraine cell between 550 and 

650 nm. Even though this system performs the best, we can consider routes for its 

improvement - two approaches can be considered. An increase in the IPCE of the 

black dye above 650 nm will raise the current in the system. This can be done for 

instance with the use of photonic crystals that would produce slow photons and 

enhance the light capture in this wavelength region.19 To further enhance the 

performance of the trilevel system with hematite focus must be placed on the dyes. 

The optimal set of band gaps for light harvesting in a trilevel tandem cell are 2.3 eV 

(540 nm), 1.4 eV (890 nm), and 0.8 eV (1550nm).20 While the optimal band gap 

requirements for this hematite water splitting is convoluted with the necessity to have 

sufficient voltage drive the photoanodes, it is clear that the development of a far 

infrared dye pushing the absorption and conversion past 1000 nm is necessary. This 

could then replace the black dye in the bottom cell and a more broadly absorbing and 

high-voltage dye, like N719,21 could be used for the middle cell.  

In general, our analysis has shown that light scattering, reflection, and 

unwanted component absorption are major limitations to the hematite/DSC water-

splitting tandem cell system. However, since the components of our system are all 

constructed with similar conductive glass components, the construction of monolithic 



tandem cells without concern for dissimilarity in thermal expansion is possible and 

would no-doubt improve the light harvesting.22 This, and the continued development 

of dyes with tuned absorption, especially in the infrared region are necessary to 

improve the light harvesting. In addition, a photoanode delivering a higher plateau 

current is necessary for the further development of this system. An increase in the 

IPCE of the hematite photoanode, especially in the near band gap region, would 

improve the “front DSC” case remarkably. We are currently working toward 

optimizing the light-harvesting and quantum efficiency of the hematite photoanodes 

in our laboratories. In addition to the aforementioned limitations, it is important to 

note that, in all three tandem cell configurations considered, the operating current 

density was small compared with the plateau current offered by the photoanode. 

While this discrepancy could be interpreted to be a result of an insufficient voltage 

provided by the photovoltaic devices, it is more realistically a result of the high 

overpotential needed for the oxygen evolution at the photoanode. Under flat band 

conditions the valence band holes in our hematite have an energy approximately 1 V 

below the O2/H2O redox couple in 1 M NaOH, and only 0.3 V should be needed to 

raise the electrons to reduce water.23 However, we do not observe a photocurrent 

onset until 1 V in our two electrode hematite/Pt electrolysis cell. Since about 0.1 V 

can be attributed to restive losses and the overpotential at the Pt cathode (based on 

three electrode measurements)9 we can ascribe a 0.6 V overpotential for the oxygen 

evolution reaction at the photoanode. This significant energy loss is the most 

important parameter needing optimization for these water-splitting cells. We have 

previously investigated reducing the photocurrent onset using an iridium oxide24 or 

CoII catalyst,9 and other groups have also recently reported similar techniques.25,26 

Further understanding of the water oxidation kinetics in this system are needed to 

further reduce the onset potential, ideally to a value requiring only one PV cell to 

drive the water splitting.  

3.5  Conclusion 
Through our analysis of the three possible tandem cell configurations 

employing hematite photoanodes and DSCs with dyes tuned to improve light 

harvesting for each configuration, I found that given the current state-of-the-art 

devices, a trilevel tandem architecture (hematite/squaraine dye/black dye), produces 

the highest operating current density and thus the highest expected solar-to-hydrogen 



efficiency (1.36 %STH compared with 1.16 %STH which is the standard back DSC 

case). This is far below the expected 3.3 %STH that should be possible with the 

nanostructured hematite photoanodes used. Reduced light harvesting caused by 

scattering and reflection are limiting the efficiencies presented here, and while device 

engineering should improve the operating current density using the current materials, 

new dyes capable of high quantum efficiencies in the far-red and infrared part of the 

spectra are needed. In addition, the improvement of the photocurrent and especially 

the onset potential of the hematite photoanode are needed to fully realize the potential 

of the hematite water-splitting tandem cell. 
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Chapter 4. Unassisted water splitting using 
a low cost dual-photosystem tandem cell 

This chapter is adapted from a manuscript accepted in Nature Photonics by Jeremie Brillet, 

Jun-ho Yum, Maurin Cornuz, Takashi Hisatomi, Renata Solarska, Jan Augustynski, Michael 

Graetzel and Kevin Sivula 

Given the challenges and limitations of photoelectrochemical water splitting 

devices using a single absorber, a tandem cell approach using two or more absorbers 

to both harness a significant fraction of the solar spectrum and generate enough free 

energy for water splitting is necessary. To reduce the complexity and cost of a device 

it is desirable to employ only two absorbers in a D4 (Dual absorber, 4 photons for 

each H2) approach and also use inexpensive and stable materials. Here we 

demonstrate unassisted D4 water photoelectrolysis using a nanostructured 

semiconductor oxide photoanode and a dye sensitized solar cell (DSC). We leverage 

recent advances in both of these fields to assemble devices with a measured solar-to-

hydrogen (STH) efficiency, of 3.10 %STH with a WO3 / DSC tandem cell and 

1.17 %STH using a Fe2O3 / DSC device. A near unity faradic efficiency is confirmed 

by measuring the gases evolved from a device assembly. Furthermore, complete 

optical analysis of the devices is further performed to understand the limitations of the 

current constructions, and the Fe2O3 / DSC device was found to offer a larger room 

for improvement. 



4.1  Devices for water photolysis, a balance 
 between performances and complexity 

As seen in chapter 2 and 3, this obstacle of marginal solar photon collection by 

a large band-gap semiconductor can be addressed by using multiple semiconductors 

superimposed in tandem to generate sufficient free energy and optimize the fraction of 

solar energy collected.  A dual-absorber (D4) PEC approach (generating one molecule 

of H2 from 4 solar photons) can be accomplished with a tandem arrangement of a 

photoanode / photocathode or a photoelectrode / photovoltaic design.1 These 

approaches have been estimated by Weber et al. to be reasonably capable of 

converting up to 18% of the power in the terrestrial solar spectrum into chemical 

energy stored in hydrogen.2 We have seen in chapter 2 that, III-V semiconducting 

materials have been shown to perform as high as ηSTH = 12.4% in a D4 tandem 

configuration under concentrated solar illumination3 but the prohibitive cost and 

complexity of their fabrication (using organometallic vapour-phase epitaxy)4 have 

prevented commercial application. Moreover, the stability of these D4 tandem devices 

in harsh conditions remains inadequate. Lower-cost strategies using triple junction 

amorphous silicon have been investigated as early as 1989 demonstrating a record 

efficiency of ηSTH  = 7.8% when using CoMo and NiFeyOx catalysts for the hydrogen 

evolution reaction (HER) and oxygen evolution reaction (OER) respectively5 and 

reasonable stability when shielding the device with ITO/FTO protecting layers.6 This 

T6 (three absorbers, six photons for one H2) approach has stimulated the scientific 

community until now,7 but once again, the cost and complexity of fabrication raises 

the question to the feasibility of hydrogen production at reasonable costs.  

Indeed a trade-off exists between the device performance and the complexity 

of its fabrication method. These factors must be balanced to allow the economic 

production of solar hydrogen.8 Based on the performance and cost of the above 

systems, it is clear that a less expensive solution is still needed. 

4.2  Photoanode/DSC D4 tandem-cell 
Solution processed mesoscopic-oxide semiconductor based devices offer 

potentially drastically lower cost and high stability. The abundance of key metal-oxide 

semiconductors and their robustness in aqueous environments have notoriously 

promoted this class of materials to among the most promising for solar water splitting. 



In addition, these materials offer access to extremely simple and low cost deposition 

techniques such as screen-printing and doctor blading. Promising materials such as 

tungsten oxide (WO3, Eg = 2.6 eV) and iron oxide (hematite, Fe2O3, Eg = 2.0 eV) have 

reasonable band gaps for solar energy conversion but cannot perform unassisted S2 

water splitting due to the position of the conduction band more positive than the 

water reduction potential. This makes them ideal for a tandem cell approach. Water 

cleavage by visible light is possible using a photoelectrochemical tandem cell 

composed of a such a metal-oxide semiconductor photoanode for oxygen evolution 

and a dye sensitized mesoporous photovoltaic film (i.e. a dye sensitized solar cell, 

DSC) to promote the photogenerated electron to an energy level suitable for hydrogen 

evolution.9 Due to the large overpotential needed for oxygen evolution, the relatively 

low voltage output of the DSC, and other loss mechanisms, a photoanode/DSC 

device has only been successfully demonstrated when two DSCs connected in series 

are used as was shown in the last chapter.10,11 The late onset potential of the 

photocurrent given by the nanostructured hematite photoanode as well as the low 

open circuit potential (Voc) of the DSC were identified as being the main limiting 

factors in this type of devices.  

Recently, the design of a new cobalt complex redox shuttle using tridentate 

ligands having a redox potential further to the conduction band of TiO2 than the 

conventional iodine/tri-iodide redox shuttle in combination with a 

cyclopentadithiophene-bridged donor-acceptor dye (coded Y123) has enabled DSCs 

do display open circuit voltages (Voc) over 1000 mV.12 In parallel, research aiming at 

understanding the injection processes at the semiconductor/water interface13,14 and 

the development of oxygen evolution catalysts and trap-passivating over-layers15-20 

have allowed a great enhancement in the onset potential of the photocurrent of 

nanostructured oxide photoanodes. These innovations allow now the realization of a 

one photoanode / one single DSC tandem device.21  

We report here reasonable solar-to-hydrogen conversion efficiencies with a D4 

device employing a nanostructured metal-oxide semiconductor photoanode / DSC 

tandem system. The tandem cells consist of an oxygen-evolving photoanode— 

nanostructured Fe2O3 or WO3—electrically connected in series with the cathode of a 

DSC, while the photoanode of the DSC is connected to a hydrogen-evolving platinum 

electrode. Both devices are stacked in such a manner that the light is incident on the 



photoanode before the underlying photovoltaic cell as shown in Figure 4.1.  

4.3  Predicting device performances 
As a first step in assembling the tandem devices, and in order to give insight 

into the electro-optical limitations and routes for improvement, the current-voltage  

characteristics as well as the spectral responses of the completed devices, were 

anticipated based on measured incident photon-to-current efficiencies (IPCEs), 

transmittances of the separate device elements and the photon flux incident to each 

semiconductor part. 



      (equation 4.1) 

An upper-bound prediction of the current density generated (i.e. the short circuit 

current density, Jsc) by each light-absorbing element, can be calculated by integrating 

its electron flux obtained by multiplying the photon flux incident to the semiconductor 

(Φphoton) by its measured IPCE, according to equation 4.1 where q is the elementary 

charge. This calculation is trivial for the oxygen evolving photoanode, as Φphoton can be 

taken directly as the standard AM 1.5 G (1000 W.m–2) solar spectrum. However, for 

the underlying DSC, Φphoton needs to be calculated by accounting for the photons 

absorbed or reflected by the oxygen evolving photoanode. Figure 4.2.a and 4.2.b 

summarize the measured IPCEs, transmittance of the metal oxide photoanodes as well 

as the photon and electron fluxes in each device composing the Fe2O3/DSC and the 

WO3/DSC, respectively. 

In both the case of the WO3/DSC and the Fe2O3/DSC photoelectrochemical 

tandem cell, the optical transmittances and spectral responses fit well with the known 

band gaps of hematite and tungsten trioxide (i.e. 2.1 and 2.6 eV), respectively. The 

immediate comparison of Figure 4.2a and 4.2b shows the limitation of the tungsten 

oxide in terms of spectral response. Its large band-gap only allows absorption from the 

UV to the blue photons, while hematite’s band-gap extends to up to the yellow 

wavelengths (600 nm). However, the maximum external quantum efficiency of the 

Fe2O3 photoanode is less than in the well-optimized WO3.  

Since the photoanode and DSC are connected in series the current flowing 

through the tandem cell must be the same for each device during operation. As such, 

the maximum efficiency obtainable from a tandem cell can be determined to a first 

approximation by the smaller of the two photocurrent densities generated by their 

respective parts. Based on the spectral responses of the photoanodes and the DSC, it is 

clear that despite the less than ideal absorption overlap of the Y123 dye and the 

photoanode, each absorber should be able to produce current in a reasonable 

quantity. The predicted values are 2.23 mA.cm-2 / 5.22 mA.cm-2 for the WO3/DSC 

tandem cell and 1.34 mA.cm-2 / 2.53 mA.cm-2 for the Fe2O3/DSC tandem cell. This 

first assessment allows us to discard any major optical limitations to the operation of a 

tandem device and predicts the upper-bound photocurrent density of 2.23 and 1.34 

mA.cm-2 for the WO3/DSC and the Fe2O3/DSC tandem cells respectively.  



A better prediction of the actual operating photocurrent density (Jop) of a full 

tandem cell consists in determining the crossing point between the J-V curve of the 

DSC and that of the photoanode. A first approximation of this can be obtained by 

plotting together two curves: 1) the J-V curve of the photoanode measured under 

simulated solar illumination in a three electrode format with respect to the reversible 

hydrogen electrode and 2) the two electrode J-V curve of the DSC measured under 

10%, 50% or 100% simulated solar illumination and then normalized so that the 

short circuit current density matches the value predicted in Figure 4.2.  To assess the 
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accuracy of this approximation we next determined the operating photocurrent by 

measuring the J-V curves of each device separately while in the tandem configuration. 

The theoretical operating points, Jop-TH, and those measured in situ, Jop-IS, are displayed 

on Figure 4.3a and 4.3b.  
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4.4  Measuring device performances 

The predicted J-V curves fit the in situ measurements within 10% in both the 

Fe2O3 / DSC and the WO3 / DSC calculations. The small discrepancy observed can 

be attributed to the optical losses in the measurement chamber and a mismatch 

between the light source and the standard solar spectrum, as further explained in 

Appendix B of this thesis. Nevertheless, the close agreement between the operating 

photocurrent density obtained from the electro-optical study and the one obtained 

from in-situ measurements validates our simplest device assessment method. Finally, to 

most accurately assess the performance of the tandem cells, the effective operating 

current density, Jop-eff, was measured during device operation under simulated one sun 

illumination by simply connecting a conventional multi-meter in series between the 

DSC and the photoanode. The value of Jop-eff confirmed Jop-TH within 10% of error. 

Table 4.1 summarizes the performances of the Fe2O3/DSC and the WO3/DSC 

tandem cells obtained by different techniques and the corresponding ηSTH calculated 

with (equation 4.2).22 We consider here the standard heat of combustion of H2 and a 

faradic efficiency (ηFarad) of 100%. 

  (equation 4.2) 

In the case of the Fe2O3/DSC tandem cell, the crossing point is far from the 

plateau region of the hematite electrode photocurrent. This results in a Jop far from 

the maximum net photocurrent obtainable. The limitation of this system is clearly the 

late onset of the photocurrent in the photoelectrode, despite the use of state-of-the-art 

strategies to shift cathodically the onset of the photocurrent by means of surface 

catalysis and passivation. This finding by itself justifies the ongoing efforts of the 

research community in understanding surface mechanisms and developing innovative 

approaches to reduce the over potential needed to perform water oxidation. In 

addition, an increased resistive behavior is observed on the J-V of the hematite 

photoanode measured in situ as compared to the theoretical curve. This can be 

explained by the fact that the in situ measurement of the photoanode is performed in a 

two-electrode manner as compared to a three electrodes measurement for the 

prediction, which therefore takes in account the resistance of the electrolyte and at the 

platinum-electrolyte interface.  



In the case of the WO3/DSC tandem cell, the photocurrent onset is not a 

limitation and the crossing point is very close to the plateau region of the photoanode 

(approx. 1000 mV). The limiting factor in this case is the low photocurrent obtainable 

by the photoanode due to poor absorption capability of tungsten trioxide in the visible 

region of the solar spectrum. However, the clear advantage over hematite in terms of 

onset potential of the photocurrent of this semiconductor allows this device to be the 

best performing overall. 

Stoichiometric oxygen and hydrogen evolution under light-driven water 

splitting are well known to occur with faradaic efficiencies close to unity in both WO3 

and Fe2O3 based systems in the appropriate electrolyte.18,23 However, to verify that 

the measured photocurrent of our tandem cells originates from water splitting and not 

any undesired side reactions, the gases evolving from a Fe2O3 photoanode connected 

in series with a DSC were measured by gas chromatography over a period of 10 hours. 

The amounts of evolved gases as a function of operation time are reported in Figure 

4.4 and the inset in Figure 4.4 shows the photocurrent obtained during gas 

measurement. Both the current and the gas evolution are reported after a period of 

about one hour of stabilization. The measured amounts of H2 and O2 are close 

(within 9% and 6%, respectively) to the theoretical amounts calculated by integrating 

the photocurrent over time and considering a four electron process for oxygen 

evolution and a two electron process for hydrogen evolution. The faradic efficiency 

approaches 100% for both gases, confirming that the observed photocurrents can be 

attributed to complete water splitting.   

The photocurrent of the tandem cell using a hematite photoanode measured 

during same period kept 80% of its initial performances as shown inset Figure 4.4. 

The degradation of the overall performance could be attributed to the dye-sensitized 

solar cell. Indeed, the experiment was made without IR filter and the resulting heat on 

the PV device is likely to be detrimental to the organic dye and to the electrolyte 

based on a volatile organic solvent. We expect possible dramatic improvement of this 

result when considering the DSC stabilities reported previously.24   

 



Overall our investigation of a D4 DSC/oxide-photoanode 

photoelectrochemical tandem cell reached promising solar to hydrogen conversion 

efficiency of up to ηSTH = 3.10 % for the WO3/DSC and ηSTH = 1.17 % for the 

Fe2O3/DSC tandem cells. The lower performance of the Fe2O3/DSC tandem cell, 

despite a broader absorption than the tungsten trioxide based one, is attributed to the 

non-ideal charge collection from the semiconductor due to the well-known poor 

electron conductivity25 and short hole diffusion length.26 However, the performance of 

the WO3/DSC device reported here is already about 50% of the maximum efficiency 

obtainable with this material supposing a total absorption of sub-band-gap photons 

and an internal quantum efficiency of 100 % (ηSTH, max = 6.24 %, with a band-gap of 

2.6 eV) whereas the Fe2O3/DSC could possibly reach ηSTH, max = 15.36 % (assuming a 

bandgap of 2.1 eV). Efforts are being put in the research community into increasing 

the photocurrent obtainable from a hematite photoanode by nanostructuring16,27,28 

and light management29 strategies and reducing the onset potential of the 

photocurrent by surface passivation20 and catalysis.16 Photocurrent densities as high as 
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3 mA.cm-2 have been reported at applied potentials as low as 1.23 V vs. the reversible 

hydrogen electrode. 

Predicted In Situ Effective 
 Jop-TH  

(mA.cm-2) 
ηSTH-TH  
(%) 

Jop-IS     
(mA.cm-2) 

ηSTH-TH 
(%) 

Jop-eff    
(mA.cm-2) 

ηSTH-TH  
(%) 

Fe2O3 / DSC 0.84 1.03 0.78 0.96 0.95 1.17 
WO3 / DSC 2.40 2.95 2.35 2.89 2.52 3.10 

 

4.5  Conclusion 
In conclusion, we demonstrated genuine D4 water splitting devices made with 

oxide-based semiconductors with, to our knowledge, the highest unassisted solar-to-

hydrogen efficiency and stability ever reported. To accomplish this we leveraged 

recent advances in the photoanode and DSC performances to offer water splitting in a 

device which offers a dramatically simplified architecture compared to previous work. 

As this class of materials offers a wide range of inexpensive deposition methods we 

expect these simple systems could realistically allow hydrogen production at costs in 

agreement with market requirements. Indeed since all of the active layers can be 

solution processed30 scalable roll-to-roll fabrication is possible. The WO3/DSC 

tandem device reached about 50% of its theoretical maximum efficiency whereas the 

Fe2O3/DSC tandem device, with less than 8% of its maximum, offers a large room 

for improvement. In particular, improvement in the onset potential of the 

photocurrent will drastically improve the overall water splitting efficiency. 

 

Supporting Information Available. Full experimental procedures and 

methods, J-V normalization and mismatch between the in-situ and measurements and 

calculated J-V curves are explained in the Appendix B of this thesis. 
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In the previous part, we have seen in details different architectures of 

Photoanode / Dye Sensitized Solar Cell tandem cells for photoelectrochemical water 

splitting. The photoanode material requirements are numerous and include in 

particular price and availability, appropriate band position, small bandgap for ample 

light absorption and chemical stability in aqueous environment.  

Iron is the fourth most abundant element in the earth crust (6.3 % by weight) 

and has a tendency to oxidize in air to the ferrous (+2) and ferric (+3) states (rust). 

Hematite, the alpha phase of Fe2O3, is the most thermodynamically stable phase of 

iron oxide and can be obtained easily from any other oxide, organometallic precursor 

and even metallic iron. Its bandgap of 1.9-2.2 eV1 allowing the absorption of photons 

having a wavelength below around 600 nm makes it a great visible light absorber. In 

addition, Hematite is well known to be non-toxic. Those properties make this material 

an ideal candidate for solar water splitting. 

However, hematite displays severe drawbacks. In particular, its poor majority 

carrier conductivity2,3 requires high doping levels to increase the ionized donor 

concentration and thus the electron conductivity in he crystal lattice. In addition, this 



material has a relatively low absorption coefficient requiring 400-500 nm thick film to 

complete light absorption.4,5 The absorption depth of the photons can be calculated 

using Beer-Lambert law and ranges as high as 46 to 120 nm for photons wavelength 

ranging from 450 nm to 550 nm.  This feature coupled to the short diffusion length (Ld 

= 2-4 nm) of minority carriers6 causes most photons absorbed deep into the bulk to 

photogenerate holes having poor probability to reach the semiconductor-electrolyte 

interface and therefore participate to water oxidation. The resulting low quantum 

efficiency, especially for longer wavelength, even when the electrode is placed under 

large anodic bias, brings the need of controlling the morphology of hematite 

photoanodes at the nanoscale. Indeed, a nanostructure with feature size approaching 

the carrier harvesting width - defined as the addition of the hole diffusion length Ld 

and the space charge layer width W - of 10 to 20 nm can ensure improved charge 

collection efficiency. 

Numerous attempts to nanostructure hematite have animated the scientific 

community in the past decades and several different approaches have been 

demonstrated to be fairly efficient. A simple method to synthetize nanowire arrays  

with diameters of tenth of nanometers by controlled precipitation of Fe3+ has been 

first demonstrated by Hagfeld and co-workers7,8 followed by other methodes to obtain 

similar types of morphologies, including thermal oxidation of iron foil9,10 and the use 

of anodic aluminum oxide (AAO) as a template for electrodeposited iron oxide.11 

Prakasam et al. further demonstrated nanostructuring by electrodeposition alone12 

and even nanotubes with 5 -6 nm thick walls could be obtained by sono-

electrochemical anodization.13 The state of the art nanostructure was first 

demonstrated by Kay14 et al. and improved to reach the impressive 3.3 mA.cm-2 net 

photocurrent.15 

In this part, I focus on solution based colloidal hematite photoanodes for water 

oxidation. Making this film involves simple casting of a colloidal solution of 10 nm 

hematite nanoparticles obtained from thermal decomposition of iron pentacarbonyl 

on a conductive substrate. Earlier work has shown that this type of photoelectrode 

needs to be exposed to a functionnal annealing at about 800 °C to become 

photoactive. This effect has been attributed to the diffusion of dopant from the 

conductive substrate into the material.16 In Chapter 5, I report on the effect of 

intentional doping of such a photoanode. The functional annealing step also has a 



detrimental effect on the nanostructure as the particles sinter together, resulting in an 

average feature size of 90 nm. In chapter 6, I demonstrate a new approach that allows 

the application of the functional annealing step while keeping the feature size in the 

order of 30 nm.  
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Chapter 5. Controlling photo-activity of 
solution-processed hematite electrodes for 

solar water splitting 

 
This chapter is adapted from a peer reviewed publication by Kevin Sivula, Jeremie Brillet, 

and Michael Grätzel published in 2010 in SPIEs journal OPTICAL 

ENGINEERING, Pages: 77700G-77700G-6. 

 
Hematite is a promising material for solar energy conversion via photo-

electrochemical water splitting. However, the precise control of substitutional doping 

and nanometer feature size is important for high photon harvesting efficiency. Doped 

and nanostructured hematite electrodes can be prepared by a simple solution-based 

colloidal approach however, a high temperature (800°C) annealing is required to 

activate the dopant atoms. This high-temperature annealing step also increases the 

particle size above the dimension necessary for high photon harvesting efficiencies. 

Here we investigate a strategy to control the two kinetic processes occurring during 

sintering (particle size increase and dopant diffusion/activation) by incorporating Ti 

dopant directly into the colloid solution and reducing the annealing time. We find that 

this strategy leads to porous, high-surface area hematite electrodes giving a solar 

photocurrent density of 1.1 mA.cm–2 at 1.23 V vs. the reversible hydrogen electrode 



(RHE) under standard testing conditions where only 0.56 mAcm–2 was observed at 

1.23 V vs. RHE with our previous work. In addition, scanning electron micrographs 

examining the morphology of the electrodes suggests that our kinetic strategy is 

indeed effective and that further optimization may result in higher photocurrents. 

5.1  Introduction  
The poor electronic conductivity in hematite requires aggressive substitutional 

doping, which in turn greatly reduces the width of the space-charge layer responsible 

for separating a photo-generated electron from its corresponding vacancy (hole). In 

addition, the indirect band-gap transition in hematite results in a relatively poor 

absorption coefficient, especially for photons near the band edge1. These limitations, 

coupled with the picosecond recombination of excited states and corresponding hole 

diffusion length2 of only 2 – 4 nm define a need to control the nanostructure of 

hematite electrodes to afford a large semiconductor-liquid junction (SCLJ) while still 

allowing a continuous path for electrons to be collected at the substrate.   

With the development of tools to analyze and control the structure and 

morphology of materials at the nanometer length scale, many reports of 

nanostructured hematite photo-anodes for solar water splitting have been recently 

published. In particular, impressive water splitting photocurrents of 2.2 mA.cm−2 and 

single wavelength conversion efficiencies of around 40 % (at λ = 350 nm) at 1.23 V vs. 

RHE have been reported using a particle-assisted metal-organic chemical vapor 

deposition3. However, the scalability and cost of this approach are not ideal despite 

the atmospheric pressure conditions, and the cauliflower-type morphology observed 

places a significant portion of the hematite far from the SCLJ resulting in low 

conversion efficiencies at longer wavelengths4. Thus a more straightforward method 

of creating hematite photo-electrodes with the ideal morphology has been sought. An 

extremely simple technique to prepare hematite electrodes with the desired high 

surface area and continuous path for electron transport is to use a solution-based 

colloidal approach where nanoparticles of hematite are dispersed in a solution with an 

organic material (called a porogen) which can be later removed by thermal oxidation.  

The deposition of this colloid solution (sol) by an appropriate method (spin-coating, 

doctor blading) and subsequent thermal treatment gives a porous electrode with 

interconnected particles from sintering. This ubiquitous technique has been used with 



many materials to create high surface electrodes for dye sensitized solar cells, sensors, 

and fuel cells. In addition, the ease and versatility of this method has made it a 

standard choice to produce nanostructured films with exclusively low-cost techniques. 

Hematite photo-anodes for solar water oxidation are no exception. Bjorksten et al. first 

reported the preparation of porous hematite electrodes by this approach in 1994.5 

Here, Fe2O3 sols created by the hydrolysis of FeCl3 were concentrated and combined 

with surfactant before they were doctor-bladed onto transparent conducting oxide 

substrates (F doped SnO2) and sintered at 560 °C. Micron-thick, porous thin films of 

necked hematite were observed to have good adhesion to the substrate and a primary 

particle size in the 25 − 75 nm range. However the quantum efficiency (incident 

photon conversion efficiency, IPCE) of these photoanodes towards water splitting was 

quite low—on the order of 1 % at 400 mV vs. SCE in 0.1 M NaOH (1.36 V vs. RHE) 

with 400 nm incident irradiation. The limitation of this system was thought to be 

grain boundaries between the particles causing recombination and poor performance. 

This limitation was addressed by Qain et al. by altering the film thickness to optimize 

the light absorption/carrier transport issue.6 However no significant improvement was 

obtained. 

Recently, our group reported a significant advance in the photo-activity of 

hematite films prepared by a solution-based colloidal approach.1 Here we saw that a 

high temperature sintering (800 °C) activated the hematite films by allowing the 

diffusion and incorporation of dopant (Sn4+ diffusion from the substrate) into the 

porous films. However, the high temperature necessary caused an increase in the 

primary particle size from ca. 10 nm to around 100 nm due to sintering. Given the 

poor absorptivity in hematite compared to the hole diffusion length, the larger particle 

size kept the photocurrent below 1 mA.cm−2 at 1.23 V vs. RHE due an insufficient 

surface area to bulk ratio. Ideally, a hematite photo-anode would position all of the 

material within 10 – 20 nm from the electrolyte interface, contain enough hematite to 

absorb all of the solar light possible, and retain a continuous path for electron 

transport. The porous morphology afforded by the solution-based colloidal approach 

is ideal for this if the primary particle size is less than 40 – 50 nm. In this work we 

attempt to attain photoactive hematite electrodes with a smaller primary particle size 

by kinetically addressing the two processes occurring during the annealing process: 

dopant diffusion/activation and particle size growth by sintering. 



5.2  Results and discussion 

5.2.1  Kinetic control strategy  

Since the two kinetic processes of particle size increase and dopant 

diffusion/activation that occur during annealing do not necessarily occur at the same 

rate, we were encouraged to gain control of the processes kinetically. If the 

diffusion/activation of the dopant occurs at a shorter time scale than the particle 

growth, simply optimizing the sintering time might allow a photoactive hematite 

electrode with a small particle size. In addition, in our previous work the dopant 

atoms diffused through the ca. 300 nm film from the tin oxide substrate. The time 

required to incorporate a sufficient concentration of dopant throughout the entire film 

would thus be directly related to the thickness of the film. We sought to address this by 

including dopants directly in the film before heat treatment by simply adding dopant 

atoms directly to the solution before processing.  

Many different substitutional dopants have been reported to increase n-type 

conductivity in hematite (e.g. Ti4+, Sn4+, Zr4+, Nb5+, Mo6+, Cr3+).7,8 In order to 

facilitate the doping of hematite we investigated the incorporation of various transition 

metal organic complexes. Sn(OAc)4, Ti(OiPr)4, TiO(Acac)2, Ti(OtBu)4, Zr(Acac)4, 

Si(OAc)4 and SnCl4·5H2O exhibited a sufficient solubility in 2-propanol were 

screened by adding them to the Fe2O3 sol at various concentrations before doctor 

blading and sintering the films. The best photo-activity was found by using Ti(OiPr)4, 

however upon using lower sintering temperatures to attain photo-activity at lower 

temperatures we found no electrode (purposely doped or undoped) to have photo-

activity at temperatures below 800 °C (result not shown). This is consistent with our 

previous observation and with studies on radioactive55 Fe3+ ion diffusivity though 

hematite.9 That work reveled a significant change in the diffusion coefficient at 

temperatures around 800 – 900 °C. It is reasonable to assume that doping ions would 

also be kinetically limited to diffuse into the hematite lattice below this transition 

temperature. In addition other factors that require the high temperature like the 

relaxation of the hematite lattice to maximize the Madelung energy10 might also be 

important to attain photo active electrodes.  



5.2.2  Water oxidation photo-current response 

We were nevertheless able to significantly control the photo-activity by altering 

both the concentration of dopant added to the sol and changing the annealing time at 

800 °C. Figure 5.1 shows the electrode current density in the dark and under 

simulated solar irradiation as a function of applied potential (vs. RHE) of hematite 

electrodes sintered at 800 °C for 2, 10 and 20 min (note the difference in ordinate 

scales). A control sample and three different titanium doping concentrations were 

used 2, 10, 20 at.% (based on Fe content). 

 

After 2 min at 800 °C we observed no photo-activity in the control and the 

electrode doped with only 2 at.% Ti (i.e. the dark current and the photo-current plots 

are the same). However, both the 10 and 20 at.% doped films showed significant 

photo-activity.  Photo-current increased at ca. 900 mV vs. RHE and leveled-off at 

0.05 and 0.10 mA.cm–2 respectively, for the 10 and 20% doped samples. However, a 
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dark current was also observed in these electrodes. Both electrodes exhibited a dark 

oxidation wave at ca. 800 mV and the 20 at.% doped showed an even more 

pronounced dark current rising at 1100 mV. This suggests the presence of unoxidized 

species in the hematite film due to an insufficient annealing time. 

The photo-current produced by the electrodes increased dramatically with 

longer annealing time, and after 10 min of annealing at 800 °C the 2, 10 and 20 at.% 

doped electrodes gave higher photo-current densities than reported previously for the 

Sn doped films. Indeed we observe a photocurrent density of 1.1 mA.cm–2 at 1.23 V 

vs. RHE and up to 1.6 mA.cm–2 before the onset of the dark current at 1.65 V with 

the 20 at.% doped sample.  This is in stark contrast to the control electrode, which 

produced only minimal photocurrent after 10 min of annealing, and in the previous 

report where only 0.56 mA.cm–2 was found at 1.23 V when annealing was performed 

for 20 min on a different SnO2 substrate. In the current work annealing the samples 

for 20 min reduced the performance of the doped photo-anodes. There are three 

possible reasons for the reduction of photocurrent observed. First, the continued 

sintering of the films could increase the primary particle size and reduce the surface 

area. Second, for the case of the highly doped electrode (20 at.%) perhaps the full 

incorporation of the Ti causes a crystal phase change that disrupts charge transport or 

catalytic activity, and third the decomposition of the F:SnO2 substrate resulting in the 

loss of conductivity according to our previous observations. Unfortunately, no one 

explanation can completely account for the observations here. While the over-doping 

is consistent with the 20 at.% sample according to the observed 11 at.% solubility of 

Ti in Fe2O3,11 and no change in optical properties indicating a change in crystal 

structure was observed (result not shown). Next, the first explanation is consistent with 

the observations in the 10 at.% sample, but the drastic reduction of the photo-current 

in the 2 at.% sample cannot be explained without the third explanation, which 

seemingly does not affect the 10 at % electrode. Why a complete explanation of the 

20 min annealing results is not clear, two conclusions can be made: 20 min is beyond 

the optimal annealing time for the doped electrodes, but reasonable photo-activity can 

still be provided to the undoped electrode through Sn diffusion from the substrate 

verifying our previous results on a different (commercial) substrate. This latter point 

also suggests that the Ti(OiPr)4 doping strategy is suitable for overcoming a kinetic 

competition between dopant diffusion (from the substrate) and the thermal 



decomposition an conductivity loss in the substrate. Indeed we are able to confer 

superior photocurrents after only 10 min of annealing while 20 min was required 

before. However, it is not clear if this kinetic strategy is sufficient to control the 

particle size. 

5.2.3  Morphological effects of doping and sintering time 

To examine the effect of our doping and kinetically controlled sintering on the 

morphology of the electrodes we examined the films by scanning electron microscopy. 

The top-down micrographs of electrodes at the extremes of our parameter space of 

doping and annealing are shown in Figure 5.2.  

First, considering the morphology of the control electrodes without added 

dopant as a function of annealing time, the expected large feature size after 20 min at 

800 °C (Figure 5.2b) is seen in agreement with our previous results. In addition, the 

kinetic strategy to control the particle size is clearly effective as after only two minutes 

the electrode exhibits a desired smaller particle size (Figure 5.2a). The short annealing 

time is also sufficient to maintain a small particle size in the 20 at % doped film 

(Figure 5.2c) however the annealing time is clearly not sufficient to diffuse and activate 

the Ti dopant in the film as the observed photo-current remains low. Interestingly, the 

particle size of the 20 at.% doped sample after 20 min of sintering at 800 °C is 

significantly smaller (ca. 80 nm) compared to the control sample (ca. 120 nm). This 

suggests that the incorporation of the dopant retards the particle growth during 

sintering slightly. This observation also helps to explain the photo-current results in 

the 10 min annealed films, assuming that the amount of particle size retardation is 

directly related to the amount of dopant incorporated, as an increased photo-current 

is observed for increased dopant concentration.  In addition, assuming the reduced 

performance of the 10 at.% doped sample annealed for 20 min compared to the same 

electrode annealed for only 10 min is due to an increase in particle size, we have 

shown that the kinetic control of the two processes of particle size increase and dopant 

diffusion/activation is possible, and improved solar water-splitting photo-currents can 

be obtained using this strategy. However, the precise control of the heat treatment is 

difficult with the short times required.      

 



 

5.3  Conclusions 
With this work we report the largest water oxidation photo-currents at 

standard evaluation conditions using a hematite photo-anode prepared by a solution-

based colloidal approach. By incorporating a Ti dopant directly into the Fe2O3 sol an 

annealing for a shorter time (10 min instead of 20 min) to limit particle growth by 

sintering we observed a photocurrent density of 1.1 mA.cm–2 at 1.23 V vs. RHE and 

up to 1.6 mA.cm–1 at 1.65 V where only 0.56 mA.cm–2 was observed at 1.23 V with 

our previous work. Electrodes annealed for only 2 min showed an even smaller 

particle size but were not photoactive as the dopant was not sufficiently incorporated 

and activated in the electrode films. Further optimization of this method may give 

even higher photocurrents however, a more rigorous and controllable method to 

control the feature size and dopant activation will be sought in Chapter 6 of this thesis. 

           

 



Supporting Information Available. Full experimental procedures 

regarding the preparation of mesoporous thin films and methods for 

photoelectrochemical characterization and morphology characterization can be found 

in Appendix A and C of this thesis.  
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Chapter 6. Decoupling feature size and 
functionality in solution-processed, porous 

hematite electrodes for solar water splitting 

 
This chapter is adapted from a peer-reviewed publication by Jeremie Brillet, Michael Graetzel and 
Kevin Sivula, published in 2010 in Nano Letters, 10 (10), pp 4155–4160. 
 

I introduce here a simple solution-based strategy to decouple morphological 

and functional effects of annealing nanostructured, porous electrodes by encapsulation 

with a SiO2 confinement scaffold before high temperature treatment. I demonstrate 

the effectiveness of this approach using porous hematite (alpha-Fe2O3) photo-anodes 

applied for the storage of solar energy via water-splitting and show that the feature 

size and electrode functionality due to dopant activation can be independently 

controlled. This allows a significant increase in water oxidation photocurrent from 

1.57 mA.cm–2 (in the control case) to 2.34 mA.cm–2 under standard illumination 

conditions in 1 M NaOH electrolyte—the highest reported for a solution-processed 

hematite photo-anode. This increase is attributed to the improved quantum efficiency, 

especially with longer wavelength photons, due to a smaller particle size, which is 

afforded by our encapsulation strategy. 



6.1  Functionality vs. Morphology conundrum 
Nanocrystalline porous thin-films of various conducting or semiconducting 

materials prepared by solution-based colloidal routes are currently under extensive 

investigation as electrodes in important applications such as solar energy conversion,1 

batteries,2 and sensors.3 The solution-based colloidal route offers an inexpensive path 

to electrodes with ultrahigh surface roughness factors to maximize interfacial charge 

transfer while maintaining a continuous charge transport network to the collecting 

substrate. Importantly, the preparation of large area electrodes using this technique is 

simple and amenable to roll-to-roll production. Fabrication follows a straightforward 

procedure: Typically, a nanoparticulate (crystalline or amorphous) colloid is first 

dispersed with an organic structure-directing material (the porogen). A thin film is 

next formed by coating the solution onto a substrate by one of various methods (e.g. 

doctor blading, screen printing, or spin coating). Heating then follows to remove the 

organic template and sinter the nanoparticles into a continuous and porous film. 

However, multiple processes can occur during the heating procedure. For example, 

the sintering and necking of nanoparticles, particle growth and coalescence, the 

incorporation and activation of dopant atoms, crystallization, phase changes, and the 

removal of defect states can all occur at different rates and at different temperatures.4 

The convolution of these different processes can cause difficulty preparing functional 

nanostructures that require both specific feature size and charge carrier transport 

properties.  

Hematite is an excellent example of a material exhibiting a convolution of 

processes occurring during annealing. Moreover hematite is a promising material for 

solar energy conversion due to its terrestrial availability, stability, and ability to absorb 

a significant fraction of solar irradiation. As such, hematite photo-electrodes are being 

studied by many groups for the storage of solar energy via photo-electrochemical 

water-splitting.5-11 With a band-gap of 2.1 eV, a total 12.6 mA.cm–2 of water-splitting 

photocurrent is possible with hematite under standard solar illumination conditions. 

This corresponds to a maximum possible 15 %STH conversion efficiency in a tandem 

cell with hematite as the water-oxidizing photo-anode.12 However, hematite exhibits a 

relatively poor absorptivity of photons near its band-edge due to an indirect band 

gap,13 poor electronic conductivity requiring high concentrations of cation 

substitution,14 and picosecond-recombination of excited states leading to a photo-



generated hole diffusion length of only 2–4 nm.15 These non-ideal opto-electronic 

properties require an electrode morphology with all material 5–10 nm from the 

charge transfer interface (semiconductor-liquid junction, SCLJ) but still containing 

sufficient material to absorb all possible solar photons (equivalent to a ca. 400 nm 

compact film). Nanowire arrays6,16 or porous colloid-based films11 with feature 

diameters of ca. 20 nm are thus highly attractive morphologies for enabling a high 

photon harvesting efficiency with hematite, especially if bottom-up solution-based 

fabrication processes are used. However, the annealing temperature required to 

facilitate the incorporation of substituational dopants and obtain hematite with high 

water-splitting photo-activity using these solution-based methods has been shown to 

be around 800 °C.5,17 At these temperatures, the nanostructures of hematite sinter 

into features too large to attain high quantum efficiencies.17 Thus, the need to 

decouple the aspects of feature size and functionality during the annealing of hematite 

is apparent.  

In general, kinetic methods like rapid thermal annealing have been reported to 

separate the relatively slow processes of particle growth from other processes 

occurring during heat treatment. However, rapid thermal annealing methods can be 

expensive, are not easily scaled, and only work in specific cases.18 Recently, 

researchers have addressed the trade-off between crystallinity and particle size using 

the so-called hard template approach where the desired material is synthesized inside 

the size-controlled pores of a template. The subsequent removal of the template by 

dissolution or etching reveals the material with a controlled feature size. This 

technique has already been demonstrated for the size-controlled preparation of 

hematite using templates of porous anodic alumina19 and mesoporous SiO2 (KIT-6).20 

While the hard template approach has had much success in the preparation of 

individual nanocrystals and 3D-mesoporous networks of many materials, the 

successful application of this technique to create mesoporous networks attached to a 

substrate has been considered much more of a challenge, and a method to fabricate 

hematite electrodes with the ideal morphology as well as high photo-activity has 

remained elusive. However, a recently reported approach for the high temperature 

synthesis of TiO2 nanoparticles dispersed in solution21 inspired our development of a 

new strategy for porous thin-film electrodes. 



6.2  Decoupling by encapsulation 
Porous and functional photo-anodes with controlled feature size were 

prepared using a solution-based encapsulation strategy schematically depicted in 

Figure 6.1. A hematite colloid, prepared by dispersing nanoparticles with a porogen 

(hydroxypropyl cellulose) in 2-propanol, was used to make the porous films. Previously, 

films prepared from similar solutions required an annealing temperature of 800 °C to 

diffuse and activate the dopants (Sn4+ from the substrate) and produce photo-

activity.17 Here, in order to ensure the proximity of dopant atoms during the 

functional annealing, a Ti4+ source (titanium isopropoxide) was added to the colloidal 

solution before film deposition at a concentration of 5 at% with respect to iron  

content. We found that with the addition of this dopant the minimum annealing 

temperature required to attain photo-activity remained 800 °C. This is consistent with 

a transition in cation diffusivity experimentally observed in hematite at approximately 

this temperature.22 After the film containing the Fe2O3 nanoparticles, dopant, and 

porogen was deposited on a heat resistant substrate (F:SnO2 on alumino-boro-silicate, 

Solaronix) by doctor-blading, a first heat treatment (the morphological annealing) was  



applied in order to remove the organics, sinter the particles, and thus to obtain the 

desired nanostructure. The best conditions were found to be 2 °C min–1 to 500 °C 

and a dwell time of 10 h, allowing an optimum between feature size, particle 

connectivity, and necking. Following cooling to room temperature, the nanostructure 

was then conformally coated with a thin temperature-stable layer of mesoporous silica 

as a confinement scaffold by immersing it in a methanol solution containing water 

(10.3 M), tetraethyl orthosilicate (TEOS, 77 mM) as a Si source, 

hexadecyltrimethylammonium chloride (C16TAC, 29 mM) as a structure directing 

agent, and aqueous ammonia (6.2 M) for hydrolysis following the procedure reported 

by Ogawa et al.23 We chose to use a method developed under basic conditions in 

order to avoid the etching of Fe2O3 during the deposition, and we further lowered the 

deposition temperature to 0 °C to ensure the conformal character of this coating step. 

The as-protected porous film was then exposed to the functional annealing (800 °C 

for 10 min) in order to activate the hematite. Once cooled down to room temperature, 

the rigid scaffold was removed by selective etching with 5 M NaOH. The deposition 

and later removal of the silica layer on this “encapsulated electrode” was confirmed 

with XPS by the presence of the Si 2s peak (binding energy 154.4 eV) and O 1s peak 



(532.7 eV) attributable to SiO2. Also, the Fe 2p peak (binding energy 710.7 eV) was 

significantly attenuated after SiO2 deposition and returned to the original intensity 

following the selective etching (see Appendix C1). A control sample consisting of the 

exact same colloidal solution with porogen and Ti dopant was cast in the same way on 

conductive glass and only exposed to the morphological and the functional annealing 

steps to observe the effects of our confining strategy.   

6.3  Smaller particles give higher photocurrents 
The final morphology and appearance of the electrode subjected to the 

encapsulation procedure and the control electrode are shown in Figure 6.2. The 

strong effect of the encapsulation strategy on the particle size is immediately evident 

by eye (Figure 6.2a). The large particle size resulting from the high temperature 

annealing of the control film causes the scattering of unabsorbed photons and renders 

the film translucent with a high opacity. In stark contrast, the encapsulated electrode 

contains features with a size insufficiently small to scatter unabsorbed photons, and 

the film appears semi-transparent. The non-scattering character of the encapsulated 

electrode is in good agreement with the feature size observed by scanning electron 

microscopy (30 – 40 nm, Figure 6.2b) while the control sample (Figure 6.2c) has 

sintered to a significantly larger feature size (80 – 120 nm). In addition, we found that 

the final particle size could be controlled by changing the temperature of the 

morphological annealing step. Films annealed first at temperatures of 350 and 450 °C 

(instead of 500 °C) exhibited final feature sizes of ca. 20 and 25 nm, respectively, after 

the encapsulation and removal procedure (Appendix C2). Moreover, since the final 

size of the features in the encapsulated electrode are the same as that observed after 

the initial morphological annealing step (Figure 6.2b, inset), the effectiveness of our 

strategy to select the desired feature size while retaining the ability to anneal at high 

temperature is evident.  

The effectiveness of the encapsulation strategy is further emphasized by the 

solar water-splitting capability of the electrodes. Water oxidation photocurrent versus 

voltage measurements were performed in 1 M NaOH electrolyte (pH 13.6) using a 

three-electrode cell with the Fe2O3 as the working electrode, a Pt counter electrode,  



and an Ag/AgCl reference (reported with respect to the reversible hydrogen electrode, 

RHE). The current densities of the control and the encapsulated electrodes as a 

function of the applied voltage are shown in Figure 6.3. Upon sweeping the potential 

(50 mV s–1) from 800 to 1700 mV vs. RHE under simulated solar illumination (AM 

1.5G 100 mW cm–2, spectrally corrected), the control electrode showed an onset of 

water oxidation photocurrent at 970 mV vs. RHE, which rose to reach 1.32 mA.cm–2 

at 1430 mV vs. RHE and a maximum photocurrent of 1.57 mA.cm–2 before the onset 

of the dark current. It should be noted that the photocurrent observed with the 

control electrode here is slightly more than previously observed (0.92 mA.cm–2 at 

1430 mV vs. RHE),17 as we found the incorporated Ti dopant to slightly reduce the 

optimum annealing time at 800 °C from 20 min to 10 min and better preserve the 

conductivity of the F:SnO2 substrate. This increase in photocurrent due to the Ti 

dopant is small compared to the enhancement found by using the confinement 

strategy. The water oxidation photocurrent of the encapsulated electrode (500 °C 

morphological annealing) onsets at 1130 mV vs. RHE to reach 1.86 mA.cm–2 at 1430 

mV vs. RHE with a maximum photocurrent of 2.34 mA.cm–2 before the onset of the 

dark current. The maximum photocurrent demonstrated here represents the highest 



photocurrent ever reported for a solution-processed hematite film under standard 

solar illumination conditions and is furthermore near the values reported with state-

of-the-art silicon-doped films prepared by atmospheric pressure chemical vapor 

deposition.9,24 However, we observe a considerable anodic shift of the photocurrent 

onset when using the encapsulation technique. This anodic shift indicates inferior 

water oxidation kinetics compared to the control electrode most likely due to surface 

trapping states resulting from the encapsulation technique. In accordance with other 

reports,25-27 this observation suggests that the surface trap states are a critical factor in 

the photocurrent onset potential of hematite as a water splitting photo-anode. 

Electrodes for which the morphological annealing was performed at lower 

temperatures (350 and 450 °C), exhibited the same shift in onset potential but gave 

lower photocurrents even though they exhibited smaller average particle size 

(Appendix C3). Assuming this is not due to increased bulk recombination resulting 

from residual carbon left from the lower-temperature porogen removal (not likely at 

450 °C), this result suggests that a trade-off exists between particle size and electron 

transport in this type of film. The further optimization of the film thickness may 

contribute to the additional understanding of this aspect. Nevertheless, the 

encapsulated electrode prepared at the established conditions does demonstrate a 

significant enhancement in photocurrent. 

In order to clearly understand the mechanism by which the encapsulating 

strategy enhances the photocurrent, further study of the spectral response is needed. 

As such, the incident photon-to-current conversion efficiency (IPCE) of each electrode 

was analyzed at the plateau photocurrent potential, Vplat, and plotted with respect to 

the photon wavelength (Figure 6.4a). In order to accurately compare the two 

electrodes, compensating for the different photocurrent onset behavior due to surface 

states, the photoanode action spectra were both measured at the plateau photocurrent 

potential, Vplat, which is defined as the potential where the first derivative of the 

photocurrent is a minimum. This was 1.43 and 1.63 V vs RHE, respectively, for the 

control and encapsulated electrodes. The encapsulated electrode shows a drastic 

improvement for all photon wavelengths as compared to the control (e.g. IPCE = 47% 

and 24% at 350 nm, respectively). Given the average photon penetration depth in 

hematite (the reciprocal of the absorption coefficient, α) which increases monotonically 

from α–1 = 50 nm at λ = 350 nm to α–1 = 300 nm at λ = 550 nm,13 the increase in 



IPCE is indeed anticipated for all wavelengths of absorbed light. This is due to the 

smaller hematite feature size present in the encapsulated electrode, as even for 

photons with a wavelength of 350 nm, a greater fraction of photons will be absorbed 

in the critical region 5–10 nm from the SCLJ in a porous electrode with a 30 nm 

feature size as compared to 90 nm. This mechanism for improvement is expected to 

be more effective for longer wavelengths of light, which have deeper penetration 

depths. In fact, this effect is precisely observed when comparing the relative quantum 

efficiencies and light absorption of the electrodes as a function of wavelength. Figure 

6.4b shows the IPCE spectra of the control and encapsulated electrodes normalized at 

λ = 350 nm. We see clearly the effect of the smaller particle size in the encapsulated 

electrode as a higher relative conversion of the incident photons with longer 

wavelengths. Indeed, by calculating the relative percent difference – defined as RPI = 

(IPCEencap-IPCEcontol) / (0.5(IPCEencap + IPCEcontol)) – in the IPCE, we can find the 

encapsulated electrode’s ability to harvest each wavelength of light improves with 

respect to the control electrode as penetration depth of the photons increases (Figure 

6.4a). The improved conversion efficiency of the longer wavelength photons is 

especially important for hematite, as half of its maximum possible 12.6 mA.cm–2 solar 

photocurrent is provided by the wavelength range of 500 – 600 nm due to the 

distribution of photons in the solar spectrum. This also helps to explain the dramatic 

increase in solar photocurrent observed by simply controlling the feature size of the 

electrode. 

A trivial explanation for the increase in the encapsulated electrode’s solar 

water-splitting photocurrent and IPCE would simply be an increased light absorption 

in that film. This is however unlikely, as the films were initially deposited with the 

same amount of hematite. I further counter this explanation with the light absorption 

data of the electrodes shown in Figure 6.4b. The measured fraction of photons 

absorbed (absorbtivity) in the control electrode is higher than in the encapsulated 

electrode at each wavelength and also exhibits a significant response at wavelengths 

greater than the band gap (ca. 600 nm) due to scattering caused by the large particles. 

This scattering effect is diminished in the encapsulated electrode, and the measured 

absorptivity is less than the control electrode over all wavelengths. Thus, the increased 

IPCE exhibited by the encapsulated electrode is not due an increased absorption of 

the film but is rather due to the desired enhancement of photon absorption in high 



proximity to the SCLJ due to the finer nanostructure. These data also eliminate the 

possibility of a photoactive iron silicate species (e.g., FeSi, α and β-FeSi2) increasing 

the photocurrent as these species have band gap energies less than 2.0 eV, 28,29 and an 

insignificant amount of both absorption and photon-to-electron conversion is 

observed at energies less than 2.0 eV (620 nm) in the treated electrode. 

The absorption data help to answer another important question concerning 

the light absorption and particle size in hematite. Recently, it has been reported that 

the optical transitions in hematite are altered in energy when heating the material to 



high temperatures (ca. 800 °C) due to a relaxation in the crystal structure. 30 This 

structural relaxation has also been correlated to an increase in absorption coefficient 

and band-edge tailing parameter in porous films heated at these high temperatures.17 

The complete understanding of the light absorption properties of hematite is certainly 

important for the application of solar energy conversion, however, with the previous 

work it remained unclear whether the structural relaxation and increase in absorption 

coefficient were due to the increase of feature size or if they were intrinsic to the 

material treated at high temperature regardless of crystalline domain size. Since the 

absorption of the encapsulated electrode shown here more closely resembles that of 

the 800 °C annealed control sample than the 400°C control sample previously 

reported,17 this suggests the structural relaxation and the increased band-edge tailing 

parameter can be afforded to hematite regardless of feature size. This observation also 

supports the suggestion that the structural relaxation itself plays an important role in 

the photoactivity of hematite. One example regarding the later aspect is described in 

the next section.  

6.4  Attempt in passivating the surface 
It is yet unclear weather the late onset potential of the photocurrent in all types 

of hematite photoanodes is caused by slow kinetics of the oxygen evolution reaction or 

if surface recombination at trapping states is the main factor. The first hypothesis has 

been investigated for years and the kinetics have been shown to be improve by using 

cobalt9,31 or iridium32 based surface catalysts. More recently, the passivation of surface 

states on water splitting hematite photoanodes has been demonstrated by using 

alumina overlayers coated conformaly by atomic layer deposition (ALD).33 This work 

identified for the first time the two distinct causes for the high overpotential observed 

in state-of-the-at nanostructured hematite photoanodes.  

In this work and as further described in the Appendix C, the optimum 

photocurrent is obtained by using a morphological annealing at 500°C. This 

temperature is higher than the expected optimum at around 400°C, a temperature at 

which no organic compounds should be remaining in the film and at which a smaller 

feature size can be obtained. One hypothesis behind this result is that a competition 

must exist between efficient photogenerated hole diffusion to the surface (enabled by 

the small feature size) and hole recombination at the surface enhanced by greater 



surface area, i.e smaller feature size. Indeed, if the injection of majority charge carrier 

is driven by the electric field of the space charge layer, a higher surface area for the 

same amount of photogenerated charges implies a dilution of the holes on the surface, 

therefore a larger depletion width and a weaker electric field. In addition, the late 

onset potential due to the harsh treatment of the nanostructure's surface (infiltration, 

high temperature and exposure to strong base for scaffold removal) could be arising 

from the incorporation of additional intra-band gap surface traps.  

I applied the procedure described by Le Formal et al. to the system presented 

in this chapter in order to 1- verify the inclusion of surface traps by the infiltration 

process 2- passivate the surface by filling oxygen vacancies, dangling bonds or disorder 

in the cristalinity of the material. Samples similar to the encapsulated photoanodes 

presented earlier in this chapter with morphological annealing at 500°C and 400°C 

were coated with 20 cycles of alumina by ALD, using trimethylaluninium (TMA) as a 

metal precursor and water as an oxidant, identically to the literature. The result is 

presented in Figure 6.5. As seen before (see appendix C), the 400°C sample exhibits a 
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photocurrent of about half the one exhibited by the well optimized 500°C after rigid 

scaffold removal and both samples have a late onset potential of about 1200 mV. 

After deposition of the alumina overlayer, a strong increase of respectively 107 % and 

29% in the photocurrent is observed to more than 4 mA.cm-2 at 1800 mV for both 

samples. Other results (not shown here) exhibit similar behavior: if a similar amount 

of hematite is deposited, applying the ALD treatment annuls the difference in 

photocurrent induced by different morphological annealing temperature. This result 

suggests that the main limiting factor for this system is the quality of the surface rather 

than the size of the particles. However, the analysis of the IPCE spectra of the 

electrodes that would allow to further compare the effect of the nanostructure are not 

presented here. Interestingly, the improvement in the onset potential of the 

photocurrent expected from the literature was not observed. This feature is currently 

under investigation. In addition, the application of a Co2+ catalyst9 pushed the onset 

potential of the photocurrent about 150 mV cathodically, almost twice as much as 

what is expected from literature. This suggests that the encapsulation process mainly 

has detrimental influence on the kinetics of the oxygen evolution reaction.  

Finally, the maximum net photocurrent (see inset Figure 6.5) obtained by 

applying the alumina overlayer exceeds 4 mA.cm-2. This result has been reproduced 

with several samples and is the highest net photocurrent reported up to date with any 

hematite photoanode. It represents a banchmark in the field, even if the potential at 

which it is obtained is as high as 1800 mV. 

6.5  Conclusion 
In summary, a new encapsulation strategy where the morphological and 

functional effects of annealing are effectively decoupled has been experimentally 

demonstrated using porous hematite electrodes. Four simple solution-based steps are 

involved in this technique; the initial film deposition and morphological annealing first 

defines the average particle size and connectivity of the nanostructure, the 

encapsulation of this structure with a conformal silica layer next acts to confine and 

prevent further particle growth. The subsequent functional annealing activates the 

material at high temperature, and finally, the removal of the silica by selective etching 

gives the final porous electrode. I have shown that using this approach allowed the 

activation of nanostructured hematite photo-anodes with wide-ranging control over 



the particle size in the porous film. The ability to decouple the particle size and the 

functionality led to a significant increase in the quantum conversion efficiency over 

the entire absorption spectrum as compared to the control sample, giving rise to the 

highest water oxidation photocurrent (2.34 mA.cm–2 under standard illumination 

conditions) reported for solution-processed porous hematite photo-electrodes. Given 

the versatility of conformal SiO2 deposition and removal (both acidic and basic 

conditions are available for both steps) our strategy could potentially be applied to any 

kind of complex substrate-based nanostructure where an annealing step is 

complicated by the sintering and collapse of the architecture. As such, more 

sophisticated nanostructures of hematite and other materials will now be accessible as 

electrodes. In addition, a combination of this strategy and the application of a surface 

passivating alumina overlayer allowed net photocurrents as high as 4 mA.cm-2 at 1800 

mV, the highest photocurrent ever obtained with this material. 

 

 

Supporting Information Available. Full experimental procedures, the 

results of the XPS surface analysis, and SEM and photoelectrochemical 

characterization of films with 350 and 450 °C morphological annealing. This material 

is available in the appendix C of this thesis. 
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Dye-sensitized solar cells (DSCs) are one of the most promising photovoltaic 

technologies for production of renewable, clean, and affordable energy. They are 

generally made from cheap and nontoxic components and can be designed in a 

variety of different colors and transparencies, which distinguishes them as an ideal 

photovoltaic concept for integrated “green” architecture. Additionally, they have been 

shown to be competitive with other thin film technologies reaching certified 

efficiencies as high as 11.1% when using a triiodide/iodide (I3–/I–) redox shuttle.1-3 

In DSCs, charge carrier generation takes place in a chemisorbed monolayer of 

photoactive dye that is sandwiched between a semiconducting oxide, usually anatase 

TiO2, and an electrolyte acting as electron and hole conducting materials, respectively. 

Because of the relatively low-absorption cross-section of the molecular sensitizer, a 

high surface area mesoscopic photoanode is necessary to ensure high dye loading and 

efficient light harvesting in the visible part of the solar spectrum. This implies that the 

DSC has an exceedingly large, heterogeneous interface through which electrons may 

be (parasitically) intercepted as a result of the slow electron transport. The latter is 

governed by an ambipolar diffusion mechanism controlled by trap-limited hopping 

through a relatively long and tortuous path to the transparent conductive electrode.4-7 

It is further hindered by the low electron mobility in anatase TiO2 nanoparticles and 



the multiple grain boundaries in the mesoporous film.8 

Given a charge collection time of milliseconds at the maximum power point,9 

efficient charge extraction is only made possible when using the (I3–/I–) redox couple 

through the slow interception of electrons by adjacent I3–.10 In addition to limited light 

harvesting by the dye, one of the main limiting factors of efficiency is the excessive 

driving force of 0.6 eV necessary for the dye-regeneration process leading to a 

significant loss-in-voltage of approximately 600 mV.7,11,12 This has sparked 

development and study of various alternative redox couples including p-type 

semiconductors.13 Increasingly, development has been centered around the use of 

organic hole-transporting materials (HTM) in solid-state DSCs (ss-DSCs).14-17 

The electronic loss that is typically discussed for DSCs is slow transport-

induced recombination.18-21 If charges recombine before reaching the electrode then 

this has a direct influence on the photocurrent and photovoltage. The open-circuit 

voltage is defined by the splitting of the quasi-Fermi level of electrons in the metal 

oxide and the redox potential of the electrolyte (quasi-Fermi level of holes in the hole-

transporter). Hence, the closer the Fermi level in the metal oxide can be pushed 

toward the conduction band and LUMO level of the sensitizer, the higher the open-

circuit voltage, and the smaller the loss-in-potential going from the level of the excited 

state of the dye to the quasi-Fermi level in the metal oxide. Two strategies can 

contribute to this upward shift and increase the open-circuit potential, namely 

reducing the recombination rate constant enabling the Fermi level to move closer to 

the conduction band before the recombination rate balances the charge generation 

rate or shifting the conduction band itself. Finally, enhancing the electron transport 

could improve charge collection and reduce IR losses, enhance the short-circuit 

current, and fill factor.12,18 

Several approaches have been proposed in order to reduce interfacial 

recombination and improve charge collection in liquid electrolytes and ss-DSCs 

including the use of radial collection nanostructures,7 one-dimensional ZnO and TiO2 

nanorods, and nanowires as photoanodes.22-25 and some are described in the previous 

chapter. Even though these approaches show great promise, they have yet to achieve 

power conversion efficiencies above 5% in liquid electrolyte DSCs and 1.7% in ss-

DSCs. In this part of my thesis, I expose results on the strategies I have pursued 



during the course of my PhD to improve the dynamics in the liquid and ss-DSC. 

From one-dimensional titania nanotubes, I have moved to tri-dimensional fibrous 

network of crystalline TiO2 and more complex host-passivation-guest photoelectrode. 
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Chapter 7. One-dimensional photoanodes 
for the DSC 

 

 

This chapter is adapted from a peer-reviewed manuscript by Daibin Kuang, Jérémie Brillet, 

Peter Chen, Satoshi Uchida, Shaik. M. Zakeeruddin, and Michael Grätzel published in 2008 in 

ACS Nano, vol. 2 (6), pp 1113–1116 and an other by Peter Chen, Jérémie Brillet, Hari Bala, 

Peng Wang, Shaik M. Zakeeruddin and Michael Grätzel published in 2009 in the Journal of 

Material Chemistry, vol. 19, pp 5325. 

Dye-sensitized solar cells (DSCs) have attracted great interest in academic 

research due to the potential low cost alternative to the tradition silicon solar cells.1 A 

DSC typically consists of a nanocrystalline TiO2 film covered by a monolayer of dye 

molecules, redox electrolyte, and counter electrode. Cells based on randomly 

associated TiO2 nanoparticles with a size of 10-30 nm have been widely used as 

photoanode achieving 11 % photovoltaic conversion efficiency.2 Considerable efforts 

have been devoted to the development of more efficient photoanode materials 

including ordered meso-structured materials,3 one-dimension structured materials 

(nanorod, nanowire, nanotube) etc.4-6 In these materials superior photovoltaic 

performances may be achieved through the realization of photoanode materials with 

ordered structure resulting in the improvement of electron transport. Highly ordered 

TiO2 nanotube arrays are particularly attractive candidates to achieve this task.6-8  



7.1  Application of highly ordered TiO2 nanotube-
 arrays in flexible Dye-sensitized Solar Cells  

7.1.1  Metallic foil substrate enables flexible DSC 

Flexible solar cells are of great advantage because of potential low cost roll-to-

roll production and have been described previously by a number of groups.9-11 Metal 

or transparent conductive copolymers were used as substrate for the working electrode 

and/or counter electrode but photovoltaic performance is hampered by slow electron 

transport in nanoparticle films that underwent low temperature sintering or/and a 

large resistance of the ITO polymer current collector. Recently our group has 

reported a remarkable light to electricity conversion efficiency for the flexible solar 

cells based on TiO2 nanoparticles coated on the Ti foil as working electrode and ITO-

PEN as counter electrode.12 However these flexible DSCs contains volatile organic 

solvent electrolyte that precludes practical applications due to the organic solvent 

permeation across the plastic current collector. Hence, the ultimate redox electrolyte 

for flexible DSC application should be a solvent free electrolyte. Ionic liquids present 

significant practical advantages over organic solvent electrolytes and represent 

potential candidates to replace organic solvent electrolytes. Recently, we achieved a 

new record of 7.6 % efficiency for a new binary ionic liquid (1-propyl-3-

methylimidazolium iodide and 1-ethyl-3-methyl-imidazoliium tetracyanoborate) 

electrolyte based DSCs.13  

Herein, we report for the first time on the use of ordered TiO2 nanotube array 

as photoanode material for ionic liquid electrolyte-based rigid and flexible DSCs, that 

showed impressive photovoltaic performance.  

7.1.2  Making TiO2 Nanotube arrays 

Highly ordered TiO2 nanotube arrays were prepared by anodization of Ti 

foils (99.7 %, 0.25 mm, Aldrich) in a two-electrode cell containing a Pt counter 

electrode.14-16 The anodization was performed at 35 V at room temperature in a 

solution of 0.25 wt % NH4F and 0.75 wt % H2O in ethylene glycol for different time 

intervals that resulted in various nanotube lengths. The as-prepared TiO2 nanotube 

samples were soaked in 0.04 M aqueous TiCl4 solution for 30 min at 70 ºC, which 



improves the photocurrent and photovoltaic performance. The TiCl4 treated TiO2 

nanotube samples were rinsed with water and ethanol and then annealed in air at 500 

ºC for 3 h using a heating rate of 2 ºC/min in order to crystallize the initially 

amorphous anodized films. The sample morphology and crystallinity were 

characterized using scanning electron microscopy (JEOL FESEM) and X-ray 

diffraction (XRD), respectively. The sintered nanotube samples were immersed into 

0.3 mM solution of a novel indoline organic dye coded as D20517 in acetonitrile and 

tert-butyl alcohol (volume ratio 1:1) for 16h. The newly developed binary ionic liquid 

electrolyte contained 0.05 M I2, 0.5 M N-butylbenzimidazole (NBB), 0.1 M 

Guanidinium thuicyanate (GuNCS) in a mixture of 65 vol % PMII and 35 vol % 

EMIB(CN)4.13,18 Pt/FTO-glass or Pt/ITO-polyethylene naphthalate (ITO-PEN, a gift 

from Konarka, USA) were used as counter electrode for rigid or flexible solar cells, 

respectively. The detailed fabrication procedures and photovoltaic performance 

characterizations of DSCs are explained in Appendix A and B. Electrochemical 

impedance spectroscopy of the DSCs were obtained in the dark at –0.7 V forward 

bias using a potentiostat (EG&G, M273) equipped with a frequency response analyzer 

(EG&G, M1025). Transient photovoltage measurements employed a 200 ms exciting 

pulse generated by a ring of red light emitting diodes (LEDs, Lumiled) controlled by a 

fast solid-state switch. Transients were measured at different white light intensities 

ranging from 150% to 0.1% of AM 1.5 solar light (1000 W/m2) and adjusted via 

tuning of the voltage applied to the bias diodes. 

7.1.3  Flexible device performances 

  Figure 7.1 shows typical SEM images of TiO2 nanotubes (TNT) obtained by 

the aforementioned anodization procedures. The average TNT lengths are 5 μm, 7 

μm and 14 μm as the anodization time increased from 2 h (a), 4 h (b) and 20 h (c), 

respectively. The closely packed highly ordered TNT were obtained at present 

anodization conditions independent of the time. Figure 7.1d is the enlarged image of 

the sample made with 4 h anodization, which shows ~ 70 nm pore size with ~ 8 nm 

TNT walls. The samples’ structures were characterized by XRD measurements (data 

not shown). The XRD patterns of a 7 μm thick TNT film after annealing at 500 ºC 

for 3 h showed that the TNT samples have anatase structure in contrast to earlier 

work where the presence of rutile at the interface between the TNT and Ti substrate 



was suggested.19 However, rutile was not witnessed in our present preparations.   

 

Figure 7.2 shows the current-voltage curves of DSCs based on the organic 

dyes and the binary ionic liquid electrolyte as a function of TNT length under 

simulated AM 1.5 light. The short-circuit photocurrent densities (Jsc) obtained with 

TNTs of 5 μm, 7 μm and 14 μm length was 4.95 mAcm-2, 5.58 mA.cm-2 and 6.11 

mA.cm-2, respectively. The highest photovoltaic performance of 3.3 % was achieved 

with a 14 um length TNT sample. Detailed photovoltaic performance parameters of 

the DSCs for films with different nanotube length are presented in Table. 7.1. The Voc 

of the DSCs decreases with increasing length of TNT nanotube due to the increase in 

the dark current which scales with the surface area of the titania films, in agreement 

with previous nanoparticle based DSCs.20 The Voc values in table 7.1 are higher by 

about 40 mV compared to typical values obtained with nanocrystalline films that 

show a similar photocurrent of 5-6 mAcm-2 and employ the same electrolyte and the 

same ionic liquid as the TNT cells. This finding is encouraging as it indicates that the 

recapture of conduction band electrons by the tri-iodide ions in the ionic liquids is 

slower for the TNT-based films than for random particular networks.  



 

The dark current curves in Figure 7.2 confirm that the 14 μm TNT sample has 

a lower onset potential for the reduction of I3- than the other two samples which is in 

keeping with its higher surface area.   

TiO2 NT length Counter electrode V OC (mV) J SC (mA/cm2) Efficiency (%) ff (%) 
5 Pt/FTO-glass 763 4.95 2.52 66.6 
7 Pt/FTO-glass 759 5.58 2.86 67.5 
14 Pt/FTO-glass 743 6.11 3.29 72.5 
14 (open cell) Pt/ITO-PEN 709 8.99 3.58 56.1 
14 Pt/ITO-PEN 705 7.80 3.19 58.0 
      

In order to investigate a lightweight and flexible embodiment of the TNT cell, 

an ITO-PEN transparent conductive substrate was used to replace the FTO-Glass. It 

is interesting to note that the device made with flexible conductive Pt/ITO-PEN 

polymer substrate as counter electrode showed comparable photovoltaic performance 

to the Pt/FTO/Glass devices. The photovoltaic parameters (Jsc, Voc, ff and η) of TiO2 

nanotube-based flexible solar cells were 8.99 mA.cm-2, 709 mV, 0.561 and 3.58% 



respectively (shown in Table 7.1). The flexible solar cells with Pt/ITO-PEN as 

counter electrode shows higher photocurrent compared to rigid solar cells with 

Pt/FTO-glass as counter electrode. This probably arises from the fact that the flexible 

counter electrode is directly placed on the TNT layer reducing optical losses as the 

triiodide ions contained in the ionic liquid filter the light that enters through the 

counter electrode.  

 

Impedance spectroscopy has been regarded as a powerful technique to 

characterize the transport and recombination in DSCs and suitable physical models 

have been developed to accurately interpret the results.21,22 Impedance spectra were 

measured in the dark at an applied potential bias of -0.7 V. The high frequency semi 

circle in Nyquist plots corresponds to charge transfer at the counter electrode 

(Pt/redox interface). The reaction resistance of the counter electrode was analyzed by 

software (Z-view) using an equivalent circuit containing a constant phase element 

(CPE) and resistances (R) (Figure 7.4, inset). The series resistance (Rs) was found to be 

8.9 ohm for rigid solar cells (FTO-glass) and 49.6 ohm for flexible solar cells (ITO-

PEN). Further, the interface resistance of Pt/electrolyte (RPt) was 4.6 ohm and 62.4 

ohm for Pt/FTO-glass and Pt/ITO-PEN, respectively. Therefore, the low ff of 



flexible DSC based on ITO-PEN substrate is attributed to higher Rs value and lower 

activity of the Pt catalyst on the ITO-PEN. 

7.2  Solid-state dye-sensitized solar cells using  TiO2 
 nanotube arrays on FTO glass 

7.2.1  Transparent TiO2 NT photoanode for SS-DSC 

Several research groups have used TNT arrays in DSCs using liquid 

electrolytes.7,23-27 Additionally, successful use of TNTs in polymer cells have yielded 

photocurrent densities as high as 12.4 mA/cm2.28 In the Section 1 of this chapter, I 

report on a flexible DSC containing TNT arrays as photoanode and polyethylene 

napthalate (PEN) as counter electrode in combination with a solvent free ionic liquid 

electrolyte.29 Semiconductor quantum dots have been used as sensitizers by attaching 

them to the TNTs.30,31 Finally, different alloys like Ti–Fe–O and Ti–Cu–O were used 

to prepare TNTs for water splitting in photoelectrochemical cells.32,33 

In most cases ,inclueding in the firs section of this chapter, the TNT arrays 

have been fabricated from a thick Ti film or foil, in which case the resulting TNTs rest 

upon an underlying Ti substrate. Here, arrays were synthesized from Ti thin films 

sputtered onto conducting materials such as FTO glass or metal substrates before 

being anodized to form the TNT arrays on these substrates.25,34 The TNT formation 

mechanism and their properties have been well described in the literature.7,8,14,35,36 

While anodization is a simple and controllable process to make TNT arrays, it is 

known that the properties of these arrays are dependent on pore diameter, wall 

thickness and length of the tubes. The geometric features of TNT arrays are 

controlled by the nature of the electrolyte, the additives it contains, and the applied 

voltage. These factors have a significant influence on the growth, structure and 

morphology of the nanotubes.37,38 

The carrier density in the TNT array was found to be different when varying 

the electrolyte pH in an electrochemical cell.39 The kinetic properties of DSCs using 

TNTs and nanoparticle films were compared using modulated 

photocurrent/photovoltage spectroscopy. It was found that the transport rate was 

similar in both cases but charge recombination was much slower in the TNT arrays. 

Thus electron lifetime was an order of magnitude greater than those obtained in 



nanoparticle-based DSCs.6 A recent study also suggested that TNT-based DSCs 

would present a significantly higher charge-collection efficiency than their 

nanoparticle-based counterpart.40 To the best of our knowledge there was no study on 

the penetration by solid-state hole transport material (HTM) into TNT arrays to form 

a parallel interpenetrating network for electron and hole transport . Herein, we 

present the first successful application of TNT arrays to ss-DSCs comprising a 

directional mesoporous structure forming direct charge transport channels normal to 

the conducting substrate. 

7.2.2  Making TiO2 NT on FTO 

The TNT arrays were synthesized on FTO-coated glass substrate by way of 

depositing a double-layered structure comprising a Ti metal overlayer and a TiO2 

underlayer. For the ionic liquid DSC, the underlayer was synthesized by spray 

pyrolysis of ethanolic solution of di-iso-propoxy titanium-bis(acetylacetone) 

[Ti(acac)2(i–C3H7O)2] in aerosol form. The metal overlayer was then deposited by 

conventional sputtering of a 1500 nm thick metal film from a Ti target. In this case, 

the 50 nm thick TiO2 underlayer was first deposited by sputtering in a controlled O2 

atmosphere whereas the Ti overlayer was sputtered after shutting off the oxidizing gas 

and cleaning the target by Ar+ milling for 5 minutes. The detailed parameters for the 

deposition process are listed in Table 7.3. 

Process 
Power 
(W) 

Flow ratio 
Ar/O2 (sccm) 

Process time 
(min) 

Deposition rate      
(nm.s-1) 

Ignition 150 25/0 None Shutter closed 
Pre-sputter 150 20/2 5 Shutter closed 
TiO2 deposition 200 5/1 8–10 0.1 
Target cleaning 200 20/0 5 Shutter closed 
Ti deposition 150 10/0 60 0.3 

Highly ordered TNT arrays were prepared by anodization of the Ti overlayer 

in a conventional two-electrode system using a platinum wire as counter electrode . 

The Ti overlayer was first thoroughly degreased by washing in acetone and ethanol 

for several minutes. No ultrasonic bath was used in order to minimize chances of 

delamination of the Ti/TiO2 from the conducting substrate. The distance between 

the working and counter electrode was kept at 3 cm. The anodization was conducted 



at 35 V, without ramp, in an ethylene glycol electrolyte containing water (0.25 wt.%) 

and NH4F (0.75 wt.%) until the homogeneous film turned transparent. After anodic 

oxidation, samples were rinsed with deionized water, ethanol and dried with 

compressed air. The as-prepared TNT arrays were soaked in 0.04 M TiCl4 aqueous 

solution for 30 min at 70 °C to improve the photocurrent and photovoltaic 

performance of the DSCs . The TiCl4 treated TNT samples were rinsed with 

deionized water and ethanol and then annealed in air at 500 °C for 3 hours (ramping 

rate 2 °C.min-1) in order to crystallize the anodized amorphous films. The sample 

morphology was characterized using SEM. 

The surface of the TNT electrode was sensitized by immersing the array into a 

dye solution containing 300 mM C203 and 300 mM 3a,7a-dihydroxy-5b-cholanic 

acid in chlorobenzene at room temperature for 5 h. 

7.2.3  Solid state device performances 

SEM images of the TNT grown on top of the FTO glass substrate are shown 

in Figure 7.4. From the top view, we observed the pore diameter and a wall thickness 

of about 40–50 nm. The structure was found to be nano-wall-like instead of discrete 

tubes. The TiO2 films were homogeneous across long range with a flat top layer and 

remained intact after annealing using the procedure described in the experimental 

section. By varying the parameters of anodization, we found it was possible to form 

separated TNT arrays but the top layer wasn't as smooth. Attempts using these films 

were unsuccessful due to individual tube protrusions creating a shunt path that 

deteriorates the cell performance. A flat top layer is advantageous to ensure an 

effective contact between the spin coated HTM and Au.  



Some preliminary photovoltaic experiments were conducted to evaluate the 

use of these TNT arrays as negative electrode in ss-DSCs. The TNT arrays were 

sensitized using a high molar extinction coefficient organic dye coded as C203.41 This 

dye was chosen particularly for its high photon harvesting properties to counteract the 

effect of a lower surface area in the TNT arrays when compared to mesoporous TiO2 

electrodes. The surface of the TNT electrode was sensitized by immersing the array 

into a dye solution containing 300 μM C203 and 300 μM 3a,7a-dihydroxy-5b-

cholanic acid in chlorobenzene at room temperature for 5 h. The devices were 

assembled using the standard ss-DSCs procedures described in the literature where we 

spin coated a solution of spiro-MeOTAD (0.17 M in chlorobenzene with Li-TFSI and 

ter-butylpyridine) on dye stained TNT arrays.42 The device fabrication was completed 

by thermal deposition of a Au positive electrode . 

The J V curves and monochromatic incident photon to current conversion 

efficiency (IPCE) spectrum of the ss-DSCs are shown in Figure 7.5 and 7.6. The short-

circuit photocurrent density, open-circuit photovoltage, fill factor and efficiency of ss-

DSCs are summarized in Table 7.4. In order to assess the light harvesting capacity of 

the TNT electrode, we compared the absorption spectrum of C203 dye adsorbed on a 

typical mesoporous TiO2 film and our TNT arrays. Note that both films were 

approximately 2.0 μm thick. 



 

It can be seen in Figure 7.6 that the IPCE and absorption spectrum of the dye 

-sensitized TNT array shows the same C203 absorption features as the one obtained 

with the mesoporous TiO2 film. Figure 7.6 also shows the relevant optical density for 

the NT arrays and the mesoporous films. The ratio of both was found to be about 

60%. When we take into account that the dye loading on the NT array is about half 

of that in a mesoporous film, we believe that it is a significant result to obtain a current 

density of 3.30 mA/cm2 and 1.67% efficiency at full sun intensity (AM 1.5) for a 2 μm 

thick ss-DSC. Assuming a 20% light loss from absorption and reflection from the 

FTO-coated substrate, one can estimate the internal quantum efficiency (IQE) using a 

simplified light harvesting efficiency (LHE) model (see equation (7.1)). The corrected 

LHE for our TiO2 array is roughly 0.8 of the value given by equation (7.1) and is 

shown in Figure 7.6 as a red dashed line. 

  LHE = 1 − exp(−α) (7.1) 

As can be seen in Figure 7.6 the measured IPCE for the NT array is about 

0.8–0.9 of the corrected LHE depending on the wavelength. Indeed, we find that the 

IPCE is closer to the corrected LHE in the red part of the spectrum than in the blue. 

We believe this is due to a stronger reflection from the gold counter electrode in the 

red than in the blue.43 Since the dye's extinction coefficient is relatively low in this 

spectral region, the transmitted light is reflected back into the light harvesting TNT 



array providing a second chance for the dye to absorb the photons, which translate 

into an enhanced IPCE. On the other hand, there is no gold reflection in the dye 

absorption measurement, and accordingly the IPCE is closer to the corrected LHE in 

the longer wavelength region. The wave-like absorption spectra in the red region 

appears due to the interference from the FTO substrate.  

TiO2 film Light intensity (% sun) V OC (mV) J SC (mA/cm2) Efficiency (%) ff (%) 
Nanotube arrays 100.0 703.4 3.30 1.67 71.6 

51.0 682.6 1.72 1.64 71.4 
9.3 621.7 0.32 1.25 58.0 

Nanocrystalline 100.0 930.0 5.10 3.42 71.1 

A striking difference observed with the TiO2 nanotube ss-DSC is the drop of 

voltage compared to the normal nanocrystalline ss-DSC devices (230 mV less than a 

nanoparticule-based cell). We suspect that further optimizing blocking TiO2 under 

layer and sputtering parameters could mitigate this drop of Voc. In a normal solid-state 

device, the blocking layer is made by spray pyrolysis and seems to block the junction 

more effectively than the underlayer presented here. 

Photovoltaic experiments were conducted using the same transparent 

electrode with 2.8 μm thin nanotube arrays sensitized with C203 and ionic liquid as 

electrolyte. The devices were made using Pt/FTO glass as counter electrode and the 

two electrodes were separated by a 25 μm thick Surlyn hot-melt gasket and sealed up 

by heating. The internal space was filled with a solvent free ionic liquid based 

electrolyte using a vacuum back filling system. The solvent free ionic liquid electrolyte 

contained 0.05 M I2, 0.5 M N-butylbenzimidazole, 0.1 M guanidinium thiocyanate in 

a mixture of 1-propyl-3-methylimidazolium iodide and 1-methyl-3-ethyl imidazolium 

tetracyanoborate, with a volume ratio of 65/35.18 The electrolyte-injecting hole made 

in advance by an ultrafine sandblaster on the counter electrode glass substrate was 

sealed with a Bynel sheet and a thin glass cover by heating. 

The photocurrent action spectrum of the device is shown in Figure 7.7 as an 

inset. The IPCE exceeds 75% at 490 nm. As shown in Figure 7.7, the short-circuit 

photocurrent density, open-circuit photovoltage, and fill factor of the device under an 

irradiance of AM 1.5 G full sunlight are 7.9 mA.cm-2, 677 mV and 0.693, respectively, 

yielding an overall conversion efficiency of 3.8%. It is remarkable to obtain such an 



impressive performance with a 2.8 μm thin NT array film. 

 

7.3  Conclusion 
Flexible DSC prepared with TiO2 nanotube arrays grown on a metallic foil as 

photoanode and transparent conductive polymer ITO-PEN as counter electrode in 

combination with ionic liquid electrolyte obtained 3.6 % efficiency at AM 1.5 

simulated full sun light. I have shown that the photovoltaic performance of devices 

depends on the length of nanotube. Flexible ionic liquid electrolyte solar cells will 

stimulate considerable interests for academic research and practical applications. 

In addition, I have shown that TNT array fabricated by anodization of a 

sputtered Ti/TiO2 double layer film on an FTO-coated glass substrate can work 

efficiently in a ss-DSC . This novel TiO2 electrode material is well suited for inclusion 

in ss-DSCs because of its flat and smooth top surface, a critical property that reduces 

chances of shunt in the cell. Even though the surface area of TiO2 NT film is shown to 

be lower than in a comparable mesoporous film, I have shown that this novel ss-DSC 

morphology can deliver significant performance using a high molar extinction 

coefficient and IQE molecular dye sensitizer. Using panchromatic dyes with high 

molar extinction coefficients to absorb even more visible light could further increase 



the performance of these cells. 
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Chapter 8. Three-dimensional titania 
nanostructures for fast charge extraction  

 
This chapter is adapted from peer-reviewed publications by Nicolas Tétreault, Jérémie Brillet 

et al. published in 2011 in Nano Letters, 11 (11), pp 4579–4584 and in ACS Nano, 4 (12), pp 

7644–7650 in 2011. 

8.1   Improved charge dynamics through a 3D               
 host-passivation-guest electrode 

8.1.1 Motivations 

In the past, efforts have been put into ZnO and SnO2 as alternatives to TiO2 

in DSCs due to their higher electronic conductivity and electron mobility when 

compared to TiO2.1 Despite faster electron transport,1 only rather poor device 

efficiencies have been reported to date for DSCs employing nanocrystalline SnO2.2-6 

In part, this was found to be due to a two to three orders of magnitude increase in the 

recombination rates when the high mobility material is in direct contact with the 

sensitizer and/or the electrolyte.1 This has triggered research on the addition of 

blocking (passivating) layers covering the ZnO or SnO2 in order to reduce this 

recombination rate resulting in higher photovoltage.2,7,8 

Herein, I report on a novel bottom-up 3D host–passivation–guest (H-P-G) 

electrode concept that enables structural control on the electron extraction, 



conduction band, and the recombination dynamics as well as on the optical scattering 

in photovoltaic devices. This new type of electrode is exemplified herein by 

incorporating it into a DSC photoanode to significantly improve photocurrent, fill 

factor, and most importantly the photovoltage. This is shown through a strong 

decrease in dark current when comparing a 3D TiO2 host to high electron mobility 

Al:ZnO and SnO2 hosts. To ensure high dye loading, the macropores contained in 

the passivated 3D host are infiltrated with anatase TiO2 nanoparticles to form a 

conformal mesoporous film enabling optimized sensitization and electron injection 

characteristics found in traditional nanoparticle-based DSCs. Using this novel 

architecture, an increase in the photovoltage of up to 110 mV over state-of-the-art 

TiO2, ZnO, and SnO2-based DSCs is obtained. The straightforward and simple 

bottom-up fabrication technique produces a highly optically scattering photoanode 

that could enable enhanced light harvesting,9 fast charge extraction, reduced 

interfacial recombination, and lower IR loss to significantly increase the cell 

photovoltage, photocurrent, and the fill factor.10 The concept electrode is well suited 

for DSCs since only a small volume fraction is lost to the optically inactive 3D host 

material leaving most of the volume for the light harvesting sensitized nanoparticle 

TiO2 mesoporous film. 

8.1.2 Tailoring a H-P-G photoanode 

A schematic representation of the intermediate materials involved in the 

fabrication of a 3D H-P-G photoanode for DSCs is shown in Figure 8.1. The overall 

fabrication method is inspired by micromolding in inverse opals (MISO) first 

developed for the synthesis of large-area oxide inverse opals and then extended for 

high-temperature fabrication of full-photonic bandgap semiconductor photonic 

crystals from polymer templates.11,12 A dispersion of polystyrene macrospheres in 

isopropanol is used to obtain a highly disordered opal template of uniform thickness. 

Using large monodispersed spheres enables the formation of a uniform template with 

predictably large interconnecting pores extending in all three spatial dimensions. The 

thickness of the template is adjusted through the volume concentration of spheres in 

the isopropanol dispersion (22 vol.% for 10–12 μm thick template film). The 

dispersion is then doctor bladed, a scalable fabrication technique, on a transparent  



conductive FTO-covered glass substrate to reveal a large-area highly light scattering 

disordered template (Figure 8.1a). It is then heated and infiltrated with 90 nm of 

Al/ZnO (1:9), SnO2, or TiO2 in a highly conformal fashion by atomic layer 

deposition (ALD) (Figure 8.1b). Recently ALD has been gaining interest as a powerful 

research tool for creating highly conformal layers on nanostructured electrodes13 and 

has even been used for surface state passivation of TiO2 in dye sensitized solar cells14 

and Fe2O3 for water photolysis.15 The deposition temperature is optimized to increase 

the template interconnecting pore size by softening of the polymer beads ensuring 

proper sphere necking.16 Large interconnecting pores between spheres will enable 

proper filling with the guest nanocrystalline TiO2 later on. A quick dry reactive ion 

etching (RIE) of the infiltrated opal’s top surface oxide is performed before removing 

the polymer template by annealing (360 °C, 15 min.) We thus obtain a 3D host 

backbone that is well connected to the underlying FTO–glass front electrode. The 

direct electronic connection will ensure efficient charge extraction throughout the 

interconnected 3D H-P-G electrode. The surfaces of the TCO backbone are then 

conformally coated with 25 nm of dense TiO2 by ALD in order to reduce interfacial 

recombination between electrons in the highly conducting TCO backbone and the I3– 

oxidized electrolyte (Figure 8.1c).1 After calcination (500 °C, 15 min.) the hexagonal 



wurtzite, cassiterite, and anatase crystal structures of the Al:ZnO, SnO2, and TiO2, 

respectively, were confirmed by powder X-ray diffraction (data not shown). In order 

to provide enough surface area for dye sensitization and efficient light harvesting, the 

macroporous inverse TCO backbone is infiltrated by sequential doctor-blading of a 

low viscosity 17 nm anatase nanocrystal paste (Figure 8.1d). 

Scanning electron micrographs (SEM) of a 3D Al:ZnO |TiO2| anatase 

nanoparticles H-P-G photoanode are presented in Figure 8.2. The cross-sectional and 

top view (Al:ZnO host) micrographs (Figure 8.2a,b) clearly show the high pore 

connectivity throughout the 3D open structure as well as the significant disorder 

inherited from the polystyrene template. From these micrographs, we can conclude 

that the backbone only uses a small volume fraction of the 3D film (10%). This is an 

additional advantage of the 3D macroporous structure where the high degree of 

necking between the templating spheres and the very thin (90 nm) film of metal oxide 

host deposited leave the vast majority of the volume for filling with the guest material. 

The macroporous structure further enables the conformal coating of the 3D host on 

both sides with dense TiO2 by ALD (Figure 8.2c,d). The role of the TiO2 overlayer is 

to passivate the TCO surface to improve its chemical stability and further reduce 

recombination rate at the conductive transparent oxide - electrolyte interface. Visible 



in Figure 8.2c is the direct contact between the 3D host and the FTO–glass that will 

ensure unhindered electron transfer from the 3D host–guest structure and the front 

DSC electrode. Additionally, subsequent TiO2 deposition was found to cover the 

FTO in addition to the 3D host to effectively block recombination at the FTO–

electrolyte interface. Figure 8.2e shows the 3D Al:ZnO |TiO2| anatase nanoparticles 

H-P-G electrode after partial filling with mesoporous anatase to constitute the finished 

3D TCO photoanode. We estimate from SEM pictures that about 50% on the 

internal volume is filled with the anatase TiO2 nanoparticles.  

8.1.3  H-P-G photoanode in DSCs 

8.1.3.1   Methods 
Complete DSC devices were prepared using 10–12 μm thick 3D TiO2 |TiO2| 

anatase nanoparticles, Al:ZnO |TiO2| anatase nanoparticles and SnO2 |TiO2| 

anatase nanoparticles H-P-G photoanodes on a FTO–glass substrate. In both cases, 

90 nm of the host and 25 nm of TiO2 were deposited by ALD for a maximum wall 

thickness of 140 nm. Individual infiltrations were separated by 10 min heating at 

120 °C to ensure solvent evaporation and densification of the conformal paste thin 

film. The electrode is then calcined to burn off the organic materials found in the 

paste (500 °C, 60 min, 2 °C/min ramp).17 In order to improve the anatase 

nanoparticle connectivity and increase the photocurrent, the TiO2 and SnO2 H-P-G 

photoanodes were immersed into a 40 mM aqueous TiCl4 solution at 70 °C for 30 

min and washed with water and ethanol.17 This treatment could not be done on the 

Al:ZnO-based electrode since it is not chemically stable enough to sustain immersion 

in strong acid at elevated temperature. We should thus expect a penalty on the 

photocurrent for this photoanode. 

The films are sintered for 30 min at 500 °C before dipping in a 0.3 mM Z907 

solution for 10 min. Following the immersion procedure, the dye-sensitized electrodes 

were rinsed with acetonitrile and dried in air. The photoanodes are then assembled 

using a thermally platinized FTO (TEC15) counter electrode using a 25 μm thick hot 

melt ring and sealed by heating. The cell internal space was filled with a I3–/I– 

electrolyte in a 85:15 acetonitrile/valeronitrile mixture. Detailed procedure for the 

photoanode preparation and DSC assembly can be found in Annex D. 



 

8.1.3.2 Device performances 
Shown in Figure 8.3a are the J–V characteristics for the DSCs based on TiO2, 

SnO2, and Al:ZnO 3D host photoanodes. I found an increase in short-circuit current 

density going from a TiO2 (Jsc = 6.9 mA.cm-2) to Al/ZnO (Jsc = 7.9 mA.cm-2) and 

SnO2 (Jsc = 10.4 mA.cm-2). The absence of TiCl4 treatment could explain the lower 

photocurrent for the Al:ZnO host as this treatment enhances connectivity between 

anatase TiO2 nanoparticles to significantly increase the photocurrent and 

photovoltage in state-of-the-art DSCs by improving electron hopping at the anatase 

nanoparticle boundaries.18 It is possible that the increase in photocurrent observed is a 

direct consequence of the high electron mobility in the Al:ZnO and SnO2 hosts (241 

and 16.5 cm2.(V s)-1, respectively), which is five to six orders of magnitude higher than 

measured for anatase TiO2 nanoparticles at high voltage (V = 0.8 V, 2.30 × 10–4 

cm2.(V s)-1) as shown in table 8.1. 

Material 
Mobility  
(cm2 / Vs) 

Diffusion coefficient  
(cm2 / s) 

TiO2 NP 2.30 x 10-4 6.00 x 10-6 
Al:ZnO 241 6.19 
SnO2 16.5 0.423 

 
In addition, the fill factor is found to be greater for the Al:ZnO (ff = 0.77) host 

than for the TiO2 (ff = 0.73) host. Regardless of the host material, the 3D H-P-G 

photoanodes all present photovoltages well above the Voc = 730 mV obtained with the 

best performing Z907 DSCs.19 Indeed, an improvement of 60 and 110 mV for TiO2 

(Voc = 791 mV) and Al:ZnO (Voc = 842 mV) hosts are obtained, respectively. A 

significant increase in photovoltage is to be expected when reducing the dark current, 

which depends on the conduction band position and recombination dynamics in the 

cell. Indeed, a significant decrease in the dark current is observed going from the 

TiO2 to the Al:ZnO host as can be seen in Figure 8.3b.  

When compared to previous studies using high mobility materials like SnO2 

and ZnO passivated with TiO2 in liquid electrolyte DSCs we find that the 

photovoltage obtained with the 3D host–guest photoanodes are higher by at least 90–

100 mV.2-6 Additionally, an increase of about 60 and 110 mV over our published 



state-of-the-art values for Z907 dye and iodine-based volatile electrolyte is obtained 

for 3D TiO2 and Al:ZnO hosts, respectively. One of the major advantages in using 

transparent high mobility materials, for example, ZnO and SnO2, for charge injection 

and collection in DSCs lies in its relatively low transport resistance when compared to 

that of anatase TiO2 nanoparticles.20,21 However, this advantage was found to be 

counterbalanced by faster electron recombination dynamics with the oxidized 

electrolyte via intrabandgap surface states ultimately limiting the efficiency of such 

cells. This led to the study of various capping materials (Al2O3, TiO2, MgO, etc.) that 

slow down recombination leading to increases in photocurrent and photovoltage.2,7,8 

In addition to acting as an effective protection layer for the chemically unstable ZnO 

against the acidic dye solution,22 the complete coverage of the host material with ALD 

of a dense 25 nm TiO2 layer can passivate surface traps15 and increase charge transfer 

resistance to the oxidized dye and electrolyte. 

This is clearly visible in the decrease in dark current observed (Figure 8.3b). 



According to the literature, this can be due to a decrease in recombination or a shift of 

the conduction band towards vacuum.23 Both would lead to a shift in the quasi-Fermi 

level with respect to the redox potential of the electrolyte and contribute to the 

significant increase in the observed photovoltage.2 These findings will motivate further 

mechanistic studies on the role of the various interfaces, conduction pathways, and 

electronic properties of the various materials that could induce band bending, affect 

injection dynamics, or shift the conduction band position. 

8.2  Fast charge extraction through a 3D Fibrous 
 Network of Crystalline TiO2 Nanowires in a 
 Solid  State DSC 

8.2.1 Motivations 

DSCs are one of the most promising photovoltaic technologies for production 

of renewable, clean, and affordable energy. Liquid electrolyte-based DSCs have 

reached efficiencies as high as 11.1%.9,24,25 However, these liquid-based DSCs may 

suffer from potential leakage and corrosion problems;26,27 the potential disadvantages 

have sparked research in DSCs that have solid-state hole transport materials (HTMs) 

instead of liquid electrolytes. One of the most widely used HTMs is spiro-MeOTAD 

(2,2 ,7,7 -tetrakis-(N,N-di-p-methoxyphenylamine)9,9 -spirobifluorene).28 

Devices with spiro-MeOTAD as HTM have already attained efficiencies over 5%,29,30 

which is still below the efficiency of liquid electrolyte DSCs. The lower efficiency is 

primarily a consequence of incomplete light harvesting. Indeed, high-performance 

solid-state DSCs (ss-DSCs) are still limited to a 2−3 μm thick active layer that is far 

thinner than needed to achieve good optical absorption for most of the currently used 

sensitizers.31 There are two factors that limit the ss-DSCs from being more efficient at 

a thickness of >2 μm: incomplete filling of the mesoporous TiO2 films with spiro-

MeOTAD and electron−hole recombination. Studies show that recombination is 2 

orders of magnitude faster and electron diffusion length is 1 order of magnitude lower 

in ss-DSCs than in liquid DSCs.32-35 Pore filling has been the focus of a thorough 

study that linked the cell efficiency and optimal thickness to the pore filling by way of 

varying the spinning speed and concentration of spiro-MeOTAD in the infiltrating 

solution.36 However, the optimal thickness remained below 3 μm. 



Electron transport in DSCs is governed by an ambipolar diffusion mechanism 

controlled by trap-limited hopping through a relatively long and tortuous path to the 

transparent substrate.37-39 Given a charge collection time of milliseconds at the 

maximum power point,40 efficient charge extraction is only made possible through the 

extraordinarily slow interception of electrons by adjacent I3−. However, this 

recombination pathway is 2 orders of magnitude faster in ss-DSCs, which makes it 

one of the main limiting factors in their efficiency. Several approaches have been 

proposed in order to improve charge collection in liquid electrolyte and ss-DSCs 

including the use of radial collection nanostructures2 and one-dimensional ZnO and 

TiO2 nanorods and nanowires as photoanodes.3,41-43 Even though these approaches 

show great promise, they have yet to achieve power conversion efficiencies above 5% 

in liquid electrolyte DSCs and 1.7% in ss-DSCs. 

One of the major issues with these novel photoanodes is their limited 

roughness factor which greatly limits dye loading and, ultimately, absorption and 

photocurrent. In liquid DSCs, improved light harvesting has been demonstrated using 

backscattering overlayer,44 mesoporous macroparticles,45 mixtures of macroparticles 

and nanoparticles,9 as well as photonic crystals.46-48 However, the limited thickness in 

ss-DSCs prohibits the use of these different strategies and necessitates the 

development of thin-film electrodes that are inherently diffusive. 

8.2.2 Anatase nanowires 

In this sub-chapter, I present the first high-efficiency ss-DSC built using a 

three-dimensional (3D) fibrous network of anatase nanowires self-assembled from 

fused single-crystal nanorods. This novel photoanode material is the first to 

incorporate a high-conductivity network for efficient electron extraction, a relatively 

high roughness factor for dye loading, and large pores for enhanced light harvesting 

through light scattering. From high-resolution scanning and transmission electron 

microscopy (HRSEM and TEM), it is found that the 3D fibrous network is formed of 

primary TiO2 nanorods that self-assemble into interconnected single-crystalline 

nanowires. This morphology offers large pores that efficiently scatter light to enhance 

light harvesting and a high roughness factor of 144 that permits adequate dye loading. 

A detailed study using electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS) shows that this 

3D morphology presents a significantly higher conductivity over a wide range of 



applied potential as well as faster electron transport than comparable nanoparticle-

based ss-DSCs which result in improved collection efficiencies. Using a state-of-the-art 

organic dye,49 these factors combine to achieve the highest reported power conversion 

efficiency in a nanowire-based solid-state device of 4.9% under AM1.5. This result 

puts this novel morphology in direct competition with conventional nanoparticle-

based ss-DSCs, which until recently were capable of achieving only slightly higher 

power conversions than 5% (AM1.5).29,30 

The primary building block of this 3D fibrous network is the single-crystal 

nanorod. These subparticles are obtained from the thermal decomposition of titanate 

nanowires between 20 and 60 nm in diameter and 1 and 20 μm in length. A detailed 

procedure for the synthesis of this material is available in Appendix D. In short, 

nanowires are produced by a two-step hydrothermal process. In a typical synthesis, a 

mixture of anatase and NaOH solution is treated at 130 °C for 36 h. The resulting 

white powder undergoes a second hydrothermal treatment at 200 °C while mixed 

with KOH. The obtained nanowires are subsequently collected, washed, and dried at 

250 °C. In order to produce a solution for doctor blading that would both exhibit 

good wettability on FTO glass substrate and produce smooth thin films, the nanowires 

are sonicated in isopropyl alcohol for 30 min. The nanowire solution of 24 mg/mL in 

isopropyl alcohol is then doctor bladed using a 40 μm spacer (3M) to obtain the 

desired film thickness of 2.5 μm. 

The nanowires go through an oriented attachment growth mechanism to form 

a 3D network of nanorods.50 At first, nanowires self-assemble in two dimensions 

parallel to the FTO glass substrate during the doctor blading process. The network 

consequently condenses during the evaporation of isopropyl alcohol, enhancing the 

number of contact points between the individual nanowires (Figure 8.4a). During the 

subsequent thermal decomposition, each titanate nanowire undergoes a 

transformation into chain-like assembly of truncated anatase nanorods (Figure 

8.4b,c).51 Figure 8.4c,d shows high-resolution TEM images of the interconnected 

TiO2 nanorods elongated in the [001] direction. All images clearly show single-

crystalline nanorods with lattice fringes of the (101) plane obtained. The analysis of 

the interface between two attached nanorods reveals reduced lattice fringes’ 

misorientation through grain boundaries from one particle to the next, confirming the 

topotactic transformation of the nanowires.52 Oriented attachment also occurs 



spontaneoulsy at the contact point between nanowires to yield a stabilized 3D network 

of nanorods with enhanced grain boundaries.50 The crystal structure of the 3D 

network of nanorods is confirmed by the XRD peak positions obtained which are 

consistent with the standard powder diffraction pattern of the pure anatase phase of 

TiO2 (JCPDF 21-1272) with no secondary phase or rutile formation observed. An 

averaged primary crystallite size of 13.6 nm is predicted from the full width at half-

maximum value of the (101) XRD peak using Scherrer’s equation. This is in good 

agreement with the average nanorod diameter obtained by analyzing TEM images.  

Using a nitrogen adsorption−desorption technique, the specific surface area, 

pore diameter, and pore volume for the fibrous anatase network are compared with 

that of conventional films obtained from a 23 nm anatase nanoparticles paste 

prepared in-house (Figure 8.5a).53 Conventional films offer a narrow pore size 



distribution in the mesoporous regime ranging from 4 to 18 nm, while the average 

pore size is centered at 13 nm and the corresponding total pore volume is about 0.3 

cm3/g. By comparison, the 3D network of nanorods exhibits a wide pore size 

distribution composed of large 10−50 nm mesopores and 50−120 nm macropores. 

The films’ porosity is about 40% higher than that of conventional films resulting in 

almost double the total volume of pores (0.58 cm3.g-1) with the majority (75%) of these 

pores being larger than 50 nm. This is the result of low packing density of the 

nanowires due to their large anisotropy and allows for efficient infiltration with the 

HTMs. In fact, the observed hysteresis in the pressure isotherm shows a H3 feature 

generally associated with aggregates of thin, flaky particles giving rise to slit-shaped 

pores. Finally, nanorod and nanoparticle-based films exhibit a BET surface area of 60 

and 83 m2.g-1, respectively. Although the 144 roughness factor of the 3D architecture 

of nanorods developed in this study is higher than in previous nanowire-based ss-

DSCs, it remains lower than the 374 roughness factor of conventional films. 

Consequently, the dye loading is reduced and would greatly limit light harvesting if it 

occurred in transparent, nanoparticle-based films. 

However, lower dye loading in the 3D network film is partly compensated by 

significant light scattering in the film. Indeed, Chiba et al. have shown that efficient 

light scattering significantly increases light harvesting in the DSC and, consequently, 

its photocurrent.9 In the nanowire-based photoanode, the aggregation mechanism 



provides for both large aggregates and macropores (Figure 8.4a) capable of effective 

light scattering, as can be seen in Figure 8.5b. About 20−40% of visible light is 

scattered in transmission and reflection for 2.5 μm thick films. 

Complete DSC devices were prepared using 2.5 μm doctor bladed thin films 

on FTO glass. After calcination in air at 600 °C for 2 h, the thin film is dipped 

overnight in an acetonitrile solution of C218 high extinction coefficient organic dye.49 

The thin film is then ready to be infiltrated with a solution of spiro-MeOTAD hole 

transport material, tert-butyl pyridine, and lithium bis(trifluoromethylsulfonyl)imide 

salt in chlorobenzene. To do so, each film is covered by a small quantity (50−70 μL) 

of the spiro-MeOTAD solution before spin coating at 1200 rpm for 45 s in order to 

maximize pore filling.36 After spin coating, a 100 nm gold counter electrode was 

applied by thermal. Figure 8.6 shows the J−V for the bare 3D fibrous network ss-

DSCs as well as for cells which have been treated in aqueous acidic TiCl4 or by 



atomic layer deposition (ALD) of TiO2 (<1 nm) to improve interconnectivity. 

The photocurrent for the bare nanowire-based thin film is significantly 

increased from 3.1 to 8.0 and 8.5 mA.cm-2 for the TiCl4 and ALD-treated films, 

respectively. This increase results from an improved connectivity between the 

nanorods’ aggregates. Additionally, ALD-treated films present a slightly improved fill 

factor and photovoltage (ff = 0.63, Voc = 838 mV) when compared to the bare and 

TiCl4-treated film (ff = 0.56, Voc = 795 mV). Further investigations are ongoing in 

order to better understand the slight advantage of ALD deposition versus the 

conventional TiCl4 treatment for 3D fibrous network-based ss-DSCs. Figure 8.6b 

shows the characterisitic dark shunt resistance is visible in the J−V curves of the 

different cells which is due to nanorods sticking through the thin spiro-MeOTAD 

overlayer and contacting the gold counter electrode. This contributes to a slightly 

lower than expected fill factor when compared to that of conventional nanoparticle ss-

DSCs which is closer to ff ≈ 0.70.30 Finally, the 3D single-crystalline network of 

anatase nanorods gives an overall power conversion efficiency of 4.9% which is close 

to the published efficiency record of 5% for a solid-state spiro-MeOTAD DSC.30 

In this work, the electrical behavior of the 3D fibrous network spiro-

MeOTAD-based ss-DSCs was studied by electrochemical impedance spectroscopy. 

The impedance spectra were analyzed using the transmission line model.32,54-56 One 

advantage of this method is that it enables the direct comparison of electronic 

parameters like conductivity of the TiO2, transport time, and lifetime of electrons in 

conventional nanoparticle-based films and in the 3D fibrous network ss-DSCs. In 

particular, the latter is compared to a nanoparticle-based cell sensitized with the same 

C218 dye and with very similar photovoltaic performances (ff = 0.69, Voc = 810 mV, 

Jsc = 8.2 mA.cm-2, η = 5.4%). In order to prevent the light-induced variation of the 

spiro-MeOTAD doping level during impedance measurements, all parameters 

presented were obtained in the dark. 



 



First, it can be seen that the conductivity of the 3D fibrous network is higher 

than its nanoparticle counterpart up to about 750 mV (Figure 8.7a). The conductivity 

of the fibrous network stays constant over a wide range of applied potential. This 

indicates a high doping density which is most probably caused by hydrogen 

intercalation during the nanowire synthesis.57 The higher doping level was determined 

by the Mott−Schottky plots, which confirmed up to an order of magnitude higher 

charge carrier concentration in the 3D fibrous network and a shift of the flat band 

potential to higher forward bias.58 Likewise, the transport time in the 3D fibrous 

network can be up to several orders of magnitude shorter than that in the 

nanoparticle-based film, especially at lower bias potentials (Figure 8.7b). This result 

clearly confirms that the nanowires have an advantage in electron transport when 

compared to a conventional nanoparticle film. This is in part the result of the higher 

doping density in the films, but it is also most probably due to the longer diffusion 

length of the electron before having to hop on another nanowire.59 Finally, the 

comparison of the electron lifetime shows the same tendency (Figure 8.7c). At low 

potentials (or low TiO2 conductivity), the 3D fibrous network ss-DSC shows a longer 

lifetime than that measured in the nanoparticle-based cell. At 750−800 mV (or 3 × 

10−6.Ω−1.cm−1), the electron lifetime in the 3D fibrous network drops below that 

measured in the nanoparticle-based ss-DSCs. These measurements confirm the high 

quality of the anatase fibrous network in terms of crystallinity and electronic 

properties. The superior light scattering as well as the shorter transport time and 

longer electron lifetime at the maxium power point contribute to a higher 

photocurrent and charge collection efficiency in the ss-DSC. These favorable optical 

and electronic characteristics help explain the high-power conversion efficiency 

obtained with this novel morphology in spite of the lower dye loading. 

8.3  Conclusion 
In this chapter, I show a novel bottom-up 3D H-P-G DSC photoanode made 

of a high electron mobility host, a passivating conformal blocking layer and a high 

surface area guest to improve short circuit current density, fill factor, and 

photovoltage. The 3D H-P-G photoanode exhibits a strong decrease in dark current 

when using Al:ZnO with electron mobility and diffusion coefficient up to 6 orders of 

magnitude higher than that of anatase TiO2 nanoparticles. By completely covering 

the 3D host with a dense passivating TiO2 thin film and filling its macropores with 



anatase nanoparticles, we ensure a high surface area for dye loading and maintain 

injection dynamics typical of anatase nanoparticle-based DSCs. Using this novel 3D 

H-P-G morphology partially filled with anatase nanoparticles, we show an increase in 

photovoltage of up to 110 mV over state-of-the-art TiO2 and ZnO DSCs with Z907 

and I3–/I– redox couple. The concept electrode is well suited for DSC since only a 

small volume fraction is lost to the transparent 3D host material leaving most of the 

volume for the light harvesting sensitized mesoporous anatase TiO2. The 

straightforward and simple bottom-up fabrication technique produces a highly 

optically scattering 3D photoanode material that could enhance light harvesting and 

charge extraction and reduce interfacial recombination to significantly increase the 

cell photovoltage, photocurrent and the fill factor in various low cost photovoltaic 

technologies.60 

In addition, the first high-efficiency ss-DSC built using a 3D fibrous network of 

anatase nanowires self-assembled from fused single-crystal nanorods was presented. 

This novel photoanode material is the first to incorporate a high-conductivity network 

for efficient electron extraction, a high roughness factor for dye loading, and large 

pores for enhanced light harvesting through light scattering. XRD, HRSEM, and 

TEM were used to show that the primary protonated titanate nanorods spontaneously 

orient themselves and self-assemble into secondary nanowires of joined particles with 

optimized anatase crystallographic orientations. This morphology offers large pores 

that efficiently scatter light to enhance light harvesting and a high roughness factor of 

144 that permits good dye loading. Through a detailed study using electrochemical 

impedance spectroscopy, it was confirmed that this 3D morphology presents a 

significantly higher conductivity, shorter transport time, and longer electron lifetime 

over a wide range of applied potential than comparable nanoparticle-based ss-DSCs 

which result in improved collection efficiencies. Ultimately, these factors combine to 

give the highest recorded power conversion efficiency in a nanowire-based solid-state 

device of 4.9% (AM1.5). This novel 3D network of single-crystalline nanowires 

presents morphological and electronic characteristics that put it in direct competition 

with conventional nanoparticle-based ss-DSCs, which are now capable of achieving 

only slightly higher power conversions of 5% (AM1.5).  

 



Supporting Information Available. Full experimental procedures 

inclueding H-P-G photoanode fabrication, nanowire synthesis and suspension as well 

as further titanate nanowire decomposition analysis. This material is available in the 

appendix D of this thesis.  
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Chapter 9. Final Conclusion, Outlook and 
Recommendations 

 
 

The work conducted in this thesis aimed at improving the performances of an 

oxide-based tandem cell for photoelectrochemical water splitting. In the Part A of this 

document, we have seen different PEC systems for solar hydrogen generation. In 

particular, I have demonstrated new tandem architectures using metal-oxide 

photoanodes and dye-sensitized solar cells. In the Part B, I report on my contribution 

to the improvement of an easily processable nanostructured hematite photoanode, 

addressing known limitations such as poor charge conduction and diffusion. In 

particular, I have shown a method to precisely control the feature size of the 

morphology independant of the activation temperature. In Part C, organized titania 

nanostructures are synthetized and applied as a photoanode in the DSC in an attempt 

to improve charge dynamics. 

The conclusions of each section are summarized below. 



9.1  Tandem cells for photoelectrochemical  water 
 splitting 

In this part, the motivations and theoretical framework for the PEC water 

splitting were examined. The maximum theoretical maximum efficiency of 10 %STH 

obtainable with a single perfect material in a S2 scheme can be surmounted to up to 

20 %STH by using a tandem approach. Several approaches available were reviewed, 

including photovoltaic / photovoltaic, photovoltaic / photoanode and photoanode / 

photocathode approaches. Practical device considerations in terms of engineering 

were also mentioned.  

Three different T6 tandem configurations using hematite photoanodes and 

DSCs with dye tuned to optimize light harvesting have been analyzed in terms of 

optics and spectral response. A simple optical model was presented to predict the 

performance of the device, according to which the novel trilevel architecture (hematite 

/ squaraine dye DSC / black dye DSC) was found to produce the highest operating 

photocurrent density and thus the highest solar to hydrogen conversion efficiency 

(1.36 %STH).  

Subsequently, based in advances in both fields, genuine D4 water splitting 

devices were demonstrated using tungsten trioxide and hematite electrodes as 

photoanodes and high voltage cobalt complex electrolyte based DSC as a single 

electron bias provider. Efficiencies as high as 3.1%STH - a ten-fold improvement over 

previous demonstrations with this class of device - was demonstrated. By further 

scrutinizing the photon pathways and exploitation routes in the discrete optical 

elements of the device, I was able to identify the bottlenecks and limitations of a α-

Fe2O3 / DSC as well as a WO3 oxide / DSC tandem cell and further suggest routes 

for improvement. In addition, the optical model proposed earlier was shown to 

accurately anticipate the operation conditions of such systems. This work describes a 

breakthrough in the inexpensive solar-to-chemical conversion using improved photon 

management in a dual-absorber tandem cell and will undoubtedly constitute a 

benchmark for solar fuel production by solution processable oxide based devices. 



9.2  Solution based colloidal hematite photoanode 
 for water oxidation 

Hematite (α-Fe2O3) is a great candidate material for oxygen evolving 

photocathodes due to its availability, low cost, non-toxicity and appropriate band gap 

allowing extensive absorption in the visible part of the spectrum. However, it suffers 

severe drawbacks, among which are poor majority carrier conductivity and a short 

diffusion length of minority charge carrier with regard to photon penetration depth. 

This circumstance causes most photogenerated charges to have a low probability of 

reaching the semi-conductor / liquid junction and thus to participate in the water 

oxidation reaction. This feature requires the use of hematite morphologies having 

feature size in the range of 10-20 nm.  

A solution-based colloidal approach offers a simple and easily scalable method 

to obtain nanostructured hematite. However, this type of nanostructure needs to be 

exposed to an annealing step at 800 °C to become photoactive. This has been 

attributed to the diffusion of dopants from the substrate. In addition, this annealing 

step sinters the 10 nm particles colloid into a feature size approaching 100 nm.  

Here, I first show the effect of intentionally doping this material on the 

sintering and photoactivity. I then demonstrate a new method to decouple the 

morphological and functional effects of annealing by encapsulating the nanostructure 

in a rigid scaffold. It consists in depositing a conformal silica layer by solution based 

means between the morphological annealing step - where the feature size of the 

nanostructure can be controlled - and the functional annealing step that triggers 

photoactivity in the material. This strategy allowed applying high temperature 

annealing steps while controlling the feature size of the nanoparticles. This latter 

strategy coupled to further passivation of surface states allowed an improvement of the 

net photoactivity of this type of photoanode by a factor of two. A reproducible net 

photocurrent exceeding 4 mA.cm-2 was obtained. This result represents the highest 

performance reported for hematite under one sun illumination. 

 

 



9.3  Nanostructures for the dye sensitized solar cell 
Unidimentional titania nanotubes arrays have been of great interest in the past 

few years due to the potential faster electron pathway to the electrode it could offer. 

Here, I have demonstrated the possibility of using this type of nanostructure made on 

a low cost metallic titanium opaque foil by potentiostatic anodization in flexible DSCs 

usig ITO-PEN as a counter electrode and ionic liquid as a redox mediator. The 

efficiency of 3.6 % was obtained under AM 1.5 simulated solar illumination. The 

main limiting factor for this type of device was found to be the charge transfer 

resistance at the counter electrode, which had a detrimental effect on the fill factor.   

Alternatively, I demonstrated a method to grow TNT arrays on transparent 

substrate from sputtered Ti/TiO2 double layer on FTO-glass. A flat overlayer 

resulting from incomplete anodization process was kept on top of the structure. This 

overlayer prevented protrusion to create a shunt path between the anode and the gold 

counterelectrode and allowed the use of this nanostructure in solid-state devices for 

the first time to obtain an efficiency of 1.67 %. 

I then showed a novel bottom-up 3D host-passivation-guest photoanode for 

the DSC made of a high electron mobility host, a passivating conformal blocking layer 

and a high surface area guest to improve short circuit current density, fill factor, and 

photovoltage. I used Al/ZnO, SnO2 and TiO2 (control) as host materials, TiO2 as 

passivating material and anatase nanoparticles as guest material. The 

tridimentionality of the structure was obtained by the use of a self-assembled 

disordered opal template simply casted on the conductive substrate. An increase in 

photovoltage of up to 110 mV over the state of the art TiO2 and ZnO DSCs with 

Z907 dye and I3- / I- redox couple was obtained. 

Finally, I presented the first high efficiency ss-DSC built using a 3D fibrous 

network of anatase nanowires self assembled from fused single crystal-nanorods. This 

nanostructure was found by impedance spectroscopy to exhibit higher electron 

conductivity, shorter transport time and longer electron lifetime over a wide range of 

applied bias. This material gave a 4.9 % efficient solid state device. 

 



9.4  Outlook and recommendations 

9.4.1 Bringing the Tandem PEC to the market place 

The PEC tandem cell based on one photoanode and one single DSC is a 

device that could potentially be exploited at a commercial level. It is difficult to assess 

exactly the price that could be obtained for a kilogram of hydrogen with this system. 

But provided that such a system can be produced at a price of 150 $.m-2 and can 

deliver a photocurrent of 5 mA.cm-2, the capital cost of hydrogen would be as low as 4 

$.kg-1 a performance competing with those of PV-electrolyzer systems.1 This figure is 

equivalent to obtaining the energy contained in one liter of refined unleaded 95 for as 

low as 0.89 $, less than half of the retail price of gasoline in most European countries.2 

To reach this goal, engineering efforts have to be deployed to reduce system 

price and address optical losses by the design a monolithic device. We have seen in 

chapter 6 that a photocurrent of over 4 mA.cm-2 can be obtained from a simple 

solution based hematite photoanode. Considering the theoretical maximum 

photocurrent of about 13 mA.cm-2 obtainable with hematite a target of 5 mA.cm-2 for 

the full system seems realistic. 

9.4.2 The ideal hematite photoanode 

In this thesis, I have mentioned strategies to nanostructure hematite, 

incorporate dopant, passivate the semiconductor / liquid junction and improve the 

oxygen evolution reaction kinetics by means of catalysis. More challenges have 

attracted my eye in the course of the PhD, including the recombination and difficult 

charge transfer at the semiconductor / substrate interface on one hand and the design 

of clever hybrid nanostructures on the other hand.  

The first has animated the community in the past few years and several 

materials have been shown successful into acting as buffer-layers, such as SiOx,3 

Ga2O3,4 TiO2 and Nb2O5,5 helping relaxing crystal lattice stresses between the 

transparent conductive oxide and the photoactive material. The champion material, 

niobium oxide, usually allows an increase in the photocurrent of about 0.6 mA.cm-2 

whereas gallium oxide shifts the onset potential of the photocurrent about 100 mV 



cathodically.   

Clever hybrid nanostructures similar to the one presented in the first section of 

chapter 8 where the absorption and the charge conduction functions of the materials 

are decoupled represent arguably the easiest approach for obtaining the ideal 

photoanode morphology. The self-assembled organic template offers excellent control 

over the pore size and connectivity. The aspect ratio can be easily tuned by simply 

selecting polystyrene spheres of different sizes and use colloidal solutions of different 

concentration. Finally the deposition method of the template is trivial. Such a 

template can be conformally coated with transparent conductive oxide (TCO) 

material. After removal of the organic template, the revealed conductive host can then 

be coated in one single step with a buffer-layer, followed by the optimal thickness of 

doped photoactive material and a passivating overlayer. Atomic layer deposition is the 

ideal technique as it allows conformal deposition with precise control over the 

thickness of the material deposited. Finally the photoanode can be finalized with the 

deposition of a water oxidation catalyst on the exposed surface. Figure 9.1 depicts the 

ideal photoanode described above. This electrode is currently under investigation. 

 

 

 

 



9.5  Last word... 
Economical solar hydrogen production is at a stone's throw away. The finding 

and innovations presented in this thesis and the recent advances of the scientific 

community also find application in other solar fuel production approaches, by means 

of CO2 reduction in particular. Ammonia and formic acid are examples of energy 

vectors competing with hydrogen.  

I am convinced the international community will keep on investing money and 

efforts into finding efficient alternative for energy production, distribution and use. I 

am curious to see what the future will bring, what the next generation habits will be, 

how we will finally make full use of the most valuable resource we have on the planet: 

the Sun. 
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Characterization of the DSC:  

Current-Voltage curves 

A 450 W xenon light source (Oriel, USA) was used to characterize the solar 

cells. The spectral output of the lamp was matched in the region of 350–750 nm with 

the aid of a Schott K113 Tempax sunlight filter (Präzisions Glas & Optik GmbH, 

Germany) so as to reduce the mismatch between the simulated and true solar spectra 

to less than 4 %. Various incident light intensities were regulated with neutral wire 

mesh attenuators. The current–voltage characteristics of the cell under these 

conditions were obtained by applying external potential bias to the cell and measuring 

the generated photocurrent with a Keithley model 2400 digital source meter (Keithley, 

USA). 

IPCE measurement 

 A modulated light intensity data acquisition system was used to control the 

Incident Photon-to-Current conversion Efficiency (IPCE) measurement. The 

modulation frequency was about 1 Hz. Light from a 300 W Xenon lamp (ILC 

Technology, USA) was focused through a computer controlled Gemini-180 double 

monochromator (Jobin Yvon Ltd., UK) onto the photovoltaic cell under test. A white 

light bias was used to bring the total light intensity on the device under test closer to 

operating conditions. The devices were masked to attain an illuminated active area of 

0.2 cm2. The monochromator was incremented through the visible spectrum to 



generate the IPCE (λ) as defined below. 

  IPCE (λ) = 1240(JSC/λ)  

where λ is the wavelength, JSC is short-circuit current photocurrent (mA cm−2), 

and  is the incident radiative flux (W.m−2). This curve can be derived from the 

measured absorption spectrum of the adsorbed photosensitizer for comparison. 

Electrochemical Impedance Spectroscopy Measurements 

The electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS) measurements of the 

samples were performed at 20 °C using a sinusoidal potential perturbation of 10 mV, 

which was applied over a frequency range from 1 MHz down to 0.1 Hz (Autolab 

PG30). Measurements were analyzed using the transmission line model from Bisquert 

et al. 

Photoanodes Characterization:  

Photoelectrochemical characterization:  

Photocurrent measurements were performed to estimate the solar 

photocurrent of the photo-anodes in a three-electrode configuration with 1 M NaOH 

(pH 13.6) as electrolyte for Fe2O3 and 1 M HClO4 (Fluka, ACS reagent puriss in 

Milli-Q water, 25°C, pH = 0) for the WO3, using Ag/AgCl in saturated KCl as a 

reference electrode. The hematite electrodes were scanned at 50 mV.s–1 between –300 

mV vs. Ag/AgCl and the onset of the dark current (800 mV and 900 mV vs. 

Ag/AgCl, respectively for the control and encapsulated electrodes). The potential is 

reported relative to the reversible hydrogen electrode potential (RHE). The samples 

were illuminated (area = 0.5 cm2) with simulated sunlight from a 450 W xenon lamp 

(Osram, ozone free) using a KG3 filter (3 mm, Schott) with a measured intensity of 1 

sun (100 mW.cm–2, spectrally corrected) at the sample face. Photocurrent action 

spectra were obtained under light from a 300 W Xe lamp with an integrated 

parabolic reflector (Cermax PE 300 BUV) passing through a monochromator (Bausch 

& Lomb, bandwidth 10 nm fwhm). The wavelength was scanned at 1 nm/s, and the 

monochromatic photocurrent of the Fe2O3 electrode compared with that of a UV 

enhanced Si-photodiode (Oriel 71883) of known IPCE spectrum. In order to be 

consistent with previous work, the photo-anode action spectra were measured at the 



potential corresponding to the plateau current defined at the minimum of the first 

derivative of the photocurrent. 

 

IPCE measurement 

The photoanodes photocurrent action spectra were obtained under light from 

a 300 W Xe-lamp with integrated parabolic reflector (Cermax PE 300 BUV) passing 

through a monochromator (Bausch & Lomb, bandwidth 10 nm fwhm). The sample 

was biased to 1.03 V vs RHE in order to approach the device operating conditions.  

 

Common characterization 

UV-vis spectra: Total transmittance spectra were measured with a Varian 

Cary 5 spectrophotometer equipped with an 11 cm diameter integrating sphere 

coated with polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE). The photoanodes were wetted with water 

and covered with a microscopy cover glass in order to reduce light reflections at the 

Fe2O3 or WO3 surface, and to approach the conditions in the photoelectrochemical 

cell. The absence of sample was used as a blank in order to take into account light 

absorption from each material of the devices and every reflection at the interfaces. 

The absorptivity, A, was calculated from these measurements with the formula A = 1 

– T – R, with T the total transmittance and R the total reflectance.  

Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM):  

The morphology of the mesoporous hematite thin films were characterized 

using a high-resolution scanning electron microscope (FEI XL30 SFEG). The 

acceleration voltage was 5 keV while an in-lens detector was employed with a working 

distance of 5 mm. The samples were investigated after the photoelectrochemical 

measurements and sample positions coincided with the illuminated area.  

Mobility Measurement on Al/ZnO and SnO2 

Electron mobility in Al/ZnO and SnO2 was obtained using Hall Effect 

measurement (Microworld HMS-3000) on a 90 nm thick film on glass substrate at 



room temperature in the dark. 
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Materials and Methods  
 

Hematite photoanode fabrication  

Silicon-doped hematite photoanodes were made by atmospheric pressure 

chemical vapor deposition (APCVD) from Fe(CO)5 (Aldrich 99.999%) and 

tetraethoxylane (TEOS; Aldrich 99.999%) on F:SnO2-coated glass (TEC15, Hartford 

Glass) as previously reported in the literature. Precautions were made to select 

deposition parameters offering an optimal transparency and light scattering as well as 

the lowest onset potential of the photocurrent. Six cycles of ALD of Al2O3 and a 

cobalt catalyst were deposited on the surface of the cauliflower nanostructure in order 

to further improve the onset potential of the photocurrent. 

Tungsten trioxide photoanode fabrication  

Mesoporous WO3 photoanodes were synthesized using an earlier reported 

aqueous sol–gel method. The precursor consisted of (poly)tungstic acid, freshly 

prepared by elution of a solution of Na2WO4 through the cation exchange column, 

and of an organic additive acting as porogen, low molecular weight polyethylene 

glycol (PEG) 300. To insure high porosity of the final films the precursor contained an 

excess of PEG, corresponding to the WO3/PEG ratio of 0.6 w/w. The colloidal 

precursor was deposited onto conductive F:SnO2-coated glass plates (Pilkington Glass, 



resistance 8-10 Ω/square) using doctor-blade technique, dried in air at 100°C and, 

subsequently, the sample was annealed in flowing oxygen at 550°C for 30 min. The 

final ca. 2.5 μm thick film was formed by six consecutive deposition/annealing cycles. 

DSC Materials synthesis  

The synthetic details of 3-{6-{4-[bis(2’,4’-dihexyloxybiphenyl-4-yl)amino-

]phenyl}-4,4-dihexyl-cyclopenta-[2,1-b:3,4-b′]dithiphene-2-yl}-2-cyanoacrylic acid 

(coded Y123) have been described in a previous study. The synthetic details of 

[Co(bpy-pz)2]3+/2+) [bpy-pz = 6-(1H-pyrazol-1-yl)-2,2’-bipyridine]) have also been 

described in our  previous study. The preparation details of nanoporous poly(3,4-

ethylenedioxythiophene) (PEDOT) coated FTO as counter electrode are given 

elsewhere. In this study, the films were deposited at a DC potential of +1.4 V vs. 

Ag/AgCl for 30 s at room temperature. 

DSC Fabrication  

The nanocrystalline TiO2 pastes were prepared using a previously reported 

procedure. The TiO2 transparent electrodes composed of ~20 nm anatase resulting in 

~32 nm pore on fluorine doped thin oxide (FTO, 4 mm thickness, 10 ohms/sq, 

Nippon Sheet Glass, Japan) conducting glass were controlled from 2.5 to 3 μm by the 

number of screen printing passes. The TiO2 electrodes were immersed into a 0.1 mM 

solution of Y123 with 5 mM 3α,7α-dihydroxy-5β-cholic acid (chenodeoxycholic acid) 

in 4-tert-butanol/acetonitrile mixture (1:1 v/v) and kept for 15 h at room temperature. 

The applied electrolyte consists of 0.22 M Co(L)n2+, 0.05 M Co(L)n3+, 0.01 M LiClO4, 

and 0.3~0.4 M 4-tert-butylpyridine in acetonitrile. The dye-adsorbed TiO2 electrode 

and PEDOT counter electrode on FTO (TEC 15 ohms/sq, Pilkington) were 

assembled into a sealed sandwich type cell with a gap of a hot-melt ionomer film, 

Surlyn (25 μm, Du-Pont). In order to increase light path length, a white paint with 

tippex was deposited on glass side of counter electrode.  

Normalization of J-V curves. The DSC was measured under full sun as 

well as 50 % and 10 % solar illumination. The curve reflecting the best the actual 

photon flux on the device under illumination through the photoanode was selected in 

order to approach as close as possible to the full device operation conditions. 

Photoconductivity, photoresistivity and other mechanism resulting from a variation of 



the light intensity and their effects on the shape of the J-V  curve were therefore taken 

into account. The selected J -V curve was then scaled to match its short circuit current 

to the one obtained my integrating the calculated electron flux in the device as shown 

in Appendix B.1.  

 

Mismatch between in-situ measurements and calculated J-V 

curves. The small discrepancy observed between the J-V  curves obtained from the 

electro optical study and the in situ measurement can be attributed to the optical 

losses in the measurement chamber and a mismatch between the light source and the 

standard solar spectrum. In addition, the in situ measurement of the photoanodes 

current-voltage curve is done in a two electrodes fashion while the curves obtained 

from calculation result from three electrodes measurement. The resistance of the 

electrolyte is therefore visible on the J-V  curves of the photoanodes measured in situ 



as well as the resistance and overpotential at the counter electrode, in spite of the strict 

precautions taken in using a large area platinum bundle during two electrodes 

measurements an for the full device under operation in order to avoid electron flux 

capping due to surface limited effects. The platinum bundle formed by wrapping up a 

platinum gauze (woven from 52 wires, 0.1mm diameter) was placed as close as 

possible to the active area of the photoanode (about three millimeters) in such a way 

to not interact with the light. Full devices were made by assembling a DSC together 

with a photoanode spaced by a drop of refractive index matching oil (Immersol 518 F, 

Zeiss) to avoid extra reflections at the air-glass interfaces. The ensemble was fixed 

together using epoxy resin in order to plunge the resulting tandem device entirely in 

the electrolyte. A circular black tape mask presenting an area of 0.196 cm2 was 

applied directly onto the photoanode, and defined the active area of the device. 
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Materials and Methods.  

 

Preparation of mesoporous thin films:  

About 400 mg of dry Fe2O3 nanopowder prepared by the thermal 

decomposition of Fe(CO)5  (ca. 10 nm dia., provided generously by BASF) was 

combined using a mortar and pestle with 40 μl of a 10 % solution of acetylacetone 

(Acac) in 1-hexanol until all of the powder was incorporated into a paste. Here the 

hexanol was used to slow solvent evaporation and the Acac was used as a nanoparticle 

capping surfactant. The nanoparticle paste was then diluted with 1% Acac in 2-

propanol by adding 100 μl fractions until 5 ml. This dispersion was sonicated by an 

ultrasonic tip sonicator (Branson Sonifier 250) in a temperature controlled water-bath 

(10 °C) at a 20 % duty cycle for 5 min. The solution was allowed to settle and only the 

supernatant solution containing the colloidal nanoparticles was decanted form the 

undispersed aggregates. This solution was concentrated by evaporation to 26.4 mg/ml 

measured by evaporating a known volume of solution and weighing the solids. The 

nanoparticle solution was combined with a 4.1 wt.% solution of hydroxypropyl 

cellulose (HPC) in 2-propanol in order to have a 30 wt.% HPC based on solid content 

and further diluted with 2-propanol (to a final concentration of 9.4 mg/ml based on 

total solids) to prevent the gelling of the colloid. Titanium isopropoxide was added to 

the solution four hours prior to the film deposition as a doping source at a 

concentration of 5 at% with respect to the iron atom content. The final colloid 

solution containing the porogen and dopant was then coated onto the substrate 

(F:SnO2 on aluminomborosilicate, Solaronix) via doctor-blading with a 40 μm 

invisible tape (3M) as a spacer. These films were air-dried for 30 min before the initial 

heating to remove the organics (2 °C.min–1 to 350 °C, 450 °C and 500 °C, 10 h) and 

the samples were cooled before encapsulation. The encapsulation was performed after 



Ogawa et al. by dipping the substrates in a methanol solution kept at 0 °C and 

containing water (10.3 M), hexadecyltrimethylammonium chloride (C16TAC, 29 

mM) as a structure directing agent, and aqueous ammonia (6.2 M) for hydrolysis. 

TEOS was added (77 mM) as a Si source and the solution was shook for 1 min before 

re-immersing in an ice bath until the solution became turbid, indication of the 

formation of light scattering silica spheres in solution. The samples were then rinsed 

abundantly with DI water and dried in air. The second heat treatment was done in air 

in a tube furnace (2 in dia.) at a set point of 800 °C. A thermocouple placed in the 

tube at the same position of the samples verified the set point temperature within 5 °C. 

The electrodes were inserted into the preheated furnace in alumina boats and 

removed after the annealing time (10 min) and allowed to cool on the bench-top. The 

silica layer was removed with stirring sodium hydroxide, 5M in water at room 

temperature. The amount of etching time was optimized and was found to depend on 

the morphological annealing temperature and therefore porosity of the film. The 

optimized time for the etching of the 350 °C, 450 °C and 500 °C was 3 min, 4 min 30 

s and 7 min respectively.  

Surface characterization: 

X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy was performed on porous hematite films in 

order to quantitatively measure the elemental composition of the surface. Data were 

collected by Axis Ultra (Kratos Analytical, Manchester, U.K.) under ultrahigh 

vacuum condition (<10–8 Torr), using a monochromatic Al KR X-ray source (1486.6 

eV), in the Surface Analysis Laboratory of CIME at EPFL. The source power was 

maintained at 150 W (10 mA, 15 kV). The emitted photoelectrons were sampled from 

a rectangular area of 750 μm × 350 μm. Gold (Au 4f7/2) and copper (Cu 2p3/2) lines at 

84.0 and 932.6 eV, respectively, were used for calibration. The adventitious carbon 1s 

peak at 285 eV was used as an internal standard to compensate for any charging 

effects. Figure S1a shows the silicon atom content on the surface of different samples 

and exhibits clearly a strong Si 2s peak for the sample infiltrated with confinement 

scaffold. After scaffold removal, the peak is attenuated to the same level as before silica 

infiltration. This observation is in good agreement with the results presented in figure 

S1c displaying the iron atoms content in the same samples. When the confinement 

scaffold is infiltrated, the Fe 2p peak is attenuated, indicating an ample coverage of 



the hematite surface by the silica layer. This is confirmed by the O 1s peak shift from 

532.7 eV (attributable to silica) with the presence of the confining scaffold to 530 eV 

(attributable to hematite) before infiltration and after scaffold removal (Appendix 

C.2b). Appendix C.1 summarizes the atomic content at the surface of the different 

samples. 

 
 Surface atomic content (at %) 

 Control sample After encapsulation  After removal 

Fe 2p 25.19 3.78 20.2 

O 1s 66.13 71.24 69.9 

Si 2s 6.2 24.47 8.05 

Ti 2p 2.47 0.5 1.85 

 

 



 

 

Effect of the morphological annealing: 
Several different morphological annealing temperatures were tested, with 

identical infiltration and functional annealing conditions and optimized scaffold 

removal step. Scanning electron micrographs of the final morphology show a steady 

increase of the feature size with increasing morphological annealing temperature. 

Samples treated at 350 °C, 450 °C and 500 °C had a particle size of about 20 nm, 30 

nm and 40 nm respectively while control sample – non encapsulated, treated at 

800 °C – had a particle size of about 80 – 120 nm. Even though the obtained 

nanostructure’s average particle size was found to be smaller with lower 

morphological temperature as expected (Figure C2), the over-all photo-activity of 

these films was not always improved as compared to the control sample (Figure C3). 

Only the film treated at 500°C showed better plateau photocurrent. The other 

infiltrated samples exhibited a smaller plateau photocurrent. This result suggests a 

competition between particle size and electron transport. 
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Three-Dimensional Host–Passivation–Guest Photoanode 

Fabrication 

A 22 vol % dispersion of 2.2 μm polystyrene macrospheres in isopropanol is 

doctor bladed on a TEC15 FTO-covered glass substrate to reveal a large-area highly 

light scattering disordered template. It is then heated and infiltrated with 90 nm of 

Al/ZnO (1:9), SnO2, or TiO2 in a highly conformal fashion by atomic layer 

deposition (ALD) pulses of trimethylaluminum, diethylzinc and water (Al(Me)3, 

Zn(Et)2|H2O, 114 °C, 1:9), tetrakis(dimethylamino)tin and ozone (Sn(NMe2)4|O3, 

200 °C) and tetrakis(dimethylamino)titanium and water (Ti(NMe2)4|H2O, 200 °C) 

using nitrogen as a carrier gas (Cambridge Nanotech Savannah S100). The infiltrated 

opal’s top surface oxide is removed by RIE (6 min, 1800W, C4F8, Ar carrier gas, 

AMS200) performed before removing the polymer template by annealing (360 °C, 15 

min.) The TCO backbone is then conformally coated with 25 nm of dense TiO2 by 

ALD in order to reduce interfacial recombination between electrons in the highly 

conducting TCO backbone and the I3– oxidized electrolyte (Figure 8.1c). The 3D H-

P-G structures were filled with a 17 nm anatase nanoparticle paste through four 

sequential doctor blading separated by 10 min heating at 120 °C to ensure solvent 

evaporation and densification of the conformal paste thin film. The electrode is then 

calcined to burn off the organic materials found in the paste (500 °C, 60 min, 

2 °C/min ramp). In order to improve the anatase nanoparticle connectivity and 

increase the photocurrent, the TiO2 and SnO2 H-P-G photoanodes were immersed 

into a 40 mM aqueous TiCl4 solution at 70 °C for 30 min and washed with water and 

ethanol.  

3D H-P-G based Dye-Sensitized Solar Cell Fabrication 

The 3D host–passivation–guest photoanodes are sintered for 30 min at 500 °C 



before dipping in a 0.3 mM Z907 solution (90 vol% 1:1 acetonitrile/tert-butanol, 10 

vol% DMF) for 10 min. Following the immersion procedure, the dye-sensitized 

electrodes are rinsed with acetonitrile and dried in air. The photoanodes are then 

assembled using a thermally platinized FTO counter electrode (fabricated by 

spreading out a drop of 5 mM H2PtCl6 isopropanol solution on the FTO before 

treating it at 420 °C for 15 min) using a 25 μm thick hot melt ring (Surlyn, DuPont) 

and sealed by heating. The cell internal space was filled with a volatile I3–/I– 

electrolyte (1.0 M DMII, 0.03 M I2, 0.5 M TBP, 0.05 M LiI, 0.1 M GuNCS), in a 

85:15 acetonitrile/valeronitrile mixture through a predrilled hole using a vacuum 

pump. 

Nanowire Synthesis 

In a typical synthesis, 3.7 g of titanium(IV) oxide nanopowder (99.7% anatase, 

Aldrich) is mixed with 35 mL of 10 M NaOH (97% Aldrich) solution. The mixture is 

then transferred into a Teflon-lined stainless steel autoclave (Parr Instrument 

Company) and heated at 130 °C for 36 h. After this treatment, the autoclave is left to 

cool to room temperature at a rate of 1 °C min−1. The supernatant is gently decanted 

from the cake-like half-product that is formed at the bottom of the Teflon linear. 

Then, 35 mL of 15 M KOH (Fluka) solution is immediately added and the 

temperature is increased gradually (3 °C min−1) to 200 °C for 24 h. The system is 

cooled to 150 °C at a rate of 1 °C min−1 and subsequently kept at 150 °C for 12 h. 

The autoclave is then quenched to room temperature. The white product is then 

collected, filtered, and washed several times with deionized water and neutralized with 

the appropriate amount of 0.1 M HCl solution (Merck). It is then washed with hot 

(80 °C) deionized water in order to remove remaining traces of NaCl and KCl. The 

white powder is finally dried at 100 °C for 6 h in air. The obtained product is gently 

ground evacuated at 250 °C for 4 h in vacuum to complete the drying. 

Nanowire Suspension 

Nanowire powder (2.4 g) is dispersed in 100 mL of 2-propanol (>99.8% 

Merck), and the mixture is homogenized with an ultrasonic tip (Bandelin Sonopuls, 

Microtip MS73) 10% amplitude for 30 min. 

 



Titanate Nanowire Decomposition 

Once deposited on the FTO glass substrates by doctor blading, the samples 

are heat treated at 600 °C in air for 2 h. Titanate nanowires crytallize into anatase 

structure as confirmed by the X-ray diffractograms presented in Appendix D1. The 

nanowires can be described as a chain-like assembly of TiO2 nanorods with 

morphological characteristics presented in Appendix D2. 



Nanowire based Solid-State Dye-Sensitized Solar Cell Fabrication 

Complete DSC devices were prepared using 2.5 μm doctor bladed thin films 

on FTO glass (TEK15, 15 Ω/☐) covered with a 100 nm compact layer of TiO2 

deposited by spray pyrolysis to avoid recombination losses with the hole transport 

material. After calcination in air at 600 °C for 2 h, interconnectivity within the 3D 

network of nanowires was improved by treating the photoanodes in aqueous acidic 

TiCl4 (40 mM, 70 °C, 30 min) or atomic layer deposition (ALD) of titanium 

tetraisopropoxide (<1 nm, 200 °C). The photoanodes are then dipped overnight in a 

1 × 10−4 M acetonitrile solution of C218 high extinction coefficient organic dye. The 

thin film is then infiltrated with a solution of spiro-MeOTAD hole transport material 

(Merck Gmbh, 180 mg/mL), tert-butyl pyridine (1:26 mL mg−1 tbp/spiro-

MeOTAD), lithium bis(trifluoromethylsulfonyl)imide salt (Li-TFSI, 170 mg mL−1 

acetonitrile solution, 1:12 mL mg−1 of Li-TFSI solution/spiro-MeOTAD) in 

chlorobenzene. To do so, each nanowire-based thin film is first covered with 50−70 

μL of the spiro-MeOTAD solution before spin coating and left for 40 s before spin 

coating at 1200 rpm for 45 s in order to maximize pore filling. After spin coating, the 

counter electrode was applied by thermal evaporation of 100 nm of gold. J−V 

measurements of the cell were carried out under standardized AM1.5 illumination of 

100 mW.cm-2 (active area 0.18−0.19 cm2, spectral mismatch 2%). 
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